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Abstract 

This report addresses the issue of separation of concerns in software architecture 
modelling of real-time reactive systems. First, the idea of modelling fllnetion
alities and behavior with GAIVIlVIA and its coordination language is reviewed, 
and a method for reasoning on GAIVI:f\!IA and coordinated specifications is pre
sented. Then, the new aspect for timing is added to the design method and 
the extended syntax, semantics , and reasoning method are proposed. Before 
extending the formalisms with timing, decision points are olltlined and different 
alternatives are investigated. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Separating different concerns in software design has been proposed in several 
classic computer science texts sinee the very beginnings of this discipline. How
ever, this issue did not receive enough attention compared to that of integrated 
and powerful programming languages/formalisms that are ahle to cover all dif
ferent concerns of requirements and design. Fl1rthermore, rarely was there a 
way of distinction of or projection on a particular aspect or concern in these 
rieh languages. 

Providing ahstract and simple formalisms that are tailor-made for a single 
aspect of requirement specification, design, or programming, seems to be of an 
overwhelming importance. The idea of llsing these tailor-made formalisms can 
help in a more focused design method that enahles designers to concentrate on 
each aspect of a design separately. Furthermore, they will ease change of each 
aspect without being directly involved with other ones and facilitates reuse of 
each aspect in other specialized designs. Thus, a new trend appeared recently 
in separating different concerns and providing appropriate ways of focusing on 
each concern. A distinguished example of this trend can be seen in Post Object 
oriented Programming languages (POPs) [1:3, 16] and in partieular in the As
peet Oriented Programming (AOP) [1:3] and Multi-Dimensional Separation of 
Coneerns [27] methods. 

The ultimate goal of the research commenced by this report is to have a 
set of declarative and ahstract specification languages for each aspect and then 
weave any meaningful combination of aspect designs to reflect inter-connections 
of aspects and move toward a more restricted model of behavior (Le., towards 
an implementation). The combination of aspect weaving procedures enables 
local verification of properties. After a correctness analysis of the set of designs, 
an executahle behavioral model will be derived from it. This model proposes a 
specific composition of bask building blocks. The derivation should preserve the 
proved correctness of a design or achieve it in a set of stepwise transformations. 
In addition to the executahle model of behavior, a set of monitoring compo
nents might be generated from a specification so that non-functional aspects of 
specification can be checked at run-time, too. 
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Figure 1.1: Separation of Concerns in Design 

This report takes the first steps toward this ultimate goal by providing a 
formal framework of separation of concerns for timed systems. It benefits from 
previous research on the functionality / behavior modelling paradigm [8] and ex
tends it to functionality / timing / behavior. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic view 
of the proposed method. The novelty of this work compared to the approaches 
mentioned ahove is that, first, it exploits the idea of separation of concerns at 
the specification and design level, and, second, it estahlishes a robust theoretical 
basis that allows rigid analysis and verification of designs. 

The basic functionality of a design is specified in an ahstract formal language 
ealled GAMMA [5], and timing information is added to GAMMA funetionalities 
in the form of separate intervals. Composed behavior of the system is expressed 
in a kind of coordination language. The correctness criteria for the composed 
timed behavior are then specified in a timed temporal logic. The composed 
behavior of the weaved functionality and timing that should meet certain cor
rectness criteria is represented by a (timed) coordination language specifying 
the order of fl1nctionalities, parallelism, synchronization, etc .... 

To keep these aspects separate in our framework, we provide semantics for 
each meaningful composition of models so that change or even ahsence of one 
model does not prevent reasoning ahout the other ones. In other words, design 
concerns, change, and reasoning can be localized by using the proposed frame
work. Since the design languages have a formal semantics, reasoning ahout 
the properties of a design in these languages can be done using formal verifica
tion techniques. \Ve present examples of formal reasoning in each part. In the 



practice of adding time to our design method, we enumerate the main decision 
points and provide reasons why a decision is made and in which cases the deci
sion remains sound. \Ve try to preserve the distinguishing feature of separation 
of concerns and orthogonality throughout the extension. 

The rest of this report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 begins with an 
overview of GAIVI:f\Ll, its shared data space model (multiset), syntax and se
mantics. The discussion continues with presenting principles of our intention for 
using GA:f\,1:f\!IA, namely its inherent abstract nature, coordination of GA:f\!I:f\Ll 
programs, and a method for reasoning about them. These aspects motivate 
why this formal model is chosen to be enriched with timing information, and 
what are the intended applications of the new timed-GA:f\!I:f\!IA and coordination 
framework, and the goals aimed at by doing so. In Chapter :3, properties of time 
and its possible ways of representation and semantic modelling are studied. A 
set of decisions made in Chapter :3, results in an extended syntax, semantics, and 
reasoning method for timed-GA:f\!I:f\!IA and coordination in Chapter 4. Finally, 
Chapter 5 ends the report by presenting conclusions and future research direc
tiems. To illustrate the discussion, simple examples are presented in each section 
and worked on during the discussion to show different aspects of specification 
in our approach. 

In order to take details of a real-time embedded system design into account, 
adding some other aspects of design such as hardware (processor) resources , and 
a data distribution model is important. \Ve try to abstract from these aspects 
of design in this report and when necessary, we make some assumption about 
them. However, a complete model will be a result of weaving several aspect 
specifications including those mentioned above. 
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Chapter 2 

GAMMA, Coordination, 
and Reasoning 

2.1 Introduction 

The Shared DatH Spl-H:e paradigm is proposed to be H meHns for temporal Bnd 
spatial de(;onpling of (;omponent intenH:tions. As shown in Fignre 2.1: (;om
ponents (;Hll l-H:(:ess the datH Spl-H:e as the shared (;OmnmnkHtion medium in
dependent from eHeh other. GAMMA (Geneml Abstmet Model for Mllltiset 
f\!Ianip1l1Htion) is H spedfkHtionjprogrHmming model based on this paradigm. 
In GA?\:[f\iIA: the notion of H rn'lflti8ct (bag) is nsed to model the bask shared 
datH Spl-H:e Bnd rifles represent the TIUH:tiollHlity of (;omponents [6: 5]. 

Due to the HbstnH:t natnre of GA?\:[f\iIA: operations (rules) defined on the 
m1l1tiset Bre kept as independent as possible Bnd helH:e unneeded seqllentiHlity 
relations (e.g.: immense nse of semi-(;olon notation even in parallel versions of 
dassk programming languages [12]) is not imposed on GA?\:[f\iIA programs. In 

Shared Data Space 

Component 

Figure 2.1: Shared DHtH SpHee Model 
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other words, GAIVlfv1A programs can capture logically inherent parallelism in the 
problem definition [6]. Furthermore, GA1\llVIA programs abstract from many 
other aspects such as distribution, replication, and fault tolerance. 

This ahstractness makes GA:f\:IlVIA a suitable choice for the specification of 
computational functionalities of software components. Using this model allows 
component designers to concentrate on discrete functionalities of components 
and leave the composed behaviors as well as other non-functional aspects of them 
to be devised in later design phases, and/or by other specification methods (e.g. 
coordination languages for specifying composed behavior). This approach has 
been studied in [81, and rf'Bulted in a method for designing concurrent distributed 
systems. 

Considering the complex nature of distributed real-time system design, ex
tending the above mentioned design method to real- time systems may divide 
this complex process into designing individual (real-time) component function
alities, specification of real-time properties and requirements, and finally finding 
a composed behavior that uses functionalities in order to satisfy correctness re
quirements. 

In order to estahlish a basis for such a real-time extension, we review the 
design method in the untimed setting and make changes to it to fit our intended 
purposes. Contributions of this report to the (untimed) GA:f\!I:f\!IA / coordination 
model are as follows: 

1. The syntax of GA:f\!I:f\!IA is simplified by keeping only the basic function
ality (rule) part of programs and postponing all structuring and control 
decisions to defining an appropriate coordination schedule for a program. 
Hence we eliminate structuring techniques like tropes in [15] and compo
sition operators in [8]. 

2. In the foundation of our GA:f\!I:f\Ll model, we propose a more general 
and liberal notion of independent parallel tasks eompared to that of [8] 
(Original representations of GAMMA formalism [6, 15] does not have a 
notion of independence) that allows more parallelism. (\Ve present the 
differences in detail in Section 2.2.) 

:3. \Ve use strong bisimilarity to relate programs and coordination expres
siems. \Ve re-define the :f\!Iost General Schedule of a program and prove it 
equal to the GA:f\!I:f\Ll program. An important advantage is that our new 
notion of the :f\!Iost General Schedule has a compositional structure. 

In this chapter, in Section 2.2, first we present a basic theory of multisets as 
the foundation for the G A:f\!I:f\!IA model and prove the properties that we desire 
from this basic model. After that, in Section 2.:3, we give an overview on the 
GA:f\'1:f\Lllanguage and its chaotic execution model. A coordination language is 
defined subsequently in Section 2.4, to organize composition of basic GA:f\!I:f\!IA 
rules. After introduction of the coordination language, the equivalence notion 
on GA:f\!I:f\Ll programs and coordination expressions is defined. Finally, a way 
of reasoning is sketched in Section 2.5, to show how a coordinated program is 
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verified against desired properties expressed in Linear-time Temporal Logic [9]. 
As mentioned before, each section works on the corresponding aspect of given 
examples. 

2.2 Multisets 

In this subsection, we define a concise and basic theory of multisets that is to be 
used through the rest of the paper. For a more detailed discussion on multisets 
and some historical accounts , see [26]. 

Definition 2.1 (Mnltiset) A multiset is a set that allows multiple occurrences 
of elements. f\!Iore precisely, it is defined in terms of a total function from a set 
of data objects U (for universe) to the set of natural non-negative numbers iN 
presenting their number of occurrence. Hence, a multiset AI is defined as: 

NI : U -+ IN. 

'Ve refer to the set of all multisets of a universe U as 1v!(U). 

The multiset function when applied to an element from the universe, gives 
the cardinality of the element. If an element is not present in a multiset , the 
result of the multiset function (its cardinality) is zero. 

Definition 2.2 (Membership) By definition, for all elements e E U, e is a 
member of a multiset AI E liV!(U) if its cardinality is greater than zero: 

e E NI ~ NI(e) > O. 

If an element e is not a member of a multiset AI , this fact is denoted by e,E AI. 

To define a multiset by enumerating its members (extensional presentation), 
we use the notation [rnl, rn2, ... J, where each element is repeated as often as its 
cardinality. The empty multiset (denoted. by OJ) is the multiset that contains 
no element. 

Definition 2.3 (Mnltisnbset) The multisubset relation is, for all NI" Nh E 
]VI(U) , defined as: 

Definition 2.4 (Mnltiset Basic Operations) To express our formal seman
tics, we define the following basic operations on multisets, for all e E U, .1\Jl , A12 E 
]VI(U): 

1. Multiset union: (NI, U Nh)(e) ~ max(NI, (e) , Nh(e)) 

2. Multiset interseetion: (NI, n Nh)(e) ~ min(NI, (e) , Nh(e)) 
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:3. M1l1tiset addition: (lVI, t!llVh)(e) ~ lVI, (e) + lVh(e) 

4. M1l1tiset sllbtraetion: (lVI, 8lVh)(e) ~ max(O, lVI, (e) -lVh(e)) 

Corollary 2.1 The following properties of bask operations hold for all mlllti
sets lVI" lVh and lVh E ]VI(U) [26]: 

1. Commutativity: 

lVI, U lVh = lVh U lVI, 
lVI, n lVh = lVh n lVI, 
lVI, t!llVh = lVh t!llVI, 

2. Associativity: 

lVI, U (lVh U lVh) = (lVI, U lVh) U lVh 
lVI, n (lVh n lVh) = (lVI, n lVh) n lVh 
lVI, t!l (lVh t!l lVh) = (lVI, t!l lVh) t!l lVh 

:3. Zero Element: 

lVI, U [jl = lVI, 
lVI, t!l [jl = lVI, 
lVI, 8 [jl = lVI, 

4. Idempoteney: 

lVI, U lVI, = lVI, 
lVI, n lVI, = lVI, 

SllbstitlltiC)llS are bask notiC)llS of computation in GAIVI:f\!IA semantics. To 
define this notion formally, first we define single substitution to represent bask 
computation and afterwards, we define multiple substitution as composition of 
bask computations. 

Definition 2.5 (Single sUbstitution) Let.N and .N I be arbitrary mllitiset in 
1v!(U) , then a single substitution is denoted by .Nj.N I

, and its ,'cad, take, and 
put part are defined as follows: 

,·ead(N/N') ~ N n N' 

take(N/N') ~ N' 8 ,·ead(N/N') 

put(N/N') ~ N 8 ,·ead(N/N') 

Henceforth, applying an arbitrary single substitution a on a mllitiset AI E 

]VI(U) is defined as: 

IvI[a] ~ { (IvI8 take (a)) t!l put(a) 
IvI 
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if ,·ead (a) t!l take (a) t;; IvI 
otherwise 



~ 1'ead(N/N') 

I2:2Z3 take (N/N') 
rss:s:9 put (N/N') 

Figure 2.2: Single Substitution Parts (Ven Diagram) 

Intuitively, applying a single substitution should result in taking .NI from 
AI and putting back mllitiset .N. In this operation, some parts of the mllitiset 
may he only temporarily taken away by .NI and put back by .N again (the read 
part). According to the ahove definition, we only remove the take part of the 
substitution and replace it by the put part. The distinction of these parts turns 
out to be llseful in the remainder. Figure 2.2 represents the ahove definition 
llsing a Ven diagram. Also, the definition of single substitution application 
states that a substitution does not change a mllitiset if the SlIm of its ref-tel and 
take parts are not present in the mllitiset. 

Proposition 2.2 Fnr an arbitrary single substitution (J: take((J)nput((J) = cp . 

Proof. Suppose that a = .Nj.N I
; for an arbitrary element e E U, suppose that 

.N (e) = nand .N I (e) = n'. Assume, n :::; n'. Then, according to Definitions 
2.4 and 2.5: put((J)(e) = (N E3 (N' n N))(e) = N(e) - min(N(e), N'(e)) = 
N(e) - N(e) = O. 

Similarly, ifn' S n, take((J)(e) = O. So in both eases, (put((J)ntake((J))(e) = 
min(put((J)(e), take((J)(e)) = 0, whieh means that e,E take((J) n put((J). ~ 

Definition 2.6 (Multiple sUbstitution) :f\!Illltiple substitution is denoted by 
al, a2 where al and a2 are single or multiple substitutions. Functions take, put, 
and read of a multiple substitution are defined inductively, based on those for 
a single substitution, as follows: 

"ead((J] , (J2) ~ "ead((J]) U "ead((J2) 

take((J] , (J2) ~ take((J]) EE take((J2) 

put((J] , (J2) ~ put((J]) EE put((J2) 

The ,'ead part of a multiple substitution is the union of its eonstitlling parts 
because a single copy of an element can be re;:-tel by several substitution oper
ations and remains lllH:hanged afterwards. However , for the take or put parts, 
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different copies of the elements are removed or added by the individual substitu
tiems. Application of a multiple substitution to a multiset is defined in exactly 
the same way as the application of a single substitution (see Definition 2.5). 

\Ve define that the independence condition holds for two substitutions with 
respect to a multiset if and only if both substitutions can be applied to the mul
tiset simultaneously or in any arbitrary order. This is a useful notion to model 
parallelism in GA1\llVIA semantics. This definition is formalized as follows: 

Definition 2.7 ( Independent substitutions) Two arbitrary (single or mul
tiple) substitutions al and a2 are defined to be independent with respect to a 
multiset AI, denoted. by AI 1= al r><J a2, as: 

This me;:-ms that two substitutions are independent if and only if both can 
find enough shared copies of elements to read and enough different copies of 
elements to take, or in other words, if and only if the multiple substitution 
a] , a2 is applieable to iVI. 

Proposition 2.3 (Commutativity of Independence) Fnr all multisets iVI 
and substitutions al and a2, AI 1= al r><J a2 if and only if AI F a2 r><J al. 

Pmof. According to Definition 2.6 and Corollary 2.1: 

iVI 1= a] M a2 
? )·ead(a] , (2) Bl take(a] , (2) t;; iVI 
? ()-ead(a,) U )·ead(a2)) Bl (take(a,) Bl take(a2)) t;; iVI 
? ()-ead(a2) U )·ead(a,)) Bl (take(a2) Bl take (a] )) t;; iVI 
? )·ead(a2, a]) Bl take(a2, a]) t;; iVI 
? iVI 1= a2 CX1 a] 

Example 2.1 (Independency of substitutions) Consider the multiset AI = 
[1,2 , 2]. Two substitutions a] = [2]/[1,2] and a2 = [2]/[2,2] are independent 
with respeet to iVI, beeause )·ead(a] , (2) = [2] U [2] = [2] and take (a] ,(2) = 
[1] Bl [2] = [1 , 2] and thus , ,·ead(a] , (2) Bl take(a] , (2) = [1,2,2] t;; iVI. As we 
prove later, it allows both substitutions to be applied to AI simultaneously (by 
taking take(a] , (2) from iVI and putting put(a] , (2)) and also in both possible 
orders. 

However, two substitutions a] = [1]/[1,2] and a2 = [2]/[2,2] are not inde
pendent substitutions with respect to the multiset AI, because t'ead(al ' a2) = 
[1] U [2] = [1 , 2] and take (a] , (2) = [2] Bl [2] = [2 , 2] and thus, ,·ead(a] , (2) Bl 
take(a] , (2) = [1,2,2,2] whieh is obviously not a nmltisubset of iVI. This is 
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in line with the intuitive meaning of independence because applying al to AI 
results in the multiset [1,2] and does not allow application of a2. Nevertheless, 
applying a2 to AI results in the same multiset [1 , 2], that allows the application 
of al. 

The following two lemmas state that for two independent substitutions, they 
can be applied in any order (and simultaneously) to the multiset, and the results 
are the same: 

Lemma 2.4 For two arbitrary substitutions al and a2 and a multiset AI, if 
NI 1= a] CX1 a2: 

1. )-ead(a]) Bl take (a] ) t;; NI and )-ead(a2) Bl take(a2) t;; NI. 

2. )·ead(ad Bl take(ad t;; NI[a2] and )·ead(a2) Bl take(a2) t;; NIh]. 

Pmof. Proofs of all relations are trivial using the definition of independence. 
Fnr sake of eompleteness, we give the proof for )·ead(a2) Bl take(a2) t;; NIh], 
using the first relation in the lemma sf-tying that t'ead(ad EE take(ad ~ AI and 
thus, take(ad t;; NI: 

NI 1= a] CX1 a2 
=? )·ead(a] , (2) Bl take(a] , (2) t;; NI 
=? ()-ead(ad U )·ead(a2)) Bl (take(ad Bl take(a2)) t;; NI 

Then, for an arbitrary element e E U: 

max()·ead(ad(e), )·ead(a2)(e)) + (take(ad(e) + take(a2)(e)) ::: NI(e) 
=? )·ead(a2)(e) + take(a2)(e) ::: NI(e) - take(ad(e) 
=? )·ead(a2)(e) + take(a2)(e) ::: NI(e) - take(ad(e) + put(ad(e) 
=? )·ead(a2) Bl take(a2) t;; NIh]· 

Proposition 2.5 For two arbitrary substitutions al and a2 independent with 
respect to AI: 

2. NIh , a2] = NI[a2, arl. 

:3. (NIh ])[a2] = NIh, a2]. 

Pmof. Since AI F al r><J a2, due to Lemma 2.4 the max operators (in the 
definition of the B operator) can be removed and subsequently added in the 
following. Thus, for an arbitrary element e E U : 
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1. (NI[a] ])[a2J(e) 
((NI[a,J E3 take(a2)) t!l put(a2))(e) 
(((NI E3 take(a,)) t!l put(a,)) E3 take(a2))(e) t!l put(a2)(e) 
max(O, ((NI E3 take (a] )) t!l put (a] ))(e) - take(a2)(e)) + put(a2)(e) 
max(O, max(O, NI(e) - take(a] (e))) + put(a,)(e) - take(a2)(e)) 
+put(a2)(e) 
max(O, NI(e) - take (a] )(e) + put(a,)(e) - take(a2)(e)) + put(a2)(e) 
NI(e) - take(a,)(e) + put(a,)(e) - take(a2)(e) + put(a2)(e) 
NI(e) - take(a2)(e) + put(a2)(e) - take(a] )(e) + put (a] )(e) 
max(O, (max(O, NI(e) - take(a2)(e))) + put(a2)(e) - take(a,)(e)) 
+put(a,)(e) 
(((NI E3 take(a2)) t!l put(a2) E3 take (a] ))) t!l put (a,) 
(NI[a2]) [a, J (e) 

2. NI[a] , a2J(e) 
((NI E3 take (a] ,(72)) t!l put (a] , (2))(e) 
max(O, NI(e) - take (a] ,(2)(e)) + put (a] ,(2)(e) 
max(O, NI(e) - take (a] )(e) - take(a2)(e)) + put (a] ,(2)(e) 
NI(e) - take(a,)(e) - take(a2)(e) + put (a,) (e) + put(a2)(e) 
NI(e) - take(a2)(e) - take(a,)(e) + put(a2)(e) + put(a,)(e) 
max(O, NI(e) - take(a2 , a] )(e)) + put(a2 , a] )(e) 
NI[a2, ad 

:3. NI[a] , a2J(e) 
(as in 2) NI(e) - take(a,)(e) - take(a2)(e) + put(a,)(e) 
+put(a2)(e) 
(max(O, NI(e) - take(a,)(e)) + put(a,)(e)) - take(a2)(e) 
+put(a2)(e) 
max(O, (max(O, NI(e) - take (a] )(e)) + put (a,) (e)) - take(a2)(e)) 
+put(a2)(e) 
(NI[a, ])[a2J 

The following two lemmas prove that if a substitution is independent from a 
multiple substitution, then the substitution and the substitutions the multiple 
substitution is composed from are pairwise independent and after application 
of one of the substitutions the others remain pairwise independent. 

Proposition 2.6 For all mllitisets AI and substitutions 171, (72, 173: 

NI 1= a] CX1 (172, (73) =? NI[a,J 1= 172 CX1 173 
/\ NI[a2J 1= a] CX1 173 
/\ NI[a3J 1= a] CX1 172 
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Proof. \Ve prove only the first conjunct. The rest can be proved following the 
same reasoning: 

NI 1= a] CX1 (a2, (3) 
=? 1'ead(a] , (a2 , (3)) Bl take(a] , (a2, (3)) t;; NI 

For an arbitrary element e E U: 

)'ead(a] , (a2, (3))(e) + take (a] ,(a2, (3))(e) ::: NI(e) 
=? max( 1'ead (a] ) (e) , max( 1'Cad (a2) (e), )'Cad (a3) (e))) 

+take(a] )(e) + take(a2)(e) + take(a3)(e) ::: NI(e) 
=? max()'ead(a2)(e), )'Cad(a3)(e)) 

+take(a2)(e) + take(a3)(e) ::: NI(e) - take (a] )(e) 
=? max()'ead(a2)(e),1'Cad(a3)(e)) 

+take(a2)(e) + take(a3)(e) ::: NI(e) - take (a,) (e) + put(a,)(e) 
=? NIhll= a2 CX1 a3· 

Proposition 2.1 For all multisets AI and substitutions aI, a2, a3: 

Proof. Similar to the previous proposition. 

Definition 2.8 (Constituents of a sUbstitution) The constituents of a sub
stitution is the multiset of single substitutions prf'Bent in a (single or multiple) 
substitution a, denoted by ConBt(a), and defined inductively as follows: 

1. for an arbitrary single substitution al: ConBt(ad = [all 

2. for an arbitrary multiple substitution aI , a2: ConBt(al' a2) = ConBt(al) 63 
COf/st(a2)' 

The notion of constituents of a substitution is defined to formalize one of 
the main properties that we sought from our independence relation. Namely, 
we want the independence relation between two substitutions al and a2 to 
hold with respect to a multiset AI if and only if the constituents of the two 
substitutions al and a2 can be applied in any order to AI. The proof needs the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 2.8 For two arbitrary substitutions al and a2, and a multiset AI , 
AI 1= al [X1 a2 if and only if for all substitutions ab, a~ , ... , a:1 in the constituents 

of multiple substitution (a], (2), we have (U 1'Cad(aD) Bl .~ take (a;) c:: NI, 
1=0 1=0 

where U and L are generalizations of the U and 63 operators. 



Pmof. !VI 1= a] CX1 a2 ? take (a] , (2) tll ,'ead(a] , (2) t;; !VI ? (by unfolding the 

definition of take(a],a2) and )'ead(a] , a2)) C00 )'COd(aD) tll i~take(aD t;;!VI 

for all a; (0 ~ i ~ n) substitutions in the constituents of 171, (72. ~ 

Theorem 2.9 Two substitutions 171 and 172 are independent with respect to a 
mllitiset AI, if and only if for the constituents of 171,172 of the form [ab, a~, ... , 17:1], 

for all i with 0:::; i:::; n, 1\11= a; r><Jab , ... ,a; ... Ua;+1, ... ,a:1" 

Pmof. If !VI 1= a] CX1 a2, aeeording to Lemma 2.8, U )'COd(aD tll:>':: take (aD t;; ( . ). 
1=0 1=0 

AI. But since mllitiset summation and union are commutative and associative, 
( "ead (aD U ()'ead (ab) U ... U )'ead (aL] ) U ,'ead (a;,] ) U ... U )'COd (a:,))) tll (take (aD tll 
(take (ab) tll ... tll take (a; ... ] ) tll take (ai.,., ) tll ... tll take (a:,))) t;; !VI, folding the union 
and summation expressions results in (t'ead(a;)Ut'ead(ab, ... , 17; ... 1,17;+1' ... , a:1))EfJ 
(take (a;) tll take(ab, ... , ai ... ], a;.,." ... , a:,)) t;; !VI. It follows from the definition of 
independence that 1\11= a; [X1 (ab, ... , 17; ... 1: 17;+1, ... , a:J (The reasoning holds in 
the other direction, too). ~ 

The ahove propositions and the last theorem show that the formal definition 
of independence matches the informal intuition behind the definition of inde
pendence which is to be used to model parallel tasks in GA:f\:IlVIA semantics. 

In [8], simpler notions of substitution and independence are defined. There, 
a substitution al = .NI/N; is applied to the multiset AI by just removing .N; 
and adding J.VI if J.V{ ~ AI. Composition of two single substitutions al = J.VJ/ J.V{ 
and a2 = J.V2/J.V~ is defined as another single substitution J.V1 B3 J.V2/J.V{ B3 J.V~. 
Subsequently, the independence condition for the ahove two substitutions is 
defined to hold if and only if Ni t;; NI[a2] /\ N~ t;; NIh]. Although these 
definitions are simpler than the ones we gave before, they are not adequate for 
our purpose and lack properties like those of Proposition 2.5. As a counter
example, reeall the substitutions of Example 2.1. Substitutions a] = [2]/[1,2] 
and a2 = [2]/[2 , 2] are independent (aeeording to both definitions) with respeet 
to NI = [1,2,2]. However, their eomposition aeeording to [8] ([2] tll [2])/([1,2] tll 
[2,2]) = [2,2]/[1,2,2,2] is not applieable to !VI , thus violating Proposition 2.5. In 
other words, the composition of two independent substitutions as defined in [8] 
may grow larger than its intuitive meaning and thus it may cause both problems 
in the semantics of GA:f\!I:f\!IA and prevent some logically parallel execution from 
being executed simultaneously. 

Our definition of independence is dose to the definition of detached bind'ingB 
in [11]. However, there, the author does not use the notion of independence 
to define the composition of independent tasks since he aims at an interleaving 
semantics. 
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2.3 GAMMA 

\Ve defined the notion of a shared mllitiset and bask operations on it and proved 
some properties. In this subsection, first , the structure of mllitiset elements 
and bask terms are defined. Then, we define the syntax and semantic of the 
GA1\llVIA based on previolls definitions. 

2.3.1 GAMMA Shared Multiset 

So far , we have not mentioned anything ahollt the elements of the universal 
set. In the remainder of Ollr discussion, the universal set is constructed from a 
base set B containing atomic elements. The base set is associated with a set of 
relations and functions forming a logical structure 13 = (B, rl, ... , rn , h, ... , 1m), 
where rj ~ Ej; is a relation with fixed arity j;, and 1; : Bk; -t B is a function 
with fixed arity k j • Later 011, we base the syntax of our conditional and multiset 
expressions on this structure and, hence, dispense with re-stating them in our 
language definition. A more complete text on logical structures can be found in 
[28]. 

Definition 2.9 (Term) The set of terms from a logical structure B (containing 
eonstant set B) and a set of variables V (disjoint from B), denoted by T(B , V) , 
is the minimal set satisfying the following properties: 

1. for all bE B, bE T(B, V); 

2. for all v E V, v E T(B, V) ; 

:3. for all J; in B with arity k and for all t l , ... , tk E T(B, V), J;(t l , ... , t.) E 
T(B , V). 

The set of dosed terms CT(B , V) indlldes only those elements of T(B , V) 
that do not contain any variahle. Conditional expressions can be built the same 
way as the terms using relations r; among terms. In this report, we restrict our 
attention to the conditions expressed by propositional logic formulae. 

To define the elements of the universal set , we dose the terms under pairing 
and call it basic expression: 

Definition 2.10 (Basic Expression) The set of basic expressions B08icE:cp, 
based on the set of terms T(B, V) is the minimal set satisfying the following 
properties: 

1. for all t E T(B , V) , t E BasicE:cp; 

2. for all bl , b2 E BasicE:cpr, (b l , b2 ) E BasicE:cp. 

In this report , the universal set U is the set of basic expressions based on 
dosed terms. 
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2.3.2 

Program ::= ProgramN arne = {Rules} 
Rules ::= Rule I Rule, Rules 
Rule ::= RuleName = iVlultisetE:cp H iVlultisetE:cp ¢ Condition 
iVI uitisetE:cp ::= f I iVI E:cp 
iVIE:cp ::= BasicE:cp I BasicE:cp, iVIE:cp 

Figure 2.:3: Basie GAMMA Syntax 

GAMMA Syntax 

The syntax of basie GAMMA progfHms is presented in Figure 2.:3. A GAMMA 
program (;onsists of H nHme (a string of syntl-H:tk <:lass PmgrarnNarne): Bnd H 
non-empty set of rules: el-\(:h rewriting the (;ontent of the shared nmltiset. El-H:h 
fule (;onsists of H nHme (represented by the syntl-H:tk <:lass RuleNarne) Bnd H 

set of terms in the left- Bnd right-hand side of the substitution arrow H Bnd 
H (:ondition part that Bre to be valuated by the m1l1tiset (;ontent. In the given 
syntHx: BasicE:r;pr Bnd Condition non-terminals refer to what we have defined 
in Definition 2.9. 

Either of the nmltiset expressions in the right or left side of H fule (;Hll 

be empty (represented by the empty string f;). \Ve nse the fule with both sides 
empty and (:ondition trup as the notion for the idle rule whkh is always enabled 
and does not dUillge the nmltiset. 

Example 2.2 (A rule for addition) The following is a simple example of a 
GA?\:[f\iIA rule taking two values from a nmltiset: and repladng them by their 
sum: 

Add = :c, y H :c + y ¢ true 

The (:ondition is assumed to be true when left implidt throughout the rest of 
the paper. 

Example 2.3 (Sorting) A typi(;al example of a GAMMA progfHm is sorting 
in as(:ending order: 

Sort = {Swap = (i, :c), (J y) H (i, y), (J:c) ¢ (i < j) A (y < :c)} 

The above program repeatedly substitutes two members (denoted by a (position: 
valup) pair) of a list or 1-ill array. The Swap rule is applied only if the relative 
position of two elements is not in line with as(:ending order. 

To make the bask GA?\!I?\:Ji\ theory more usable: we add some synt1-H:tk 
sugar for strengthening rule (:onditions and representing the rules that (:1-mnot 
perform any (:omputation: 
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Definition 2.11 (Strengthening condition) The strengthening of a rule r = 

LE:cp H RE:cp ¢::: C onrh by a condition C onrh is defined as: C onrh [> r ~ 
LE:cp H RE:cp ¢' C onll, /\ C owh. 

Definition 2.12 (Skip rule) We define the rule sk·ip ~ < H < ¢' false. 

In other words, Bkip represents a rule that can never be enabled. 
In some GAIVI:f\!IA rules, their is a need to read a term from the multiset in 

order to check some conditions on its value, to use its value for manipulation of 
other elements, or just to cheek the existence of it. To do this in basic GA:f\!I:f\Ll 
syntax, one has to mention the tuple in both write and left hand side of the 
rule. To represent this notion more concisely, we define the following syntactic 
shorthand: 

Definition 2.13 (Explicit read) \Vhen an expression e is only re;:-td from 
the multiset and no manipulation on it is required, then we denote this by 
e?: LE:cpr H RE:cpr ¢' Cowl , whieh is defined to be e , LEpr H e, RE:cpr ¢' 

Condo Similarly, a multiset expression (a list of basic expressions) can be read 
using? notion after each bask term. 

2.3.3 GAMMA Semantics 

Execution of a GA:f\!I:f\!IA rule deals with manipulation of the shared multiset by 
reading and taking data objects from the multiset and putting back the results. 
\Ve have defined the notion of substitution previously in order to represent 
execution and computation in our semantics. A rule terminates when there are 
not enough enabling elements in the multisets. The execution and termination 
of a program depends on the execution and termination of its single rules. Note 
that our notion of rule termination is different from the usual process algebraic 
notion of termination in that a terminated rule in context of a program may 
become enabled later due to execution of other rules. 

\Ve aim to prevent imposing behavioral and structuring constraints (such as 
ordering and sequentiality) on rule exeeution at this level of abstraction. Hence, 
we allow arbitrary order of rule execution and arbitrary level of parallelism 
between them in the GA:f\!I:f\!IA program semantic,,). So, the first step in defining 
GA:f\!I:f\Ll program semantics is to define the semantics of a single rule execution 
/ termination; the second step is composing execution of program rules in any 
possible (ehaotie) ordering. 

To define the semantics of a single GA:f\!I:f\!IA rule, we assume all variables in 
an expression (in a rule) to range over the base set B. This simplifies the dis
cussion by preventing type information and type checking problems. However, 
for a complex system, using a single base set for all variables may entangle the 
specification of rules, and make them less readable. \Ve admit this problem and 
we propose further extensions to deal with it in the final section. 
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(R I T ) ~3" iVI, V ex r 
n e errn --;--c:-~--;--

(r, iVI)V, 

Ai. V x r 
(RnleCorn p ) c--=-=;-c~~c-c:-c~ 

(r, iVI) -), (r, iVI[a]) 

where for a rule r = LE:cp -) RE:cp ¢ COnll: a = v[RE:cp]/v[LE:cp] 

Figl1re 2.4: GA?\!I?\!IA SemHntks: FtuH:ti(HlHlity 

Definition 2.14 (Enabling valuation) A valuHtion nUH:tion v : it" -t B en
ables H fule r: Name = LE:cpr H RE:cp ¢::: Cowl for H nmltiset AI: denoted 
by AI: V x r: if Bnd only if: 

1. The valuHtion (;l-\1lses the left-hand side nmltiset expression of r to be H 

multisubset of iVI: v[LE:cpr] t;; iVI (where v[p:cpr] is the multiset result
ing from substitution of all O(;(:llrrelH:es of el-\(:h variable v E it" with its 
(;orresponding valne v(v) in expression p:cpr). 

2. It satisfies the (:ondition part of r: 8: v 1= Cowl. 

Note that H more predse definition of v[p;cpr] would need lifting the valuH
tion nUH:tion to terms Bnd lifting the new f1llH:tion one more time to the list of 
terms. The possible existelH:e of sevenil enabling valuations in multiset (:ontent 
for a single rule: provides 1-Hlother notion of abstnH:tion in GA?\:[f\iIA. For ex
ample: as shown in the senuHltks given below: a single rule may (:1-\1lse different 
(:omputations and even these (:omputations may be (:omposed in parallel or in 
seql1elH:e. 

The GA?\!I?\:Ji\ senuHltks is presented in two parts in the style of Strudured 
Operational 5enlHnties (50S) [2:3]. The first parL presented in Figure 2.4, shows 
when a single (:omputation is performed (denoted by -+1 : where a is the (:or
responding single substitution) or when a single rule terminates (denoted by 
V1). The se(:ond part: Figure 2.5: shows how (:omputations / termination of 

a program (set of rules: denoted by -4 and V: respedively) are (:omposed of 
(:omputation / termination of single rules. 

\Ve separated the two parts of the semantks in order to re-use the first part 
in both defining the dlHotie behavior of GAMMA progmms (the seeond part) 
and also (:oordinated behavior of s(:hedules (the next sedion). In other words: 
the first part of the semantks serves to define the atomk units of f1llH:tionality. 
Tedmkally speaking: one (:an repl1-H:e this partkular model of TIllH:tionality with 
1-ill operational semantks of another TIllH:tionality model (say: .lava methods: or 
even a hieran:hy of interf1-H:e servkes): and benefit from the spedfi(:ation and 
verifi(:ation models presented in the remainder. In SlH:h (:ases: enough (:are 
should be taken in order not to loose the orthogonality in the model. 
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( )
r E R (r, iVI)-+,(r, iVI,) 

ProgCornp v 
(R, iVI) -) (R, iVI,) 

( ) 
(R, iVI) "-+ (R, iVI,) (R, iVI) '4 (R, iVh) 

ProgPar Vt ,0'2 

(R, iVI) -) (R, iVI["" "2]) 

( )
V"EfI (r, iVI)V, 

ProgTerrn 
(R, iVI)V 

Figl1re 2.5: GA?\:[f\iIA SemHntks: ChH()tk EX8(:11ti()ll 

In the given senlHnti(;s, the tuples (r, iVI) and (R, iVI) represent the state of a 
system as the GAMMA rule or progmm (r or R) and the multiset (;ontent (iVI). 
SiIH:e GA?\:[f\iIA rules remain llndumged during el-\(:h step in the operational 
semHntks we (;0111d have omitted them from the state definition Bnd added 
them to the transition part (as H sllbs(:ript -4 ft: for example). However: we 
followed the (:llrrent style for readability Bnd also for representation (;onsistelH:Y 
with the senumtks of sdH~d1l1es (presented in the next sedion). 

In the semanti(;s of the first part (Figure 2.4), the rule (RnleTerrn) spedfies 
that H fule r terminates with resped to H m1l1tiset AI if there is no enabling 
valuHtion for the fule in the nmltiset. The fule (RnleCornp): expresses that 
H single (;omplltHtion is performed (by repladng the valuation of the left-hand 
side with the right-hand side in the nmltiset (:ontent) if there exists an enabling 
valuation from the nmltiset. The semantks of the bask f1llH:tionality model is 
the smallest transition relation satisfying the rules given in Figure 2.4. 

\Ve (:ontinue with defining semantks of GA?\:[f\iIA programs. Figure 2.5 
presents dll-lOtk exe(:ution of GA?\!I?\:Ji\ programs by using the sem1-illtks of a 
single rule exe(:ution and termination. The rule (ProgCornp) uses the seman
tks of single rule exe(:ution and extends it to program (:omputation. It spedfies 
that if a single rule (:an perform a (:omputation: any program (:ontaining SlH:h 
a rule om do so. The rule (ProgPar) shows the possible pHfallelism in the 
exe(:ution of (a set of) rules. It spedfies that if a program (:an perform two 
independent (:omputations with resped to a nmltiset: then it (:an perform both 
(:omputations (:OlH:urrently. Obviously: repeated applkation of this rule allows 
any possible level of parallelism in the exe(:ution of a GA?\!I?\:Ji\ program. The 
rule (ProgTerrn) spedfies termination of a GAMMA progmm. It spedfies that 
termination of a program (:an be ded1l(:ed from termination of all its rules. 

The semanti(;s for GAMMA progmms is taken from [8] (with presentation 
dll-mges and the nHHHfi(:ati()lls (:()lH:erning the independelH:e relati()ll diS(:11ssed 
before). The rule for parallelism is different from [6] in that (:OlH:urrelH:y is 
modelled with a step senumtks instead of 1-ill interleaving one. This dedsion 
in seleding a step senumtks for GA?\!I?\:Ji\ is made to be able to distinguish 
between really parallel exe(:utions and pernmta tions of sequential exe(:utions 
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(5, :3, 7,4) 

(5 , :3 , 4,7) 

(:3,4,7,5) 

(:3,4, 5,7) 

V 

Figure 2.6: Transition System for the Sorting Program 

in the coordination model (and have both notions available in the semantics), 
which is presented in the remainder. 

Example 2.4 (Sorting) Execution of the sorting program (presented in Ex
ample 2.:3) on the initial multiset lVJ = [(0,5) , (1 , :3) , (2 , 7) , (:3 , 4)] results in a 
transition system depicted partially in Figure 2.6. To provide a more compact 
picture of the transition system, instead of presenting the mllitiset content in 
each state (set of pairs), the resulting list or array is shown as a tuple. Also, we 
omitted the substitution labels on transitions for readability. However, in the 
semantics we need to keep the information abollt substitution on transitions to 
specify parallel execution of rules. 

In this example, a single rule Swap is applied to the multiset, but due to 
different enahling valuations for this rule, it causes several different substitu
tiems. Among the substitutions, those swapping two disjoint pairs of values 
are independent and can be done in parallel. For example, the transition from 
(5 , :3 , 7, 4) to (:3 , 5,4, 7) is the result of parallel exeeution of two substitutions: 
One swapping the relative position of :3 and 5 and the other of 4 and 7. The 
dashed line shows the transition resulting from rule (ProgPar). 

Example 2.5 (Dining philosophers) A number of n philosophers ean sit 
around a tahle with a big bowl of spaghetti in the center, n china dishes, and n 
forks in between each pair of philosophers. Philosophers' lives consist of think
ing, getting hungry and as a result eating spaghetti. But, the problem lies in 
the complex nature of spaghetti which requires each philosopher to claim both 
adjacent forks to eat. 

Each philosopher, after an arbitrary amount of time spending on philosoph
ical thoughts, gets hungry, sits down on his/her chair and tries to get hold of 
both forks on the right and the left. Unfortunately, one (or both) of these forks 
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may already be in use by colleagues and s jhe should wait for them to finish 
eating. 

The informal definition of the dining philosophers problem is formalized in 
terms of G Af\:IlVIA rules (The given rulf'B are slightly different versions of the 
ones in [6], also adapted to match our syntax): 

DiningPhilo8opher8 = 

{

Sit = (P, i) H (PS, i), } 
Eat = (PS, i), (F, i), (F, (i + 1) mod n) H (PE, i) , 
Leave = (PE, i) H (P, i), (F, i), (F, (i + 1) mod n) 

In the above GAMMA program , thinking philosophers are denoted by (P, i), 
forks beside them by (F, i) and (F, (i + 1) mod n), hungry (sitting) philoso
phers by (PS, i), and eating philosophers by (PE, i). The system eonsists of 
three rules for modelling actions representing philosophers getting hungry and 
sitting around the tahle (Sit), claiming forks and eating (Eat), and returning to 
normal (thinking) condition (Leave). The initial multiset of the system (room) 
is speeified by: room. = [(P, 0) , (F, 0), ... , (P, n - 1) , (F, n - 1)]. 

Note that chaotic execution of the GAf\!If\!IA program satisfies the definition 
of the problem and prevents two adjacent philosophers to get hold of one fork 
at the same time (mutual exclusion). However, the chaotic execution still does 
have the problem of individual starvation (i.e. , a philosopher may remain seated 
forever without being fed). \Ve return to the properties of this program at the 
end of this chapter . 

It is worth mentioning that a GAf\!If\!IA program, if designed in an appropri
ate way, is often abstract from the multiset size and thus scalable to different 
problem sizes without any change. In the above example, adding a new philoso
pher to the problem does not need any change to the program (assuming that 
n works like a parameter of the program). Although this notion of abstraction 
seems primitive in this problem, it could be quite useful in more complicated 
designs. 

Example 2.6 (An elevator system) In this example, an elevator system is 
being specified. Our elevator system consists of an elevator moving up and down 
between floors of a building (numbered from 0 to Afa:cFloor). At each floor, 
there is a push button to announce a request for the elevator when turned on. 
By arrival of the elevator on a floor and servicing the requests, the request flag 
is turned off automatically. The same setting works for the push buttons inside 
the elevator , used to indicate the requested stops for passengers inside. 

To model such a system, we propose a multiset containing events of requests 
for elevator stops represented by ((inStal' , i), status) and ((e:ctStop, i), status) 
that show the status of the request button for the i'th floor, inside and outside 
the elevator , respectively (status can have the value on or off). Also, to indicate 
the status of the door, the tuple (door, status) is plaeed in the nmltiset (with 
the status being closed or open). The tuple (ef, i) shows at whieh floor the 
elevator currently resides. 
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A GAIVIlVIA program for the elevator system is as follows: 

ElevatorSystern = 
inRequest = ((inStop, i), off) H ((inStop, i), on), 
e:ctRequest = ((e:ctStop,i), off) H ((e:ctStop,i), on), 
rnoveUp = (door , closed)? : (ef, i) H (ef, i + 1) ¢' i < NI a:cFloor, 
rnoveDown = (door, closed)? : (ef, i) H (ef, i-I) ¢' i > 0, 
close = (door, open) H (door, closed), 
open = (door , closed) H (door, open), 
load = (door, open)?, (ef,i)? : ((e:ctStop, i), on) H ((e:ctStop, i), off), 
unload = (door, open)?, (ef, i)? : ((inStop, i), on) H ((inStop, i), off) 

The initial multiset for this system is defined as: 

State = [((inStop, 0), off), ... , ((inStop, NIa:cFloor) , off), 
((e:ctStop, 0), off) , ... , ((e:ctStop, NIa:cFloor) , off), 
(door, open), (ef, 0)], 

which shows that there is no request for the elevator that is staying at the 
ground floor with the door open. 

The chaotic execution of the GAIVIlVIA program for the elevator example 
allows the elevator to go up and down the floors without servicing any request. 
Following [81, to solve problems of this nature, we use a coordination language 
for governing the GAIVIlVIA chaotic executions, as explained in the next section. 

In the remainder of this section, we formalize some properties of the seman
tics of GA1VIlVIA programs. The following lemma and corollary state that if a 
program can perform a computation, then a larger program can do the same, 
too: 

Lemma 2.10 If a program R ean perform a a transition, i.e., (R, NI) -"; (R , NI') , 
then for an arbitrary rule r, (R U {r), NI) -"; (R U {r), NI'). 

Pmof. By an indlletion on the proof length for (R, NI) -"; (R, NI'). 
pendix A for the detailed proof. 

See Ap
o 

Corollary 2.11 Fnr GAMMA programs R, and R 2 , if (R" NI) -"; (R" NI'), 
then (R, U R 2 , NI) -"; (R, U R 2 , NI'). 

The following lemma defines how computations of a program can be de
composed to (or composed from) computations of an arbitrary rule in the pro
gram and the rest of the program without this rule. This lemma is particularly 
helpful in reasoning ahout properties of program computations inductively (by 
reducing the size of the program in the induction): 
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Lemma 2.12 Fnr an arbitrary GAMMA program R, nmltisets NI and NI', and 
substitution a, (R, NI) -"+ (R, NI[a]) if and only if for all rules r E R, one of the 
following eases holds: 

1. (R \ {r), NI) -"+ (R \ {r), NI[a]) 

2. (R \ {r), NI) -'4 (R \ {r), NIh ]), ({r), NI) '4 ({r), NI[a2]), a = aj, a2 and 
NI 1= aj CX1 a2· 

:3. ({r},NI) -"+({r},NI[a]) 

Pmof. See Appendix A. 

2.4 Coordination 

The goal of Ollr coordination language is to specify restricted behavior of G AIVlf\!IA 
programs. Hence, it should provide composition operators to structure execu
tion and restrict the chaotic behavior of GAIVI:f\!IA rules. 

2.4.1 Coordination Language Syntax 

The syntax of a coordination language is specified in Figure 2.7. This syntax is 
a slightly modified version of the one given in [8]. 

In this syntax, Rule.N arne is the notation to adopt GAIVIl\1A rules as the 
building blocks of Schedule,') (the coordination-language expressions). The rllle
conditional operator r... is llsed to provide different strategies based on whether 
or not a rule ean be executed. If the rule in the left operand can be executed, 
then the first schedule at its right-hand side is chosen for execution. Otherwise, 
the second schedule is chosen for execution. Note that, unlike [8], we only 
cheek the possibility of rule execution in the rule conditional operator (in [8] 
denoted by -t) and do not necessarily execute it. This becomes dearer in the 
semantics given below. As we show in the remainder, this change is useful 
in defining a simpler notion of general schedules that mimic the behavior of 
GAIVIlVIA program executions. Nevertheless, the -t operator can be defined 
syntaetically using our rule conditional operator semantics, as shown below. 

The sequential and parallel operators (; and II, respeetively) are also induded 
in the coordination language to provide appropriate schedule compositions. The 
recursion operator 11 is used to make recursive schedules (jl:C.8 (:c)) explicitly. 
Only schedules in which all recursion variahles are bound by 11 are of interest in 
this report. In the rest of this report, we usually define a name for schedules. 
Thf'Be names serve as a syntaetic shorthand for the defined schedules. To use 
definitions of other schedules in a new schedule composition (in a hierarchical 
strueture), one can refer to their name. 



2.4.2 

Schedule ::= RuieN arne 
I RuieN arne,.. Sclm/ule[Schedule] 
I Schedule: Schedule 
I S chedul e II S chedul e 
1,l!{ecursionYar. Schedule 
I RecursionYar 

FiglUI? 2.7: C()()f(HnHti()ll LanglInge Syntax 

Coordination Language Semantics 

The 50S rules for the semHntks of the (;oordinHtion language Bre given in Fignre 
2.8. In this seml-Hltks: the rules (Term) Bnd (Cornp) show how termination 
Bnd (;omplltHtion of H fule relate to (;omplltHtion Bnd termination of its (;orre
sponding sehedules. The rules (RCO) to (RC3) represent the semanties of the 
rule-eonditional opefHtor. The rule (RCO) spedfies that if the rule r om be 
sdH~d1l1ed then the first argument at the right hand side of the fule (:onditiollHl 
is sele(:ted f()r eX8(:11ti(m; ()therwis8: H(;(;()f(Hng t() (ReI): the s8(;(md SdH~dl11e 
is started. The rules (RC2) and (RC3) spedfy that when the seleeted Hf

g11ment (H(;(;()rding t() the flIle (;(mditi(m) terminates: then the flIle (;(mditi(HlHl 
terminates. 

Obvionsly: the semHntks of the above rules depends on the semHntks of 
a single rule given in the GA?\:[f\iIA semantks. This fad is denoted in the 
semantks by the use of single-rule transition ( -+1 ) and termination (V1). The 
flIle-(:(Hlditi(Hlal-exe(:llti(Hl ()perat()r -t ()f [8] is defined 1Ising (HIr flIle-(:(Hlditi(Hlal 
operator as follows: 

r -) 8[t] ~ r,.. (r : 8)[t] 

We use r -) 8 and r,.. 8 as shorthands for r -) 8[skip] and r,.. 8[skip]. 
The rules (SOL (SIlo and (S2) are dedieated to behavior and termination of 

the sequential (:omposition operator. Note that: we need rules like (ReI) and 
(SI): be(:ause we only allow 1-H:tion transitions and for example: unlike [81: we 
do not allow empty tfHnsitions. The rules (PO) to (P3) provide the semanties 
f()r the parallel-(:()mp()siti(Hl ()perat()r. 

The rules (RO) and (RI) define ree1lfsion, where 8[Y/"] is the syntaetie 
substitution of re(:ursion variable :c with expression y. A re(:ursive s(:hedule 
(:an perform a (:omputation or terminate if the (:orresponding s(:hedule after 
removing the re(:ursion operator and substituting the re(:ursion variable by the 
whole (re(:ursive) s(:hedule (:an perform that (:omputation or (:an terminate. 

The (:orredness of the senuilltks highly relies on the properties of multiset 
substitution that we proved in Sedion 2.2. For example: using Theorem 2.9 and 
by 1-ill ind1H:tion on the depth of the proof for transitions: we are able to prove 
the following propositions: 
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( ) '--
( r ,~i\--,-f )-"-cl Term 
(r, iVI)l 

( ) 
(r, iVI) -+, (r, iVI') 

Cornp v 
(r, iVI) -) (skip, iVI') 

(RCO) ~((r, iVI)l) (8, iVI) -4 (8', iVI') 
(r,. 8[t1, iVI) -4 (8', iVI') 

(RCI) (r, iVI)l, (t, iVI) -4 (t', iVI') 
(r,. 8[t1, iVI) -4 (t', iVI') 

(RC2) ~((r, iVI)l) (8, iVI)l 
(r ,. 8[t1, iVI)l 

(SO) (81, iVI) -4 (8;, iVI') 
(81 : 82, iVI) -4 (8; : 82, iVI') 

(S2) (81, iVI)l (82, iVI)l 
(81 : 82, iVI)l 

(PO) (81, iVI) -4 (8;, iVI') 
(81 1182, iVI) -4 (8; 1182, iVI') 

(P3) (81, iVI)l (82, iVI)l 
(81 II 82,iVI)l 

(RO) (8[I1:c.8/,,1, iVI) -4 (8', iVI') 
(I1:C.8, iVI) -4 (8', iVI') 

(RC3) (r, iVI)l (t, iVI)l 
(r ,. 8[t1, iVI)l 

(SI) (81, iVI)l (82, iVI) -4 (8~, iVI') 
(81 : 82, iVI) -4 (8~, iVI') 

(PI) (82, iVI) -4 (8~, iVI') 
(81 II 82, iVI) -4 (81 II 8~, iVI') 

Fignre 2.8: Coordination Language SemHntks 
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Proposition 2.13 For arbitrary schedules 8 and 8 1, arbitrary multisets AI and 
All, and all substitutions a, if (8, AI) -4 (81, AI') is a valid computation according 
to the semanties, then 1'ead(a) t!l take (a) t;; NI and NI' = NI[a]. 

Pmof. By an induction on a proof depth for the transition a: 

1. Induction base: Transitions with the proof of depth 1 can be only due 
to (Comp) (since other rules call for a proof of a non-trivial transition 
in their premises, they need a proof of depth, at least, 2). Thus, 8 ;:;;:: r 
and 8' = skip, where r is a GAMMA rule, and (r, NI)..".;, (sk'ip, NI'). 
But according to the GAIVIl\1A single rule semantics (enabling valuation 
definition) , if a is of the form iV/iV' , then iV' t;; NI. Henee, 1'ead(a) t!l 
take(a) t;; NI and (aeeording to the semantic,,) NI' = NI[a]. 

2. Induetion step: We have to prove that if (8, NI)..".; (8', NI') then 1'ead(a) t!l 
take(a) t;; NI and NI' = NI[a]. This statement follows trivially from 
analyzing the transition rules in the coordination semantics and using 
induction hypothesis on the premises. 

Proposition 2.14 For all schedules 8 and 8
1

, all multisets AI and All, and 
all substitutions a, and 172, if (8, NI) "'-"f' (8', NI'), then NI 1= a, M 172 (Thus, 
constituents of al and a2 can be applied in any order to A1). 

Pmof. Similar to the proof of the previous proposition. 

Example 2.1 (Dining philosophers, Coordination) In this example, three 
different coordination expressions are presented for the rules given in Example 
2.5. First , we give a schedule that executes rules in their original chaotic man
ner: 

ServeChaotic = (UlX.Sit n. (Sit II X)) 
II (llX.Eat n. (Eat II X)) 
) II UIX.Leave n. (Leave II X)) 

This schedule replicates arbitrary copies of rules in parallel, and begins ex
ecuting them. Since, the semantic of parallel composition allows execution of 
eomponents in sequenee (due to rules (PO) and (PI)) this sehedule allows ar
bitrary parallelism and ordering among rules. \Ve will formalize this intuitive 
notion of chaotic schedules in the remainder. 

The second schedule is a sequential schedule that first lets all philosophers 
think and get hungry, then it begins serving them and letting them leave the 
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tahle one by one: 

ServeSeq = 11X. Think; ServePo ; ... ; ServeP" .. ] ; X 
Tl ·' Ilj~,,···] S· Hnlf = j=O zt 
ServePj = Eatj ; Leavej 
Eatj = (i = j) c> Eat 
Leavej = (i = j) c> Leave 

(for 0 S j < n) 
(for 0 S j < n) 
(for 0 S j < n) 

Note that schedules like ServePj are a shorthand for a set of schedules each 
representing the servicing of a particular philosopher. \Ve use this shorthand in 
other placf'B in the rf'Bt of the paper as well. Also, 11;:~···1 is a shorthand for 
parallel composition of schedules. This shorthand notations needs commutativ
ity and associativity of parallel composition which will be proved in the next 
section. 

The third schedule allows philosophers to eat together. This is done by 
grouping odd numbered and even numbered philosophers and letting them eat 
together: 

ServePar = 11X.(Think ; (Evens II Odds)) ; X 
Tl ·' Ilj~(,, ···J) S· Hnlf = j=O zt 

E' Ilj~("···])+2 S P -·ven8 = j=oerve "2*j 
j=n +2) '", Odds =llj~] SeneP2'j ... ] 

ServePj = Eatj ; Leavej 
Eatj = (j = i) c> Eat 
Leavej = (j = i) c> Leave 

Example 2.8 (The elevator system, Coordination) As before, a general 
schedule would represent the chaotic behavior of the program. For sake of 
brevity, we dispense with presenting the same chaotic schedule for this example. 
The general form of such chaotically behaving schedule is given in Section 2.4.:3. 

An interesting schedule would be to control the elevator in such a way that 
it goes up from the ground floor to AI a:cFloor, and then vice versa, stopping 
at each floor, and servicing any availahle request there. Requests from inside or 
outside can occur at any time spontaneously: 

ElevatorSchedule = ((jlX.(inRequest II X)) II (jlX.(e:ctRequest II X))) 
II (jlX.(ServiceUp; ServiceDown) ; X) 

ServiceUp = 11X.(open; (load II unload); close; (rnoveUp -) X)) 
ServiceDown = 11X.(open; (load II unload) ; close; (rnoveDown -) X)) 

2.4.3 Equivalence of Schedules 

To show the relationships between different schedules and also schedules and 
GAMMA programs we give the definition of bisimilar sehedules (GAMMA pro
grams) in this subsection. These definitions can be used as a basis for both 
refinement and process algebraic verification of schedules. 
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Definition 2.15 (Statebased Bisirnnlation Relation) We eall a relation R 
on states a statebased bisimlliation relation if and only if for any two states 
(s, !VI) and (t , !VI) s11eh that (s, !VI) R (t, !VI), for all states (s' , !VI{) and (t' , !VI~): 

1. (s, !VI) "-\ (s', !VIi) '* for some state (t", !VIi), (t, !VI) "-\ (t", !VI{)/\ for all 
!VI" , (s', !VI") R (t" , !VI") 

2. (t,!VI)"-\(t',!VI~) '* for some state (s",!VI~), (s,!VI)"-\(s",!VI~)/\ for all 
!VI" , (s", !VI") R (t' , !VI") 

:3. (s , !VI)) '* (t , !VI)) 

4. (t, !VI)) '* (s, !VI)) 

Two sehedlllf>B ,'; and tare hisimilar (written: ,'; ~ t) if and only if there exists 
a statebased bisinmlation relation R s11eh that for all nmltisets !VI , (s , !VI) R (t, !VI). 

Note that with being a little bit sloppy we nse the notion of bisimlliation re
lation and bisimilarity between two GAMMA programs (sets of GAMMA rules) 
and a GAIVIlVIA program and a schedule. In the definition of these three differ
ent bisimlliations the transition arrows and termination ticks refer to transition 
and termination to the corresponding GAfvllVIA or Coordination semantics. 

Theorem 2.15 (Equivalence) Statebased bisimlliation is an equivalence re
lation. 

Pmof. Straightforward from the definition of bisimlliatioll. 

Theorem 2.16 (Congruence) Bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to all 
coordination operators. 

Pmof. See Appendix A. 

Proposition 2.11 Some bisimilar schedules: According to the given semantics, 
the following bisimilarities hold, for all schedules 8,81, 82, 83 and rule r: 

1.skip;s'O"s 

2. s ; skip '0" s 

:3. 8] ; (S2 ; S3) '0" (s] ; S2) ; S3 

4. skip II s '0" s 

5. 8] II 82 '0" S2 II s] 
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7. r '"' skip[skip] '" sk'ip 

8. r '"' r[skip] '" r 

9. (r '"' 8, [82]) : 83 '" r '"' (8, : 83)[82 : 83] 

10. If y is not present in 8, l1:f.8 '" Ily.8[yj:r]. 

Pmof. See Appendix A. 

Theorem 2.18 (Most General Schedule) An Brbitrmy GAMMA progmm 
Ii: is bisimilm to the following s(:hed1l1e: 

Pmof. See Appendix A. 

Proposition 2.19 For two arbitrary GA?\:[f\iIA programs Ii1 Bnd R2 Bnd two 
mbitmry s"hedules 8 Bnd t, if R, '" 8 Bnd R2 '" t, then R, U R2 '" 8 II t. 

Pmof. See Appendix A. 

2.4.4 Local Termination 

In the given semHntks for GA?\:[f\iIA programs: H program (;Hll terminate only 
when all rules agree on termination (Le.: when no fule finds all enabling valu
ation in the m1l1tiset). Similarly: the senumtks of parallel (;omposition in the 
sdH~d1l1es only allows the parallel (;omposition to terminate: when both (;ompo
nents terminate. In other words: given the (:llrrent seml-mtks: termination of 
parallel programs is H global issne for whkh all parallel (;omponents (rules: or 
SdH~dl11es) have t() (;()()f(Hnate. H)r reaS()llS SlH:h as (:()llVenielH:e in implemen
tation: one may want to have a semantks where termination (:an be dedded 
lo(:ally among the (:omponents. In SlH:h a senumtks: (:omponents may dedde 
to terminate and remove themselves from the system: when they do not find 
enabling valuations. To refied SlH:h a dedsion: the following rules should be 
added to the semantks of GA?\:[f\iIA programs: 

{r) C R (r, !VI)), (R, !VI) -"+ (R, !VI,) 
(ProgComp2)-------------

(R, !VI) -"+ (R \ {r L !VI,) 

Note that we require the removed set of rules to be a strkt subset of the 
original program. This prevents introd1l(:tion of empty programs. (Hen(:e: we 
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use {r} C R instead of r E R.) Similarly, following rules should be added to the 
semHntks of parallel (;omposition: 

(P4) (81, lVI)) (82, "';) -"; (8~, lVh) 
(81 II 82, lVI) -+ (8~, lVh) 

(P5) (81, lVI) -"; (8;, lVI!) (82, lVI)) 
(81 II 82, lVI) -+ (8; , lVI, ) 

SiIH:e dll-lOth: eX8(:lltion of programs Bnd parallel eX8(:lltion of s(:hed1l1es do 
not impose Bny (;onstrHint abont the order of eX8(:lltion on their (;omponents: the 
previons senumtk rules (allowing global termination) should still remain in the 
semHntks. So: the semHntks with lO(:Hl termination only adds more option for 
termination in the eX8(:lltion of GA?\:[f\iIA programs Bnd sdH~d1l1es. One reader 
(;Hll (:he(:k that all previons proofs for eqlliVHlelH:es (indllding that of the f\!Iost 
General SdH~d1l1e) still hold with the new senumtks. 

It is essential to dumge both the senumtks of GA?\:[f\iIA programs Bnd par
allel (;ompositions (or only dUHlge the GA?\:[f\iIA program senH-Hltks); siIH:e a 
major feature of our apprOl-H:h is that adding a new asped is only meant to 
restrkt the behavior of the bask senH-Hltk model or to add information to it. 
However: (:hanging the s(:hedules without introdudng the lo(:al termination in 
GA?\!I?\:Ji\ program semantks adds some runs of exe(:ution to s(:hedules (leading 
to termination) that me not possible in their (:orresponding GA?\!I?\:Ji\ program 
exe(:ution. \Ve dedded to keep the (:urrent semantks of GA?\!I?\:Ji\ programs 
(and thus semantks of s(:hedules) to make our timed extensions a (:onservative 
extension of (:urrently available GA?\!I?\:Ji\ semantks. 

2.5 Reasoning 

The given semantks of GA?\!I?\:Ji\ and the (:oordination language provides the 
basis f()r reas(Hling ab()11t dlH()tk and (:()()rdinated pn)grams. SiIH:e we me aiming 
at using this method for the design of rel-H:tive (and later real-time) systems: it is 
important for us to be able to reason about properties of (:omputation paths in 
the eXe(:11ti(HlS ()f a (:()()f(Hnated) GA?\!I?\!IA pn)gram. Temp()ral L()gks me 11senll 
means of expressing these kinds of properties [9]. Furthermore: widespread use 
of these types of logks provides a rkh set of theoretk bl-H:kgr01llHl: applkations: 
and tools: whkh we (:an benefit from in this resean:h. 

Next: we define a valid (:omputation tnH:e of a (:oordinated program and use 
Linear-time Temporal Logk (LTL) as a spedfi(:ation language to reason about 
(:orredness of s(:hedules. To do this: the notion of a valid run of a GA?\!I?\:Ji\ 
s(:hedule should be defined formally so that it (:an fit LTL·s linear frame. 

Definition 2.16 (State sequence) A (possibly infinite) sequenee SlVlo .. 
(80, lVlo), (81, lVI, ), .. . is a state sequenee of the sehedule 8 with initial multiset 
AI if and only if it satisfies: 



Formula Atom I ~F ormula I Formula V Formula 
I XFormula I Formula UFormula 

Figure 2.9: Syntax of Linear-time Temporal Logk Formulas 

1. Irrit'ial'ity: iVlo = iVI, So = S 

2, Sequence: for all i 2: 0, there exists a a sueh that (Si' iVli ) -"+ (Si+1' iVli",,), 

Definition 2.17 (Run) The sequenee iVlo" = iVloiVI,,, is a valid run of sehedule 
fj and nmltiset AI if and only if there exists a state sequelH:e of fj and AI: 
SiVlo" = (so, iVlo)(s" iVI, )", 

The f1llH:tion IA10 .. 1 is defined to return the number of nmltisets present in 
the sequelH:e A10 .. : if it is finite: and :X! for infinite sequelH:es. The formula 
i :::; :X! is assumed to be true for all i E IN. 

Different syntaxes have been defined for LTL The syntax we are going to 
use (presented in Figure 2.9) is taken from [9]. In this syntax: Atom means 
propositional logk formulas that (:an be evaluated using the nmltiset (:ontent 
in el-\(:h state. The syntax of atomk propositions is the same as the syntax of 
(:onditions in GA?\:[f\iIA rules: ex(:ept that the former (:I-illnot (:ontain variables. 
Intuitively: X'P means that 'P will hold in the next state: and -I/J U'P means that 
'P will hold some time in a state in the finite future (or now): until whkh in all 
states -I/J is true. The following useful temporal operators (:an be defined based 
on the above set of operators: 

1. Eventually(finally): Some state in the future (or now) formula 'P will hold: 

2, Globally(always): In all states (now and in the future), formula 'P holds: 

:3. Release: Dual operator of until: 

Based on the definition of a run: the semantks of LTL formulas is defined in 
Figure 2.10. In this definition (\': i 1= 'P means that 'P holds in multiset AI; of 
run (\'. 

A temporal logk formula 'P holds for a run (\' if and only if (\': 0 1= 'P. An 
LTL formula 'P holds for a s(:hedule fj with I-ill initial nmltiset AI if and only 
if it holds for all valid runs of fj and AI. A temporal logk formula holds for 
a G A?\!I?\:Ji\ program if and only if it holds for its (:orresponding most general 
s(:hedl1le. 
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(L i 1= P _ Inl > i and iVI, 1= p (for atomie formnla p) 
n,i 1= ~'P _ Inl > i and n,il" 'P 
(\': i 1= 'Pl V 'P2 ¢=} (\': i 1= 'Pl or (\': i 1= 'P2 
n,i 1= X'P _ Inl > i + 1 and n,i + 11= 'P 
n, i 1= 'Pl U'P2 _ there exists a k sneh that k 2: i, Inl > k, and n, k 1= 'P2 

and for all j sneh that i ::: j < k: n, j 1= 'Pl 

Fignre 2.10: Senumtks of Linear-time Temporal Logk Formulas 

Example 2.9 (Dining philosophers, Correctness properties) Any model 
/sollltion for this problem should have two bask properties: 

1. No two neighboring philosophers eat at the same time. In other words: 
philosophers (;l-mnot share H fork while eating (providing nmtllHl exdll
sion). This property is expressed as the following set of LTL formulas: 

G((PKi) E room =? (PK(i+ 1) mod n),E:room 
A 
(P K (i - 1) mod n),E: room) 

for all i: 0::: i < n. 

2. 01H:e H philosopher gets hungry (and transfers to the sitting state): s/he 
eventually finds the opportnnity to eat (preventing individual starvation): 

G((PS, i) E room =? F(P K i) E room) 

for all i: 0::: i < n. 

Our GA?\:[f\iIA program in Example 2.5: satisfies the first property by (:onstr1l(;
tion. The property holds on all runs: be(:ause: 

1. The property holds in the initial nmltiset; 

2. For all GA?\:[f\iIA rules in the program: First: an individual exe(:ution 
of a rule in a (:orred state (where no two neighboring philosophers eat) 
ends in a (:orred state. 5e(:ond: two substitutions that allow introd1l(:tion 
of neighboring philosophers me not independent; hen(:e: they (:1-illnot be 
exe(:uted in parallel. 

The two proposed (:oordinated programs in Example 2.7: also satisfy the first 
property following the same reasoning. This result (:ould be generalized by 
defining a refinement relation between s(:hedules that preserves (:ertain temporal 
properties SlH:h as invariants. The mutual-exdusion property is 1-ill example of 
1-ill invariant. [8] (:ontains several possible refinement relations between s(:hedules 
that (:ould be exploited for this reason. 



The second property does not hold for the general GA1\llVIA program. A 
counter-example is a run presenting three philosophers, with two thinking, sit
ting, and eating, iteratively and the third one sitting and waiting without being 
served .. But, the schedules proposed in Example 2.7 solve the problem of starva
tion by providing a guarantee for feeding every hungry philosopher (for GAIVlf\Ll 
programs with more than one philosopher) after serving finitely many (at most 
n - 1) others. 

An interesting observation is that the amount of time after which a philoso
pher is served seems to be different for the two schedules since the first one 
serves them in a sequential manner and the second one concurrently; however, 
we are not ahle to reason ahout it at this stage because the model ahstracts 
from quantitative timing. 

Example 2.10 (The elevator system, Correctness properties) A property 
of the elevator system is that any request from inside or outside is eventually 
serviced: 

G( (((e:ctStol', i), on) E lVI =? F((e:ctStol',i), off) E lVI) ) 
/\ 

(((inStol',i), on) E lVI =? F((inStol',i), off) E lVI) 

for all i: 0 S i < lVI a:cFloor. 
The general GAf\!If\,1A program for this system (given in Example 2.6) comes 

short of satisfying this property since, as mentioned there, it allows runs with 
the elevator just going up and down without servicing any request. However, 
the given schedule in Example 2.8 satisfies this property by iteratively going up 
and down and servicing every request in the worst case after visiting n - 1 other 
floors at most two times. 



Chapter 3 

Time 

3.1 Introduction 

Abadi and Lamport argue in [1] that adding a new state variable named now will 
extend ull-timed system semantics for real-time settings in practice. However, 
the rest of their paper shows, ironically, that this new variable is too different 
from a normal state variable and fixing the right semantics for it in a system 
may need relatively long logical formulas (for example time cannot decrease 
along a run). 

In addition to the bask properties of time (as a state variable), the timed 
behavior of real-time systems are governed by their performance and timeliness 
specifications , which is a separate quality aspect with respect to the un-timed 
functionali ty. Thus, it makes sense to specify timing information (requirements) 
as a separate aspect of the un-timed model and observe how it reflects on the 
semantics of functional and behavioral aspects when composed with their re
spective models. 

This chapter provides a background on our design method and the ways of 
modelling time to prepare the basis for our move to a timed setting. First, we 
review our general design philosophy and see how it relates to the timed setting. 
Subsequently, in Section :3.2, we present the decision points for an extension with 
time. Section :3.:3 concludes this chapter by presenting the choices made on these 
decision points, as well as their rationale. 

Our main motivation in developing a new timed formalism is, first , to support 
a separation of concerns in the design of real-time systems and, then, exploit 
this separation in verifying the correctness properties, and finally transform the 
correct design to the implementation domain. As we mentioned before, the 
proposed separation of concerns paradigm is mefmt to support a more focused 
design method that also supports localized change and even assessment of some 
models in absence of the others. To support these features in addition to the 
syntactic separation of models, we have to provide a formal semantics for each 
meaningful composition of them. 



In particular, in the timed-GAIVlf\!IA/coordination settings the general goals 
will be realized by the following requirements on our models: 

1. Timed-GAf\!If\!IA should provide a basic model of timed-functionality that 
observes the performance measures of components. Furthermore, it should 
show the chaotic behavior of GAf\!If\Ll programs by allowing all possible 
timed-behaviors of starting tasks simultaneously or sequentially in any 
possible order giving them time to execute, preempting them, etc. In 
other words, the only constraint on the timed-GAf\'1f\!IA program should 
be observing the execution time of components and beside that, it should 
be as general as possible. This general model will serve as an ideal starting 
point for further restrictions using refinement methods or composition 
with other aspect constraints. 

2. Timed-Coordination should only add ordering and synchronization infor
mation of the execution of components to the basic functionality model. In 
other words, the purpose of the timed-coordination language is to execute 
components in such an order that certain timed correctness requirements 
are met. Hence, the timed-coordination language does not need to ad
dress the time in its syntax (Le., the syntax does not change) and it only 
needs to use the timing information (provided by the timed-functionality 
model) in its semantics. Note that this model of hierarchical semantics 
for timed-GAf\!If\Ll/Coordination provides the possibility to substitute 
the time and/or functionality model with another model and still use the 
coordination model on top of it. 

:3. \Ve distinguish between execution-time (performance) modelling of incli
vidual components (Le., GAf\!If\!IA rules) and end-to-end timing require
ments. \Vhile the former is a separate aspect model of basic functional
ities, the latter is a requirement over the composed behavior. Although 
timed-GAf\!If\!IA has to deal with the execution-time mef)SUreS for its rulf'B, 
ultimately our design method should provide a way of composing timed
components to meet the end-to-end timing requirements. \Ve will be look
ing at refinement and similar software construction methods for this pur
pose in the future. 

3.2 Modelling Time: Decision Points 

The following decision points are to be solved based on the previous require
ments: 

1. Periodic vs. sporadic behaviors: A periodic process is a process that 
is executed iteratively following a fixed period of time. On the other hand, 
for a sporadic process; this period is not fixed and only an estimation can 
be given for the minimum amount of time between two executions of the 
proeess. As stated in [:lO]: 



Periodic processes constitute a bulk of computation, while rare 
sporadic processes seem to be useful only for environment change 
purposes. 

2. Ways of representing time: Time can be represented in a semantics 
by a point (a single value), an interval, or a set (of points, or intervals). 
Using points in representing time is the most restrictive method. In con
trast, using a set (of either points or intervals) is the most general one in 
which different ways of a computation (e.g. with disjoint intervals) can be 
modelled in a natural way. 

As the specification of timing may depend on properties of a system (e.g. 
distribution and replication), it should be possible to reprf'Bent such de
pendencies in the specification of timing. To this extent, the above repre
sentations of time could be generalized also to functions (with parameters 
from other domains) associating to a computation either a single value, 
an interval, or a set of values (set of intervals). 

:3. Relative vs. absolute time: In presenting semantics for real-time sys
tems, time can be shown relative to some initial time point or relative to 
the time of the previous state / transition. The first option is referred to 
as ab:wlute time, whereas the second notion is called t'elative time. As [19] 
puts it, in an ahsolute time setting time contains events while in a relative 
time setting events constitute time. 

4. Dense vs. discrete time: In dense time models, observation of system 
behavior is done in snapshots with a time taken from a dense set (a set 
is dense with respect to an ordering < if between two arbitrary elements 
a, b always a third element c can be found such that a < c < b; for 
example, the set of rational numbers is dense with respect to the standard 
< ordering). On the other hand, discrete time semantics are concerned 
with digital discrete time-value sets (natural numbers, as a distinguished 
example). 

5. Instantaneous vs. durational actions: An instantaneous action may 
wait some time before execution but the state change is done without 
changing time. In this setting, transitions in a real-time system could be 
partitioned into idle( void) , time-changing, and state-changing transitions. 
On the other hand, in durational semantics, a transition takes time be
tween its beginning and completion and, hence, state-changing transitions 
may be time-changing as well. 

6. Global vs. distributed time: A real-time semantics, has to associate 
a time to states and/or transitions. This time can be uniquely increased 
in different parts of the system based on some global dock, even if the 
system is physically distributed. However, in a distributed time setting, a 
system may exploit different time systems (distributed docks) in different 
parts. 



7. Time stamping states and/or transitions: To add time to an un
timed semantics, a choice must be made between adding time to states, 
transitions, or to both. 

8. Progress: Different progress assumptions may be desired due to different 
uses of the model. For example when compositionality is considered as 
a goal, allowing relaxed idle transitions (stuttering steps) may represent 
the time that the processor spends on other parts of computation not 
specified by the current program. Thus, in this setting, allowing idle 
steps and relaxing the progress assumption is quite helpful. On the other 
hand, when verification of a dosed model is considered, assuming a kind 
of progress may be inevitahle to prove useful properties. 

3.3 Decisions and Their Rationale 

Considering the previously mentioned requirements and decision points, the 
following decisions are made to fix the semantics of our model: 

1. Periodic vs. sporadic behaviors: \Ve have a preference in favor of spo
radic process modelling. Assuming periodic execution of atomic actions 
is considered to be an assumption ahcHlt their coordination (scheduling), 
which is to be avoided. according to our requirements. After providing 
a suitable sehedule, the whole sehedule (or its building bloeks) eould be 
dispatched to processors as periodic processes. 

2. Ways of representing time: A first choice is an interval time represen
tation because we add time to GA:f\:IlVIA for the purpose of estimating ex
ecution time (and indirectly other timing properties like latency); it would 
be hard to have a specific point estimation for execution time. However, 
a natural extension is to associate (a finite set of) different intervals to an 
operation to gain the most general modelling schema. 

\Vith respect to the previously mentioned inter-dependencies of the timing 
domain and other specification domains, extending the interval (set of 
interval) notation to a function taking a specification of other aspects into 
account can be another extension to our model. Since we did not define 
any other aspects by now, this extension is not possible at this stage. 

Another useful extension is to dedare the timing information as functions 
of system state. Because the information for determining the execution 
time is availahle when scheduling, this is also a straightforward extension 
to our model. 

:3. Relative vs. absolute time: Using absolute time will lead to an infinite 
model for any reactive system presented. in timed-GA:f\!I:f\!IA. Hence, using 
relative time has a major advantage over absolute time (especially, when 
considering formal techniques on reasoning). As we see in our model, by 
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assuming a relative time model, one can derive ahsolute time models by 
fixing the origin of time. 

4. Dense vs. discrete time: Apart from the complexity of reasoning in 
the verification and refinement are;:.), using dense or discrete time will have 
no effect on our semantics. Hence, we keep the discussion abstract from 
the discreteness or denseness of the time domain as much as possible. In 
order to present benefits and drawbacks of a particular decision on the 
time domain, we present reasons supporting each side briefly. 

Since quantized time is the only time paradigm in computer systems (due 
to the presence of digital docks), algorithms assuming that processes have 
arbitrary integer computation times should be satisfactory for most ap
plications [:30]. Also since a discrete time semantics can be dosed under 
scaling the time unit and shifting the origin of time, it can provide suf
ficient precision. Dealing with discrete time domains sometimes is the 
solution to make the verification process decidable. 

On the other hand , it should be mentioned that there exist some contin
uous models of real-time systems (even without so-called Zeno behavior) 
that can not be simulated by any discrete time model [2]. In such systems, 
sealing the discrete time unit to arbitrary small chunks does not solve the 
problem , either. Although one may argue that such systems do not exist 
in reality, they are at least important from a theoretical point of view. 
Fl1rthermore, in the dense time domain, digitizahility theorems show that 
there always exists a discrete (digital) model of a dense time one that pre
serves the digital versions of properties that were true for the dense time 
domain. Hence, a dense time domain is the more general choice than a 
discrete one. 

5. Global vs. distributed time: Almost all models studied up to now use 
a centralized dock for measuring and increasing time globally over the 
system. Although this assumption is not dose to the real world (where 
providing a single global dock is a problem), it can be rationalized by 
using dock synchronization algorithms in a distributed platform (in the 
background, transparent from our modelling). So, we choose a centralized 
dock model and leave the choice for distributed timing schemes for further 
extensions to our modelling language. 

6. Instantaneous vs. durational actions: Instantaneous actions make 
the modelling semantics more compact and easier to reason about. In 
durational semantics, the system state during execution would not be 
predictable and a model for assuring atomicity should be defined. Hence, 
we use the instantaneous modelling of actions for now. 

7. Time stamping states and/or transitions: \Vith instantaneous ac
tions and global time, each computation trace shows deterministically the 
system state (values) with their time (when fixing the time origin, an ab
solute time) , and so, adding a time stamp to states would not be useful 



in this case. Hence, we just use time stamping on transitions. For dis
tributed time modelling, however, time stamping states may make sense 
for observing causal relations and for synchronization purposes. 

8. Progress: Due to our design philosophy, we do not want to impose any 
restriction on our functionality and coordination model unless explicitly 
specified. Hence, we assume a general progress assumption in which idling 
is generally allowed. To restrict idling in the behavior of schedules explic
itly, we introduce urgency operators. 



Chapter 4 

Timed-GAMMA, 
Coordination, and 
Reasoning 

4.1 Introduction 

The general design philosophy and the decisions made in the previolls chapter 
lead to the syntax and semantics of timed-GAIVI:f\!IA and Ollr timed.-Coordination 
language. To preserve the orthogonality between models, we want to extend 
the GAIVlf\Ll and coordination model in sneh a way that an un-timed GAIVIlVIA 
program or an un-timed coordination expression can be interpreted in the timed 
setting in a meaningful way. In faet, the syntax of Ollr coordination language 
does not change and only its semantics is updated. This will provide both a 
kind of backward compatibility and the freedom for the designer to be free from 
timing concerns when designing the functionality and behavior aspects. 

In this chapter, first we present the syntax and semantics of timed-GAIVIlVIA 
in Section 4.2. Then, the semantics of timed-Coordination is defined in Section 
4.:3 based on the new timed functionality model. Finally in Section 4.5, the 
method of reasoning is extended to support quantitative reasoning ahout timed 
functionality and timed behavior. In order to support such reasoning in Section 
4.4 an urgency operator is introduced. 

4.2 Timed-GAMMA 

4.2.1 Timed-GAMMA Syntax 

In this subsection, the syntax of GAIVI:f\!IA programs is extended with timeliness 
properties. Following [4, 24], the change in syntax is done in such a way that a 
valid GAMMA program is also a valid Timed-GAMMA program. 
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TimpdProgram ::= Program Timing 
Timing ::= f I : TCon8traint Timing 
TCon8traint ::= Tf{ulcNamc = Intprval 
Interval ::= [Time, Time] I (Time, Time] 

I [Time, Timex) I (Time, Timex) 

Figure 4.1: Timed-GAMMA Syntax 

The syntax of Timed-GA?\:[f\/IA is presented in Figure 4.1. The non-terminal 
Program represents an un-timed GA?\!I?\:Ji\ program as presented in Figure 2.:3 in 
5edion 2.:3.2. Timing (:onstraints are added to the GA?\!I?\:Ji\ program definition 
to represent 1-ill estima tion of the rule exe(:ution time. A timing: defined by the 
non-terminal TCoru;traint: relates 1-ill interval (a (:onvex set of time points) to a 
rule via its rule name. 511(:h 1-ill interval represents the minimum and maximum 
time needed to perform a rule (:omputation. This time is relative to the point 
from whkh the rule is s(:heduled for exe(:ution (Le. when the previous transition 
is finished). To emphasize that 1-ill un-timed program is indeed a timed program: 
the timing part is isolated via non-terminal Timing with the possibility of being 
the empty string f. 

Definition 4.1 (Basic time domain) The basic time domain is a set denoted 
by Timp that (:ontains 1-ill element denoted 0 and on whkh a total ordering < 
with least element 0 and 1-ill addition nUH:tion + with unit element 0 are defined. 
\Ve do not need to have any more assumptions on Timp: until we apply the 
(:onstr1l(:tion of s(:hedules or automatk verifi(:ation in the nlture. 

To modelunspedfied upper bounds of intervals we introd1l(:e a new element 
to the bask time domain: denoted by :X!: and refer to the time domain as: 

Timpx ~ TimpU{:X!}. \Ve extend the ordering relation and addition fundion 
on Timpx SlH:h that for all t E Timp: t < :X!: t + :X! = :X! + t = :X!: and 
:X! + :X! = :X!. 

Bounds of intervals are elements taken from these time domains as des(:ribed 
by the non-terminal Intprval. If there is no timing estimation spedfied for a 
rule (as is the (:ase for un-timed spedfi(:ations): it is assumed to be [O::X!): that 
is: 1-ill arbitrary exe(:ution time. \Ve refer to the lower and upper bound of the 
interval I with Ib(I), and ub(I), respeetively. We use addition and multiplieation 
of (:onstants to intervals (t + ( and t * ( where t is 1-ill arbitrary element of the 
time domain) to represent addition and nmltiplkation of its bounds. 

Definition 4.2 (In-bound operator) We define that t E Time is ·in-bound 
with respeet to the interval I, denoted by t -< I if and only if t ::: Ib(I) V tEl. 
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(R I T ) ~3" lVI, V ex r 
n e errn --;---:-:-::::-:-c-

(r, lVI, [jl )V, 

AI. V x r 
(RnleSched) 0 . 

(r, lVI, [jl ) -), (r, lVI, [ano : r.Ill 

where for H rule r = LE:cp -) RE:cp ¢ Cowl, 
a = v[RE:cp]/v[LE:cp] 

( ) 
tEl 

RnleCornp c, v 
(r, lVI, [a'lt : III -), (r, lVI[a]' [jl ) 

( .) t + t' -< I 
TunePass , 

(r, lVI, [ant: I]) -", (r, lVI, [ant + t' : III 
t' > 0 

Fignre 4.2: Timed-GA?\:[f\/IA SemHntks: Bask FtuH:tiollHlity 

4.2.2 Timed-GAMMA Semantics 

Following the style of the semHntks of GA?\:[f\iIA: the semHntks of Timed
GA?\:[f\iIA is presented in two parts. The first part: presented in Fignre 4.2: 
shows the bask timed-(;omplltHtion Bnd termination of H GA?\:[f\iIA rule. In the 
given seml-Hltks: H timed state (r: jl,{ T) (;onsists of H fule r: H m1l1tiset AI: Bnd 
H m1l1tiset of sdH~d1l1ed (;omplltHtion tasks T. A task a:~~t : I is the substitution 
a together with the elapsed pn)(:essing time t (the duration that the task has 
been l-H:tive Bnd rnnning till now): Bnd the estimated eX8(:ution time interval I 
derived from the rule form whkh a originates. As shown in the syntax of timed
GA?\:[f\iIA: after defining the rules of a GA?\!I?\:Ji\ program: 1-ill estimation of the 
exe(:ution times of rules is presented in the Timing definitions. To refer to 1-ill 
interval I assodated with a rule named r: we use r.I. As mentioned before: if 
there is no interval defined for a rule with the name r: r.I results in [0: :XJ). For 
the time being: we assume that r.I works as a f1llH:tion returning the interval 
representing the estimation of the exe(:ution time of a rule: if available: or other
wise [O::XJ). As mentioned before: this assumption (:ould be relaxed by allowing 
several intervals assodated to a rule: and helH:e r.I returning a set of time points 
whkh is not ne(:essmily a single (:onvex interval. This relaxed assumption would 
not require major dlHnge in our semantks. However: for simplidty we assume 
the single interval time pmadigm from now on. 

The transition labels in the given senuilltks me either of the form -4 (or 

~1 : where t (:an range over the bask time domain Timf':) or -4 (or -+1 ): just 
like in the un-timed semantks where a ranges over nmltiset substitutions. 

A bask timed-(:omputation is divided into three phases: 
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1. First, scheduling a computation task based on a single rule. In the se

mantics, the scheduling of a task is indicated by a transition ~l. The 
rule (RnleSched) shows how a task is scheduled. If there is an enahling 
valuation for a rule, then the corresponding task is added to the scheduled 
tasks with zero elapsed processing time. Note that in the single-rule exe
cution semantics, the task multiset should be empty in order to schedule 
a new task. In other words, since at this level of semantics we want to 
deal with basic functionalities, we cannot introduce several parallel tasks 
at one time. 

2. Second, passage of time (by spending processor time on a computation). 
Passage of a certain amount of time t > 0 is in the semantics indicated by 

a transition -t1 . Rule (TimePass) expresses that for a scheduled task 
a certain amount of processing time can be spent up to the limits of the 
seheduled task as speeified by the interval (t + t' -< f). We eannot use the 
simpler eonditions t < ub(f) or t S ub(f) sinee they would be problema tie 
with right-dosed and right-open intervals, respectively. \Ve do not allow 
passage of zero time, because it is of no interest in our setting and to 
distinguish time pass rules from the task scheduling rule. 

:3. Finally, performing (committing) a computation. The commitment of a 
certain task is indicated by a transition -41 where a is the substitution 
assoeiated with that task. Rule (RnleCornp) speeifieB that when a task 
has received enough processing time (t E I), then it can be applied to the 
multiset and removed from the current tasks. 

This division provides the possibility to put further details in each of these 
phases (e.g. specifying scheduling policy, providing timing information for dis
tributed scheduling or commitment). Rule (RnleTerm) shows that a rule will 
terminate if there is no enahling valuation for it and if the current task multiset 
is empty (there is no scheduled task being executed). 

The following basic properties of the basic timed-computation can be proven. 
Commitment of a task extends the task multiset with precisely one task. The 
multiset only changes due to commitment of a scheduled task. Time passage 
only changes the timing part of the scheduled task. 

Lemma 4.1 For any rule r , multisets AI and All, task multisets T and TI , 
substitution a, and t E Time such that t > 0: 

1. if (r, lvI, T) 4] (r, lvI' , T'), then lvI' = lvI, T = [jl , and T' 
for some substitution a l

; 

2. if (r, lvI, T) -+] (r, lvI', T'), then lvI' = lvI[a] and T' = QJ ; 

:3. if (r, lvI, T)~] (r, lvI', T'), then lvI' = lvI. 



Proof. The proofs of these propositions follow easily from the semantics in 
T})ble 4.2. 0 

The second part of the semantics, given in Figure 4.:3, specifies the gen
eral chaotic behavior of timed-GA:f\!IlVIA programs by composing the behav
ior of rules in all possible orders and also allowing idling transitions. A state 
(R, IvI, T) eonsists of a program R, a multiset IvI, and a multiset of seheduled 
tasks T. To show how independent tasks can be scheduled simultaneously in 
the Timed-GA:f\!I:f\!IA chaotic execution model of Figure 4.:3, we need to define 
the independence of task multisets. 

Definition 4.3 Composed substitution of a task multiset denoted by SUlu;t(T) 
is a multiple substitution resulting from composing all substitutions in T and is 
defined as: 

1. Fnr an empty task multiset: Subst([jl) = [jl j[jl 

2. Fnr an arbitrary singleton task multiset: Subst([a~~t : I]) = a 

:3. Fnr two arbitrary task multisets: Subst(T, EE T2) = Subst(T, ), Subst(T2) 

Definition 4.4 ( Independent task rnnltisets) For an arbitrary multiset AI, 
we define that two arbitrary task multisets Tl and T2 are independent with 
respeet to IvI (denoted by IvI 1= T, CX1 T2) if and only if, their respeetive eom
posed substitutions are independent, that is IvI 1= SUbst(Td CX1 SUbst(T2). We 
call a task multiset T consistent with respect to a multiset AI, if and only if 
IvI 1= T CX1 [jl . 

Corollary 4.2 For all task multisets Tl and T2 and an arbitrary multiset AI, 
Tl and T2 are independent with respect to AI if and only if Tl 63 T2 is consistent 
with respect to AI. 

Lemma 4.3 Fnr arbitrary task nmltisets T and T' and multiset IvI: if TEET' 
is eonsistent w.r.t. IvI, then T' is eonsistent w.r.t. IvI[Subst(T)]. 

Pmof. Suppose that T = [ao:~~to : Io, ... , an:~~tn : In] and T' = [an+l:~~tn+l : 
In+h ... , am :~~tm : Im]. Then, according to Definitions 2.7 and 4.4 we have 
n n n 
U ,·ead(a,)EE:S take (a,) t;; IvI. It follows from definition of EE that :s take(a,) t;; 

1=0 1.=0 1.=0 
mm 

(IvIB :s take(a,))EE :s put(a,). Henee (and due to eonsisteney of TEET'), 
l.=n+l l.=n+l 

" we have :s take(a,) t;; IvI[Subst(T')]. 
1=0 

In Figure 4.:3, the semantics of timed-GA:f\!I:f\!IA programs is presented. In 
this semantics, rule (ProgTerrn) extends the termination of a single rule to 
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( )
';f'<EfI(r,lVI,T)V, 

ProgTerrn --'-'';''::-~--=--'-;'-'-
(R, lVI,T)V 

( ) 
r E R (r, lVI, [ant: III -"+ ,(r, lVI', [jl ) 

ProgCornpO . u 
(R, lVI, [a'lt : I] Bl T) -) (R, lVI', T) 

( ) 
(R, lVI, T,) "-\ (R, lVI" T{) (R, lVI, T2) "-'i (R, lVh, T~) 

ProgCornpl 0'1,('" 

(R, lVI, T, Bl T2) -). (R, lVI[a, , a2loT{ Bl T~) 

( 
, ) r E R (r, lVI, [ant: III !::, , (r, lVI, [ant + t' : I]) 

ProgTlrneO < 

(R, lVI, [ant: I] Bl T) "-', (R, lVI, [ant + t' : I] Bl T) 
t' > 0 

, , 
(P T

' 1) (R, lVI, T,) -) (r, lVI, T{) (R, lVI, T2) -) (R, lVI, T~) 
rog lIne I-

(R, lVI, T, Bl T2) -) (R, lVI, T{ Bl TD 
t>O 

( ) 
r E R (r, lVI, [jl ) 4 ,(r, lVI, [anO : I]) 

ProgSched 0 
(R, lVI, T) -) (R, lVI, [anO : I] Bl T) 

lVI 1= [anO : I] CX1 T 

(ProgIdle) , 
(R, lVI, T) -) (R, lVI, T) 

Fignre 4.:3: ChHotk Behavior of Timed-GA?\:[f\/IA Program 
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termination of a program. It follows from this rule and rule (RnleTerrn) 
of Figure 4.2 that Timed-GAIVIl\1A programs can only terminate if the task 
multiset is empty. 

Lemma 4.4 Fnr all timed-GAMMA programs Rand multisets !VI, if (R, !VI, T)V 
then T = [jl . 

Pmof. A program R ean terminate if and only if for all its rules r, (r, !VI, T)Vl 
terminate. Termination of a rule r can only be due to (RnleTerrn) which 
means that T = [jl . 0 

The rules (ProgCompO) and (ProgCompl) spedfy how a timed-GAMMA 
program can perform single or parallel computations. Along with these rules 
(ProgTimeO) and (ProgTimel) spedfy the spending of time on the exeeu
tion of single and parallel computations. The above four rules provide the same 
kind of abstraction from the true concurrency level that we also have in untimed 
GA1\llVIA and extend it to the timed setting. In particular, by allowing a subset 
of tasks to spend time on their computations, we model the cases were there 
are not enough resources for true concurrency of all tasks. As before, we do 
not allow passage of zero time. The rule (ProgSched) shows that a program 
can schedule a new task if it can be scheduled by one of its rules and it is 
independent from the eurrent eontext of parallel tasks. The rule (ProgIdle) 
states that a program can make an arbitrary idle transition without changing 
its state. This rule helps to keep the timed-GAIVIlVIA semantics on the high 
level of ahstraction and allows stuttering steps that can be helpful for compo
sitionality. Lemma 2.10 which holds in the untimed setting carries over to the 
timed setting. It states that if a program can perform a computation, then a 
larger program can do the same, as well. 

Lemma 4.5 If a program R ean perform an arbitrary transition, i.e., (R, !VI, T) ~ 
(R , !VI', T'), then for an arbitrary rule r , (R U {r), !VI, T) ~ (R u {r), !VI', T'). 

Pmof. By indudion on the depth of the proof for (R , !VI, T) ~ (R, !VI', T'). 
Similar to the untimed proof, we have to analyze the X transition. In each case 
we will either end up in a single rule transition (from which by application of 
the same semantics rule we are done) or a rule and a program. In the latter 
case, we have to apply the induction step on the program transition and then 
use the same semantics rule to combine the new extended program and the rule 
transition. For example if X is a substitution, then the transition is due to one 
of the following rules: 

1. (ProgCompO): Then, T = [(d~t : I] Bl T' and there exists a rule r E R, 
sueh that (r, !VI, [(T~~t : I]) -+1 (r, !VI', [jl). Then, aeeording to the same 
rule (ProgCompO), (R U {r), !VI, [(T~~t : I] Bl T')..".; (R U {r), !VI', T'). 
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2. (ProgCompl): Then, there exist substitutions al and a2, multisets 
.1\Jl and A12 , and task sets Tl, T{, T2 , and T~, such that T = Tl EE T2 , 

T' = T{ Bl T~, a = 17,,172, !VI' = !VIh , 172], (R , !VI, T,) "-\ (R, !VI" T{) and 
(R , !VI, T2) "-\ (R,!VIo, T~). Then, by induetion, (R U {r), !VI, T,) "-\ (R U 

{r), !VI" T{) and (R U {r), !VI, T2) "-\ (R U {r),!VIo, T~). Aeeording to rule 

(ProgCornpl), (R U {r), !VI, T, Bl T2) "'."f' (R U {r), !VI [a, , 172], T{ Bl T~), 
i.e., (R U {r), !VI, T) ..".; (R U {r), !VI', T'). 

Some properties of the given semantics can be proved to show that the formal 
semantics follows the informal intuition behind it. These properties reflect the 
same intuitions as were given for the basic timed-computation semantics in 
Lemma 4.6. 

Lemma 4.6 For any set of rules Ii, multisets AI and Al', task multisets T and 
T', substitution a, and t E Time such that t > 0: 

1. if (R, !VI, T) -"; (R, !VI', T'), then !VI' = !VI and T' = [a'~~O : I] Bl T for some 
substitution a' and interval I; 

2. if (R, !VI, T)..".; (R, !VI', T'), then !VI' = !VI[a] and Subst(T'), 17= SUbst(T); 

:3. if (R, !VI, T).':.-, (R, !VI' , T'), then !VI = !VI' and SUbst(T) = SUbst(T'). 

Pmof. 

1. The 0 transition can only be due to (ProgSched). Thus, the case trivially 
follows from this rule. 

2. By an induction on the depth of the proof for a transItion. Suppose 
that the transition has a proof of length 1, then it can only be due to 
(ProgCompO). Hence, the case holds trivially for the induction base. 
Fnr the proofs of length n > 1, the proof is due to (ProgCornpl). Thus, 
the case holds by applying induction hypothesis to the premises of this 
rule. 

:3. Similar to item 2. 

The following proposition is an example of such a property showing that 
the chaotic behavior of a G AIVIlVIA program only allows consistent multisets of 
tasks to be scheduled simultaneously. 

Proposition 4.7 Fnr all timed states S = (s"!VI,,T,) and T = (s2,!Vh,T2), if 
there exists a transition X such that 5 -4 T and Tl is consistent with respect to 
All, then T2 is consistent with respect to A12 . 
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Pmof. By induetion on the depth of the proof of S 4 T. We only prove that 
each rule maintains consistency. 

1. (ProgCornpO) Suppose that S = (R, IvI, [a@t: I]BlT) and S' = (R, IvI', T). 
Suppose furthermore that [a:~~t : J] EE T is consistent w.r.t AI. \Ve have 
to prove that T is consistent w.r.t. AI'. \Ve can llse the hypotheses of the 
rule, i.e., the existenee of r E R sueh that (r , IvI, [a~~t : I]) -+, (r , IvI' , QJ). 
From this, by Lemma 4.1.2, it follows that IvI' = IvI[a]. By Lemma 4.:3, 
consistency of T w.r.t. All follows from consistency of [a:~~t: J] EE T w.r.t. 
IvI and IvI' = IvI[a] = IvI[Subst([a~~t : I])]. 

2. (ProgCornpl) Suppose that T, Bl T2 is eonsistent w.r.t. IvI. From this 
it follows that Tl is consistent w.r.t. AI and that T2 is consistent w.r.t. 
AI. Then, by induction, we obtain the consistency of T{ w.r. t. All and T~ 
w.r.t. Ivh It ean be proven that IvI, = IvIh] and Ivh = IvI[a2]. Also, by 
Lemma 4.6.2, Subst(T, ) = SUbst(T{), a, and Subst(T2) = SUbst(TD, a2. 
Aeeording to Lemma 2.6, IvIh] 1= SUbst(T{) CX1 SUbst(TD, a2 and by 
applieation of the same lemma onee more, (IvIh])[a2] 1= SUbst(T{) CX1 

Subst(TD. But using Lemma 2.5 we have, IvIh, a2] 1= Subst(T{) CX1 

Subst(TD. This means that IvI' 1= T{ CX1 T~. 

:3. (ProgTirneO) Suppose that [a@t : I] Bl T is eonsistent w.r.t. IvI. We 
have to prove that [a:~~t + t' : I] EE T is consistent w.r.t. AI. This follows 
immediately from the definitions by the observation that Sub8t([a:~~t + e : 
III = Subst([a@t : I]). 

4. (ProgTirnel) The consistency of T{ EE T~ w.r.t. AI follows immediately 
from the consistency of Tl 63 T2 w.r.t. AI using Lemma 4.6.:3. 

5. (ProgSched) Consisteney of [a@O : I] Bl T w.r.t. lVI follows from lVI 1= 
[a~~O : I] M T. 

6. (ProgIdle) Obviously, consistency of T w.r.t. AI follows from consistency 
of T w.r.t. IvI. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter , the intention of the semantics given 
here is different from the one in release time, deadline senuHltic,<.; (e.g. [20, 18]), 
since timing constraints in that case specify the minimum and the maximum 
amount of time an enahled transition should wait hefore heing taken. How
ever, in our case, the presented estimations are only important when the rule is 
scheduled for execution. In other words, the timing estimation in our model is 
hased on inclividual component executic)lls and usually due to chaotic hehavior 
of GAIVIlVIA program or later due to a coordination strategy, an enahled rule 
may wait (without being scheduled) more than its maximum estimated execu
tion time. \Ve believe that specification of release time and deadline for a rule, is 
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also an important issue but it should be specified separately and proved correct 
through a coordination strategy. This is shown in the later examples. 

Example 4.1 (Dying dining philosophers) Reeal! the previous definition 
of the elassie dining philosophers problem (Example 2.5); the problem definition 
is extended with timing properties as follows. 

Each philosopher, after spending an arbitrary amount of time (between 0 
and tthinJ,J on philosophical thoughts, gets hungry, sits on his/her chair and 
tries to get hold of both forks on his/her right and left. Unfortunately, one 
(or both) of these forks may be already in use by a colleague (colleagues) and 
s/he should wait for the colleague(s) to finish eating. Eating also takes an 
arbitrary time, between 0 and teat. After the philosopher finishes eating, s/he 
is ready to leave the tahle. It is assumed that when a fork is released it can be 
instantaneously availahle to the one waiting for it (washing forks takes no time). 
A general statement of the problem ean be found in [25]. The timed-GAMMA 
specification of the dying dining philosophers is: 

DyingDiningPhilo8opher8 = 

{

Sit = (F, i) H (FS, i) , } 
Eat = (FS, i~, (F, i), W (i +1) mod n) H (FE, i), 
Leave = (FE , z) H (F, z), (F, z), (F, (z + 1) mod n) 

,~'it = [0, tthi"'] 
,TEat = [0, teatl 
,TDeava = [0, 0] 

To get a better intuition of the GAIVI:f\!IA semantics, we take a concrete 
example of the dying dining philosophers with n = 4, tthink = 2, teat = :3. 
Figure 4.4 depicts examples of a timed-GA:f\!I:f\!IA program run (sequence of 
computations). In figure 4.4 (a), the substitution names stand for the following 
substitutions: atld",,, = [(FS, O)]/[(F, 0)], athin" = [(FS, 2)]/[(F, 2)], and the 
initial nmltiset is NI = [(F, 0) , ... , (F, :3) , (F, 0) , ... , (F, :3)]. The depided run 
could be executed according to the GA:f\!I:f\Ll semantics as follows (we show an 
acronym of the rule names allowing each transition): 

(R, NI, [jl ) 

.", (RnleSched), (ProgSched) , NI 1= [athin',,~~O: ~'itl CX1 [jl 
(R, NI, [atld"'" ~~O : ~'itl) 
-'+ (TimePass) , (ProgTimeO) 
(R, NI, [athin,,, ~H : ~'itl) 

.", (RnleSched), (ProgSched), NI 1= [atldn',~~O: ~'itl CX1 [athi",,,~H : ~'itl 
(Ii, AI, [athinkn:~~l : T..Sih athink2:~~O: T..Sitl) 

-'+ (TimePass) , (ProgTimeO) , (ProgTtime1) 
(Ii , AI, [athinkn :~~2 : T..Sit, athink2 :~~1 : T..Sitl) 

(RnleComp), (ProgCompO), (ProgComp1) 

(R, NI[athi"'a, athi"',], [jl ) 
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o 1 2 o 1 2 

athink( aeato 

at/nllk a ea t2 

(a) (b) 

0 1 2 :3 4 5 

aeato 
---

(e) 

Figure 4.4: Examples of the Dying Dining Philosopher Program Execution 

Now, by starting from NI' = NI ["tI"n '" ,"thin,,] =[(PS, 0), (P, 1), (PS, 2) 
,(P, :3), (F, 0), ... , (F, :3)], we ean exeeute the run in Figure 4.4 (b) using the 
following transitions. \Ve do not mention the rule name, for transitions sim
ilar to previous runs. Substitutions present in the figure stand for a eato 

[(PE, O)]/[(PS, 0), (F, 0), (F, 1)], "mt, = [(PE, 2)]/[(PS, 2), (F, 2), (F, :3)]: 

(R, NI' , QJ ) 
-"; 
(R, NI', ["mt,,~~O: Tea,]) 
~ 
(R , NI', ["mt,,@1 : Tea,]) 
-"; 
(R ,Af', [aeato:~~l: Teat,aeat2:~~O: Teatl) 

2t 
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(I' 'f' [ ""2 . T ""I . T ]) L , i~ , a eato \ ... ~. .. eat, a eat2 \ ... ~. . eat 

(RnleComp), (ProgCompO) 
(R, !VI'[amt,,], [amt,"H : Tmd) 

-'+ 
(R, !VI'[amt,,], [amt,"]2: Tmd) 

In the third example, we start from the same mllitiset and substitutions 
as before (!VI' = !VI [atl"",,, ,athin,,], amt" = [(PE, O)]/[(PS, 0), (F, 0), (F, 1)], 
amt, = [(PE, 2)]/[(PS, 2), (F, 2), (F, :3)]) and show how the run in Figure 4.4 
(e) can he executed llsing the following transitions: 

(R, !VI', QJ ) 
-"t (RnleSched), (ProgSched), !VI' F [amt,,"]O: Tmd CX1 QJ 
(R, !VI' , [amt,,@O: Tmd) 

-"t (RnleSched), (ProgSched), !VI' F [amt,@O: Tmd CX1 [amt,,"]O: Tmd 
(Ii,J.l,P, [aeatn:~~O: Teat , aeat2:~~O: Teat]) 

2 
-) 

(Ii , All , [aeatn :~~O : Teat, 17cat2 :~~2 : Teatl) 
"eat', -)-

(R, !VI'[amt,], [amt,,"]O: Tmd) 

~ 
(R, !VI'[amt,], [amt,,"]:3: Tmd) 

(RnleComp), (ProgCompO) 
(R, !VI'[amt,][amt,,J , QJ ) 

This execution presents the ahstract nature of Ollr parallelism in that it al
lows sequential execution (or preemption and interleaving) of parallel execution 
which may be due to shortage of hardware resources. 

Example 4.2 (The elevator system, Timing) Suppose that the following 
timing information is given ahollt the elevator system in Example 2.6: 

• Requests happen instantaneously (or at least do not take any time from 
our system). 

• Going up and down between floors takes StepTirne for each floor. Stop
ing at (starting from) each floor and opening (dosing) the door takes 
StartTirne. 

• The elevator will be loaded/unloaded within AlinService and AI a:cService 
amount of time, depending on the number of people and goods waiting 
for it. 
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(r.lVI. [jl )V, 
(TCoordRnleTerro)~'-'--' "c-'c ....... 

(r, lVI, [jl )V 

( ) 
(r, lVI, [jl ) -'I, (r, lVI, [anO : III 

TCoordSched ----'-'----'--ico -'-----'-'--'-=----"'--
(r, lVI, [jl ) -) (r[anO : Ilo lVI, [anO : III 

( ) 
(r, lVI, [ant: III -+, (r, lVI', [jl ) 

TCoordCorop. . u. 
(r[a(~t : IL lVI, [a(~t : Il) -) (sk"p, lVI', [jl ) 

( 
. ) (r, lVI, [ant: III ..';, (r, lVI, [ant + t' : Il) 

TCoordTunePass , 
(r[ant : Ilo lVI, [ant: III """ 

(r[ant + t' : Ilo lVI, [ant + t' : III 

(TCoordIdleO) , 
(r, lVI, [jl ) -) (r, lVI, [jl ) 

(TCoordIdlel) . 
( [ "]t· Il 'f [ "]t· Il) '. ( [ "]t· Il 'f [ "]t· Il) r (j\ ~,. : i~ : (j\ ~, . -, r (j\ ~,. : i~ : (j\ ~, . 

Fignre 4.5: Timed-Coordination Language Senumtks (Pmtl): Bask (;OmplltH

tion Bnd terminH tion 

The following timed-GA?\:[f\/IA program expresses this information: 

ElpvatorSystpm, = 

{ 
inRpquPfit: p;ctRpqUPfit: movp[Jp: movpDown: } 
clOfH:;:: OpPfI,: [00(( unload 

: T;nftcqucsi = Tc:riftcqucsi = [0: 0] 
: Tmm;cup = Tmm;cDowll = [Stf'pTimp: Stf'pTimp] 
: Telosc = Topcll = [StartTimp: StartTimp] 
: Ttoad = Tunload = [AfinSf'rvicf': AI a:cSf'rvicp] 

Note that in the above program we dispensed with re-stating the fule part 
of the GA?\:[f\iIA program Bnd abbreviated them by their respedive fule names. 
Also: for equal intervals we used a shorthand to (:ombine the timing of different 
rules. 

4.3 Timed-Coordination 

In this part: without (:hanging the syntax of the (:oordination language given 
before: we extend its semantks so that it also works for the timed setting. It 
brings the benefit of orthogonality in our design: in that the design pn)(:ess 
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for the coordination aspect is completely separated from using real-time con
straints, changing them, or even waving them. Due to this feature of our timed
coordination language, we can adopt schedules of previous examples without 
any change on the syntax and the new semantics takes care of timing associated 
with atomic rules automatically. Of course, it remains to be verified whether 
such a schedule satisfies the desired timing properties. 

Figure 4.5 shows the first set of semantic rules for the timed-coordination 
language. These rules link the semantics of single rule execution to the semantics 
of schedules (coordination terms) and introduce the idling transition (in the 
same way as the idling of timed.-GAIVI:f\!IA programs). In the senu-mtic,<.; there 
is a tight relationship between coordination terms and sched.uled tasks. For 
example, in the execution of schedule 811 (8 ; t), we need to distinguish between 
the two tasks instantiated from the parallel component 8 and the sequential 
component 8, since starting t should be synchronized with commitment of the 
latter, while the former has nothing to do with execution of the task instantiated 
by t. Hence, we attach scheduled tasks to its the syntactic expression they 
originate from (for example, r[a@t : Il). 

So, in the given semantics the state (8, AI, T) contains 8 as the coordina
tion expression that is possibly augmented with scheduled tasks (substitution, 
timing, and interval), AI is the data multiset, as before, and T is the multiset 
of active tasks, as in the timed-GA:f\!I:f\!IA semantics. Note that the multiset of 
tasks can be derived from the annotated schedules too, but we make it explicit 
in the state for readahility and consistency. 

In Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the second part of timed-coordination semantics is 
presented. In these figures , the transition .4 denotes passage of time, scheduling 
of a task or performing a computation on a substitution a (X is a variahle that 
ranges over the time domain plus substitutions). According to the first part of 
the coordination language semantics, the schedule terms present in these figures 
can be schedules annotated by their corresponding tasks. 

Rules (TRCO) to (TRC3) define the semanties for the rule-eonditional op
erator. Expression r rt.. 8[t] can schedule a task when either the condition rule 
r is enahled and the first argument 8 can schedule a task (TRCO) , or when r 
terminates (is disabled at the moment) and t ean sehedule a task (TRCl). Ob
viously, it terminates when none of the ahove cases are possible. The semantics 
of the sequential eomposition operator is defined by rules (TSO), (TSl), and 
(TS2). Rules (TPO) to (TP3) spedfy the semanties of the parallel eomposi
tion operator. In partieular, rules (TPO) and (TPl) spedfy how two sides of 
a parallel composition can evolve individually in time. Checking independence 
of task multisets are necessary due to possible scheduling of new tasks by each 
side. Rule (TP2) is mefmt to represent true concurrency in which processor 
time is spent on two different task multisets. Zero time pass is excluded in this 
rule since, in our semantics, it represents scheduling new task and specifying 
simultaneous task scheduling is of no particular interest for us, provided that it 
calls for consistency check of task multisets. Rule (TP3) specifies simultaneous 
commitment of two or more tasks. The side condition of these rules assures 



(TRCO) ~((r, AU)] ))) (8, lVId T) -4 (8', lVI, T') 

(r ,. 8[t1, lVI, T) -) (8', lVI, T') 

(TRCl) (r, lVI, [jl)) (I, lVI,~) -4 (t', lVI, T') 

(r ,. 8[t1, lVI, T) -) (t', lVI, T') 

(TRC2) ~((r, lVI, T))) (.uVI, T)) 
(r ,. 8[t1, lVI, T)) 

(TRC3) (r, lVI, T)) (t, lVI, T)) 
(r ,. 8[t1, lVI, T)) 

(TSO) (81, lVI, T) 4 (8;, lVI', T') 

(8,: 82,lVI,T)4 (8; : 82,lVI',T') 

(TSl) (81, lVI, T)) (82, lVI, T) 4 (8~, lVI', T') 

(81 : 82, lVI, T) 4 (8~, lVI', T') 

(TS2) (81, lVI, T)) (82, lVI, T)) 
(81 : 82, lVI, T)) 

Fignre 4.6: Timed-Coordination Language Senumtks (Pmt2): Seqnential Bnd 
Rl11e-(;(mditi(HlHl OperHt()rS 
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(TP3) (8" lVI, T,) "-+ (8;, lVI" T{) (82, lVI, T2 ) "-'i (8~, lVh, TD 

(8, II 82, lVI, T, Bl T2 ) "':f' (8; II 8~, lVI[", , "2LT{ Bl T~) 

(TRO) (8[I1:c.8/"L lVI, T) 4 (8', lVI', T') 

(l1:c.8, lVI, T) 4 (I1:C .8', lVI', T') 

(TRl) (8[I1:c.8/"L lVI, T)) 
(I1:C.8, lVI, T)) 

Fignre 4.7: Timed-Coordination Language SemHntks (PHrt2: Contd.): Parallel 
Composition: Bnd Re(:llrsion Operators 
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that the task multiset remains consistent if any of the two sides schedule a new 
task. Finally, (TRO) and (TRl) spedfy the eoneept of reeursion. As it ean be 
noticed in the second part of the semantics, most of the semantics rules given 
for coordination operators only reflect the general semantics of thf'Be operators 
and do not refer to the timing aspect. Note that idling transition is a time pass 
transition and hence there is no need to define it over the structure of schedules 
syntax. 

Lemma 4.8 For an arbitrary schedule 8, an arbitrary task set T, and a multiset 
IvI, if (8, IvI, T).':" (8', IvI', T') and T is eonsistent with respeet to IvI , then T' is 
consistent with respect to All. 

Pmof. See Appendix B. 

The deduction rulf'B for parallel-composition operator are the only rules in 
which the premises decompose the task multiset in parts. This fact may cause 
some concerns about consistency of task multiset and its correspondence with 
the tasks attached to schedule terms. This is not going to cause any problem, 
since on one hand, time pass and commitment are always possible with the pres
ence of task both in the schedule term and in the task multiset these steps (time 
pass and commitment) will not cause inconsistency between schedule terms and 
task multiset. Non the less, time-pass and commitment steps cannot change the 
consistency of task multiset at all. On the other hand, scheduling new task also 
adds the new task to both resulting multiset and schedule and all scheduling 
steps check the consistency of the whole task multiset (not only the decomposed 
one, in case of parallel-composition semantics). 

Despite the similarities between the (un-timed) coordination language and 
process algebras, like ACP and 11CRL the given semantics differs in some cases 
with the timed-extensions of the mentioned theories [4, 24]. These differences 
are particularly due to the intentions we had in the design of our timed theory 
and the decisions we made in the previous section. Usually, real time extensions 
of process algebras use points of time to represent the time were actions have 
to take plfice. However, in our case, timing information is used to estimate the 
amount of time it takes to perform an action. In our semantics, the absolute 
time when results of an action (set of actions) are visible depends on the point of 
time when the actions are scheduled for execution according to the coordination 
expression or chaotic execution. 

The extension of CCS by timing intervals given in [10] is dose to our work in 
that it models timing with intervals that represent relative timing behavior of 
processes. However, there are two major differences, compared to our approach. 
First, in [10], the timing information is attached to the syntax of process terms 
initially, whereas we make a syntactic separation between the two. Second, the 
semantics given here is more general, because in [10] parallel processes can only 
be executed at the same time (synchronous parallelism) if the intervals have an 
intersection. In contrary, we do not have this restriction in our semantics. 
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If we extend the notion of bisimulation with timing as follows, the previous 
results of schedule equivalences, i.e. equivalence and congruence (Section 2.4.:3), 
hold for the timed ease with the same proofs. A general discussion of different 
simulation models in timed systems can be found in [21]. 

Definition 4.5 (Timed Bisimulation Relation) We eall a relation R t on 
timed states a timed-bisimulation if and only if for any two timed states (8, AI, T) 
and (t, NI, T) sueh that (B, NI, T) R t (t , NI , T), for all timed states (B' , NI;' T{) 
and (t', NI~,T~): 

1. (B, NI, T) Q (B', NIi, T{) '* for some (t", NIi, T{), (t, NI, T) Q (t", NIi, Ti)A 
for all NI", (B',NI" ,Ti) R t (t",NI" ,Ti) 

2. (t, NI, T) ~ (t' , NI~,TD '* for some (B", NI~ , TD, (B, NI, T) ~ (B" , NI~ , T~)A 
for all NI", (B",NI",T~) R t (t',NI",T~) 

:3. (B, NI, T)) '* (t, NI, T)) 

4. (t, NI, T)) '* (B , NI, T)) 

Two schedules 8 and tare timed-bisimilar (written: 8 ~t t) if and only if 
there exists a timed-bisimulation relation lit such that for all multisets AI, 
(B, NI, [jl )Rt(t, NI, [jl). 

As in Chapter 2, we re-use the bisimulation relation between two sched
ules (defined above) for a sehedule and a GAMMA program and two GAMMA 
programs. Due to the natural extension of the semantics that separates the 
functionality, behavior, and timing parts (resulting in a similar semantics for 
schedule operators), all sehedule equalities in Proposition 2.17 remain sound 
with little or no change in the proofs. Those proofs that need a little change 
are given in Appendix B. 

Ftuthermore, the notion of the IVlost General Schedule from the untimed 
setting remains the same in the timed setting. However, since the tasks are 
attached to schedule terms, we have to playa bit with the previously given 
proof of bisimulation. The new proof is also given in Appendix B. 

Theorem 4.9 (Timed Most General Schedule) Fnr all timed-GAMMA pro
grams R, NIGS(R) "'t R. 

Pmof. See Appendix B. 

Example 4.3 (Reactor shutdown system) This example is a simplified ver
sion of an industrial application used for nuclear reactor control, studied in [22]. 
The shutdown system we are modelling checks the pressure and the power of 
a reactor and if it finds them exceeding the allowed safe values (Pt'L'irn:it and 
PwLirnit) , it starts a timer. Checking the conditions takes a time between 
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tminAnd, and tmaxAnd, corresponding to the propagation delay of an And gate. 
As the timer starts, the normal systems for controlling the reactor may cool it 
down to reach the safe are;:-). But , if after the timer sends the timeout signal 
(in tUck time with a drift) the system finds the vahwB still above the safety 
thresholds, it generatf'B a shutdown command to stop the whole reactor, and 
allows it to cool down. The reactor will be allowed to turn on again, only after 
tcoolDown time passed from the time both measures reach their safe value. 

ShutdownSY8tem = 
checkDanger = power?, pre88ure?: H 

¢:: pre88ure > Pr Limit /\ power> PwLimit, 
timer = H tick, 
8hutCheck = power?,pre8:;;ure? : tick H 

¢:: pre8:;;ure > Pr Limit /\ power> PwLimit, 
8hutdown = H ShutdownCmd, 
re8tart = power?, pre88ure?: ShutdownCmd H 

¢:: pre8:;;ure ~ Pr Limit V power ~ PwLimit 
,TcheckDanyer = Ts1wtCheck = [tminAnd, tmaxAnd] 

, Turrwr = [tuck - drift, tUck + drift] 
,Tshutdown = [tminSlwtdowlu tmaxShutdown] 

,Trestart = [tcoolDown, tcoolDown] 

The initial multiset of the above GAIVIlVIA program consists of tuples repre
senting current pressure and power. The identifiers power and pre88ure abbre
viate pairs of name and value. The program consists of rules for checking pres
sure and power values in normal (checkDanget'), the timer (timet'), the power 
and pressure check after the timer generated the timeout tick (,,;;hutCheck), gen
erating shutdown command (shutdown) and restarting the system when the 
conditions return to normal mode (restat't). 

The chaotic behavior of the timed-G AIVlf\!IA program cannot provide any 
guarantee for the shutdown system to work in time, but the following simple 
schedule may help in achieving a reliable upper-bound for shutting down the 
system: 

reactorControl = 11X.checkDanger-t 
(timer II shutGheck-) 

(shutDown ; reactor Restart)[X]) [X] 
reactor Restart = ,iY.restart -) rmctorGontrol[Y] 

The above schedule first checks the pressure and power values. If it finds 
them dangerous, sets the timer and waits for it to timeout (8hutCheck requires 
the tick to proceed). After the timeout occurs, if the values are still dangerous, 
shutdown and restart commands are generated and systems waits for normal 
condition to restart, otherwise system restarts executing its control schedule. 
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4.4 Urgency Operator 

For some (;oordinHtion operators (not yet indllded in (:llrrent sdH~d1l1es syntHx) 
it may be needed to differentiate between idling Bnd normal time pass transitions 
that Bre spent on (;omplltHtion. This (;Hll be done by (;OmpHring task m1l1tisets 
at the two sides of the transition (whkh remains the same in (:Hse of idling). A 
pHrtk1l1m example of SlH:h all operator is the llrg121H:y operator: denoted by v 
following [291, whieh forees the sehed111e not to idle: 

, 
(VO) (s, lVI, T) -) (s'; lVI, T') TofT' 

(v(s), lVI,T) -) (v(s'), lVI', T') 

(VI) (s, lVI, T) -"+ (s', lVI', T') 

(v(s), lVI, T) -"+ (v(s'), lVI', T') 

(V2) (.uVI, T)) 
(v(s), lVI, T)) 

To pnt it informally: v filters idle transitions Bnd does not allow them to 
happen when applied to (;oordinHtion expressions. A deadline llrg121H:y operator 
(VI) (;Hll be defined to fon:!? the snm of idling transition to be within all interval: 

(IVI) (s, lVI, T) -"+ (s', lVI', T') 

(VI (s), lVI, T) -"+ (VI (s'), lVI', T') 

4.5 Reasoning 

Be(:HllSe they HbstnH:t from real time: dassk Temporal Logks are only good for 
qualitative reasoning about time. Several extension have been proposed for dif
ferent Temporal Logks to support spedfkation of real-time properties. \Vithout 
going deep into the (:omparison of these extensions: we use the one that (:omes 
in line with our extension of GA?\:[f\iIA and (:oordination with intervals: namely 
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Formula ::= Atom I ~F ormula I Formula V Formula 
I Formula U/Formula 

Fignre 4.8: Syntax of f\!Ietrk Rkh Temporal Logk Formulas 

Metrie Temporal Logie (MTL or also Bounded-Operator Temporal Logie). The 
interested reader (;Hll find detailed (;OmpHrisons of expressive power Bnd verifi
(:Htion (;omplexity between temporal logks in [:3: 17: 7]. (The results of these 
(;OmpHrisons also show that onr dlOke of f\!ITL is possibly the best for onr (;011-
text.) SiIH:e instantaneons l-H:tions may happen in onr senumtks: in addition 
to the ordering imposed by tinH~: we need all ordering imposed by (;l-\1lsHlity in 
order to represent Bnd order the states (;l-\1lsed by SlH:h all l-H:tioll. HelH:e: we nse 
H rkher notion of time (;ontHining both reBI Bnd (;l-\1lsHl time) than in f\!Ietrk 
Temporal Logk: Bnd helH:e we (:Hll the slightly modified temporal logk (that 
takes also the (:1-\1lsal ordering of events into 1-H:(:ount) f\!Ietrk Rkh Temporal 
Logie (MRTL). 

The syntax of f\!IRTL is given in Figure 4.8. In this syntax: temporal opera
tors me bounded with 1-ill interval. The until operator ( U I) means that at some 
time within interval I the Se(:OlHl formula holds: before whkh the first formula 
keeps being true (from now). As before: other interesting temporal operators 
(:an be (:onstr1l(:ted from the presented bask ones. For example: F 1'P is defined 
as true U 1'P: and means that 'P will hold some time during the interval r or 
GI'P is defined as -.Fr-''P and means that 'P has to be true during the whole 
interval I. The next operator is not induded in f\!IRTL be(:ause it has no in
tuitive meaning in timed settings (or the same intuitive meaning as FI'P). To 
define the semantks of f\!IRTL over timed s(:hedules we need to define timed 
(:omputations of SlH:h spedfi(:ations. To verify GAf\!If\:Ji\ programs one may use 
the same definitions or simply verify the (:orresponding most general s(:hedule. 

Definition 4.6 (Timed-Closure-Transition) We define that the state (8, lVI, T) , 
(:an perform the timed-dosure-tnmsition (8: jl,{ T) -t* (,( jl,{ T') if and only if 

there exist tfHnsitions with the la bels to ... t", sueh that (8, lVI, T) .':') (80, lVI, To) ~ 
, " ... "+ (8', lVI, T') and :s ti = t. 

;=0 

Definition 4.7 (Timed-Computation) The tfHnsition (8, lVI, T) (8', lVI', T') 

is a timed-eomputation of (8, lVI, T) if and only if (8, lVI, T) 
(8", lVI, T') ."; (8', lVI', T'). 

(8", lVI, T') and 

Definition 4.8 (Timed-Run (timed-state-sequence)) The tuple (n, T) where 
(1' is a sequelH:e of states and T is a sequelH:e of absolute transition times: is a 
timed-run of the s(:hedule 8 and the nmltiset AI if and only if it has the following 
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(n, T), t, i 1= P _ Inl 2: i, T(i) ::: t ::: T(i + 1), and iVIi 1= P 
(for atomie form11la p) 

(n, T), t, i 1= ~'P _ Inl 2: i, T(i) ::: t ::: T(i + 1), and (n, T), t, iF 'P 

(n, T), t, i 1= 'Pl V'P2 _ (n, T), t, i 1= 'Pl or (n, T), t, i 1= 'P2 

(n, T), t, i 1= 'Pl U I 'P2 _ there exist t' and j s11eh that t' E t + I and 
(n,T),t',j 1= 'P2 and for all k and t" s11eh that 
i::: k < j and T(k) ::: t" ::: T(k + 1): 
(n, T), t", k 1= 'Pl 

Fignre 4.9: SemHntks of f\!Ietrk Rkh Temporal Logk Formulas 

properties (n{i) Bnd T(i) me nsed to denote the fth element of the seq1l81H:es (1' 

Bnd T. If the lengths of the seq1l81H:es Bre less than i then n{ i) is undefined Bnd 
T(i)=:>0): 

1. Initiality: n(O) = (s, iVI, [jl ), 

2. Se'l11enee: ViEIN 0 ::: i < Inl, "hETim,." n(i) 
T(i) + t. 

n(i + 1) and T(i + 1) 

Definition 4.9 (Timed-Behavior) The set of all timed-fulls of H s(:hed1l1e fj 

with initial state AI is (:Hlled the timed-behavior of the sdH~d1l1e Bnd is denoted 
by moUe!). 

The behavior of H sdH~d1l1e is dosed under shifting the time origin Bnd s(:Hling 
the time 11nit [18]. It means that if (n, T) is in IT (s, M), then (n, a * T + c) is in 
IT (MS, M), where, MT+C is a new f11netion nlHpping eaeh state n(i) to MT(i)+C 
Bnd a * fj is H new spedfkHtion with all r.I being repl<-H:ed by a * (r.£). In other 
words: the given semHntks (l-Hld: in general: Timed-ComputHtions) do not refer 
to absolute time (as it appears from in the semantk rules like (TirnePass)): 
and without loss of generality the time origin (:an be assumed O. So: from now 
on we assume that for all timed-runs (n': 7) in the behavior of a program (or a 
s(:hedule) 7(0) = O. As we mentioned before: to verify properties of s(:hedules: 
we implidtly rule out idling transitions. This (:an be formally done by applying 
the urgelH:y operator to all rules partidpating in the s(:hedule (apart from those 
appearing as (:onditions in rule (:onditional). 

The formal senumtks of f\!IRTL is des(:ribed in Figure 4.9: based on the 
definition of a timed-run. The formula 'P holds for the timed-run (j if and only 
if 0, 0, 0 1= 'P. The sehed11le s with the initial nmltiset M satisfies 'P if and only 
if for all timed-eomp11tations ° E IT(s, M) it holds that 0,0,01= 'P. 
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Example 4.4 (Dying dining philosophers, Timed correctness properties) 
Our real-time version of the dining philosophers problem (Example 4.1) should 
have the following properties: 

1. No two neighboring philosophers may eat (i.e. share a specific fork) at the 
same arbitrary time (same as before). 

2. No philosopher dies of hunger, in other words, when s/he is hungry, s/he 
will receive two forks in a given amount of time (at most tditJ 

The following statements formalize these requirements in IVIRTL: 

• The mutual exclusion property in Example 2.9 is extended naturally to 
the following property: 

G[o.oo)(((PE, i) E room) =? (PE,(i-l) mod n).Eroom 
/\ 

(PE, (i + 1) mod n).E room) 

for all i: 0 ::: i < n. 

\Ve may turn this invariant property to a more interesting timed property 
by stating that: Every philosopher desires a kind of discipline that his/her 
fork remains for him/her for a specified amount of time after s/he has 
finished eating: 

G[o.oo)(((PE,i) E room) 
=? G[O.td;".;,.,," , ] (PE , (i -1) mod n).E room 

/\ 

(PE, (i + 1) mod n).E room) 

• G[o.oo) (((PS, i) E room) =? F[o.td; , J(PE,i) E room)) 

This property asserts that for all states, if a philosopher gets hungry and 
sits in his/her chair, waiting for forks , s/he will receive them eventually 
before the deadline tdie after which the philosopher dies of huger (this is 
aetually the reason why the problem is named dying dining philosophers). 

As we have seen in Example 2.9, the sequential and parallel schedules given 
for the dining philosophers example both guarantee that a hungry philosopher 
will find the opportunity to eat in the future. But , in un-timed settings we 
cannot compare the time needed for serving a hungry philosopher in sequential 
and parallel schedules. Now, in the timed setting however, one can observe that 
in the sequential schedule, it takes at least tthink + n * teat for a philosopher to 
be served. On the other hand , for the parallel schedule there exists a run in 
which this time is reduced to tthink + 2 * teat (and to tthink + teat, if the number 
of philosophers is odd). 

The result for the parallel schedule is due to the semantics of parallel com
position. It allows independent rules to be executed together, with taking the 
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maximum estimation of execution time between them. In the case when the 
number of philosophers is odd, members of the two subsets of philosophers (odd 
numbered and even-numbered ones) can eat concurrently, and hence, reduce the 
service time in this particular run to teat. If the number of philosophers is even, 
there will be a conflict between philosophers number 0 and n - 1, and hence one 
of them should wait one more teat in addition to the ahove estimation. 

Example 4.5 (The elevator system, Timed correctness properties) The 
un-timed property of the elevator system (in Example 2.10) is extended such 
that any request from inside or outside should be service within tS'cr1!ict time: 

G[O,oo) ((((e:ctStop, i), on) E Iv! '* F[o,tsm,,, ,]((e:ctStop,i),ojf) E Iv!) 
A(((inStop, i), on) E Iv! '* F[o,tsm",,]((inStop,i),ojf) E Iv!) 
) , 

Again, the general timed-GAIVIlVIA program (given in Example 11) cannot 
satisfy this property with any arbitrarily large tS'cr1!ict (following the same rea
soning as for the llll-timed case). However, the given schedule in Example 7 
services every request after visiting at most n - 1 other floors two times. Hence, 
by taking a large enough tS'cr1!ict, for example, tS'cr1!ict ;::: 2 * n * (StepTime + 2 * 
StartTime + 2 * Iv! a:cServiceTime) , the above property holds, 

Example 4.6 (The reactor shutdown system, Correctness properties) 
Suppose that we specify our correctness property as follows: If both inputs of 
power and pressure exceed their limit and remain high for at least ts/,able time, 
then the shutdown signal will be generated by the specified. system in less than 
tnaction time: 

Sh'lftdolllnPmp = G[O,x) (Dangem'lfBCondition 
'* F[o,t""""",] (Shutdo11lnCrnd E Iv!)) 

Danget'O'lfBCondition = G[O,t$tabk] (pressure> Pr Limit 
A power> PwLimit), 

Obviously, the general GAIVIlVIA program does not satisfy the ahove prop
erty. \Vhat we presented as a coordination in Example 12 is an attempt to 
satisfy the ahove property and as a result the property holds if both inputs 
remain high for a minimum required time: tstahl" ;::: tma x And + tUck + dt~ift then, 
the system will shutdown in treacUon :::; t max 8hutdowIl" 

As shown in the examples throughout this paper, the given coordination 
expressions coincide with the properties desired. from the system behavior. This 
faet invites us to investigate the way schedules can be derived from correctness 
properties. Similar to f\!Iost General Schedules, we propose studying the f\!Iost 
General Correct Schedule with respeet to temporal properties in both timed 
and llll-timed cases. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Research 
Directions 

\Ve presented a model for system design which deals with different aspects of 
systems as separate orthogonal concerns: A very bask subset of the GAIVlf\Ll 
language is llsed to define functionality of components, a coordination (schedul
ing) language for exploiting fllnetionalities in a special order, and a timing model 
for representing estimations of execution time. Linear-time temporallogie and 
one of its real- time extensions are llsed to reason ahollt designed systems. This 
orthogonality means that specifications of each aspect (functionality, coordina
tion and timing) can be re-used when changing other aspects or even in the 
absence of some other aspects. Figure 5.1 depicts a schematic view of our 
method. 

\Ve plan to extend our approach in the following steps: 

1. Extracting and refining schedules (based on properties): As shown in the 
last section, some schedules conform to some correctness properties speci
fied by temporallogie formulas. Finding the IVlost General notion of such 
Correct Schedules seems to be a challenging problem. 

2. Structuring the multiset in GAIVIlVIA: \Ve are planning to provide some 
basic structuring and typing mechanism for our basic G AIVI:f\!IA language 
in order to make it useable for industrial case studies. A current extension 
of GAMMA in this direetion, namely Struetured-GAMMA [14], provides 
a starting point. 

:3. Automatic reasoning ahout GA:f\!I:f\!IA programs and schedules: \Ve will 
attempt to translate a coordinated program to the input languages of 
automatic verification tools. This will mechanize verification of schedule 
correctness. 

4. Extension by the distribution aspect: Studying the effects of distribution 
of data and program parts on timing properties and defining distribution 
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Intervals Sehedules 

\Veaving 

(Refinement / Construction) 

Figure 5.1: Realization of Our Design IVlethod 

policies in G AIVIlVIA is another interesting topic for our future research 
and a step toward (distributed) implementation. 

5. Studying fault tolerance and reliahility: Replication can provide a basis for 
improving fault tolerance and reliahility of a system. The GA:f\!JlVIA model 
represented in this report is indifferent to replication of single rules or 
replication of one rule with seven-il names. This feature can provide a basis 
for studying process replication in our design model. Data replication, on 
the other hand , is also another interesting topic in this paradigm. 

6. A detailed timing model: The timing model used here could be extended 
by presenting more detailed pieces of timed-functionality (e.g. timing for 
communication, for pattern matching in the multiset, and for performing 
computation). This extension may bring timing information to scheduling 
phase (instead of the current assumption of zero time for scheduling) and 
termination, too. Also, this detailed information about timing may involve 
timing with other aspects like distribution. 

7. Specification of real-world case studies: Capahilities and shortcomings of 
our design method can be further investigated only by specification and 
design of more complex real-world examples. Furthermore, design of real
world examples may help us with inspiring possible ways of transformation 
to the implementation domain. 
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Appendix A 

Proofs of U ntimed 
Properties 

In this appendix we are mainly aiming at proving the following properties: 

1. Bisimilarity of the schedules in Proposition 2.17: This is done by defining a 
relation and proving it to be a bisimlliation relation according to Definition 
2.15. 

2. Bisimilarity of GAIVI:f\!IA programs and their corresponding most general 
schedule: This is done based on some results for a single rule program {r} 
and its single most general sehedule 11X.r n. (r II X): 

(a) First, we prove that a single most general schedule is bisimilar with 
the rule in parallel with the single most general schedule (Lemma 
A.2). 

(b) Then, we prove that if a single most general schedule performs a 
transition, then the resulting schedule is bisimilar to the result of the 
transition (Lemma A.4). 

(e) Subsequently, it is shown that the schedule comprising of two sin
gle most general schedules in parallel is bisimilar to the single most 
general sehedule (Lemma A.6). 

(d) Using the ahove lemmas, we are able to prove the equivalence of a 
single rule program and its single most general seheeule in Lemma 
A.7. 

After all, we lift the result for a single rule program to an arbitrary pro
gram in Theorem 2.18 by an induction on the size of the program. 

:3. The last result in this appendix is the faet that union of programs corre
sponds to parallel composition of sched.ules (Proposition 2.19). 
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Lemma 2.10 (Section 2.3.3) If a program R ean perform an arbitrary a 

transition (R, NI) -"+ (R, NI'), then for an arbitrary rule r, (R U {r), NI) -"+ (R U 
{r}, Afl). (Le., if a program can perform a computation, a bigger program ean 
perform it, too.) 

Pmof. By an induction on the proof depth for the a transition. For simplicity, 
we consider the depth of the proof up to the semantics of a single rule: 

1. Indudion base: If (R, NI) -"+ (R, NI') has a proof of depth one, then this 
transition is due to (ProgComp) (proofs that use (ProgPar) need at 
least one more step to prove the premises). It follows from (ProgCornp) 
that there is an r' E R sueh that (r', NI) -"+, (r', NI'). Beeause r' E RU{r}, 
we ean apply (ProgCornp) again llsing this transition and conclude that 

(R U {r), NI) -"+ (R U {r), NI'). 

2. If (R, NI) -"+ (R, NI') by a proof of depth n (greater than one) , then this 
transition is due to (ProgPar) and there exist two substitutions 171 and 

172 sueh that (R, NI) "-) (R, NI,), (R, NI) "4 (R, Nh), a = 17,,172, NI 1= a, CX1 

(72. Since Al' = 1\1[171, (72]. According to the induction hypothesis (because 

the premises should have a proof of depth n - 1) (R U {r), NI) "-) (R U 

{r), NI,), (R U {r), NI) "4 (R U {r), Nh), and NI 1= a, CX1 172, a = 17,,172, 

and NI' = NIh, 172]' It follows from (ProgPar) that (RU{r), NI), -"+ (RU 
{r), NI'). D 

Corollary 2.11 (Section 2.3.3) Fnr arbitrary GAMMA programs R, and R2 , 

if (R" NI) -"+ (R" NI'), then (R, U R 2 , NI) -"+ (R, U R 2 , NI'). 

Pmof. It follows from Lemma 2.10, llsing an induction on the size of R 2 0 ~ 

Lemma 2.12 (Section 2.3.3) (R, NI) -"+ (R, NI[a]) if and only if for all rules 
r E Ii, one of the following eases holds: 

1. (R \ {r), NI) -"+ (R \ {r), NI[a]) 

2. (R \ {r), NI) "-) (R \ {r), NIh ]), ({r), NI) "4 ({r), NI [172]) , a = 17,,172 and 
NI 1= a, CX1 172. 

:3. ({r},NI) -"+({r},iVI[a]) 

Pmof. (I)::::}: By an induction on the proof depth for the a transition: 

1. Indndion base: If (R, NI) -"+ (R, NI[a]) with a proof of depth 1, then this 
transition ean be only due to (ProgCornp) and there is a rule rl E Ii 
sneh that (r' , NI) -+, (r' , NI [a]). If r is the same as r' , then aeeording to 
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(ProgCornp), ({r},NI)-"; ({r},NI[a]) (item :3). If they are different, 
then sinee r' E R \ {r} it follows from (ProgCornp) that (R \ {r), NI)-"; 
(R \ {r), NI[a]) (item 1). 

2. Indudion step: Suppose that (R, NI) -"; (R, NI[a]) with the proof of depth 
n (greater than one), then the transition can be only due to (ProgPar) 
whieh means that (R , NI) '4 (R, NIh]), (R, NI) "..} (R, NI[a2]) , a = al, a2 
and AI FIJI r><J (}2. Both transitions of al and IJ2 have a proof depth of less 
than n, and thus the induction hypothesis applies to both. Considering an 
arbitrary rule r E Ii, applying the induction hypothesis leads to 9 different 
eases. But due to symmetry, examining the following 6 eases completes 
the proof: 

(2) ¢': 

(a) (R \ {r), NI) '4 (R \ {r), NI[ad) (item 1) and (R \ {r), NI) "..} (R \ 
{r), NI[a2]) (item 1). Then it follows from (ProgPar) that (R \ 
{r), NI) "'-"+' (R \ {r), NIh, a2]) and this eompletes the proof (item 
1). 

(b) (R\ {r), NI) '4 (R\ {r), NIh]) (item 1), (R\ {r), NI) '4 (R\ {r), NI[a21]), 
and ({r},NI)""i' ({r},NI[a22]), a2 = a21,a22 and NI 1= a21 CX1 a22 
(item 2). Then we compose the two transitions of IJI and an llsing 
(ProgPar) (aeeording to Proposition 2.7 NI 1= al CX1 (21). It follows 

that (R\ {r), NI) " '.".')" (R\ {r), NIh, a21]) and ({r), NI) ""i' ({r), NI[a22]) 
(item 2, independence condition holds following Theorem 2.9). 

(e) (R \ {r), NI) '4 (R \ {r), NIh]) (item 1) and ({r), NI) "..} ({r), NI[a2]) 
(item :3). Then the lemma trivially holds (item 2). 

(d) (R \ {r), NI) ~ (R \ {r), NIh d), ({r), NI) ~ ({r), NI[a12]) (item 2) , 
(R \ {r), NI) '4 (R \ {r), NI[a2d), ({r), NI) ""i' ({r), NI[a22]) (item 2), 
with IJI = IJn,IJ12, IJ2 = IJ21,IJ22, 1\11= all r><J IJ12, and 1\11= IJ21 r><J 

(}22. Composing all and an on one hand , and au and IJ22 on the 
other hand leads to item 2. 

(e) ({r), lVI) '4 ({r), lVIh]) (item :3), (R \ {r), lVI) '4 (R \ {r), lVI[a21]), 
({r},lVI) ""i' ({r},lVI[a22]), a2 = a21,a22 and lVI 1= a21 CX1 a22 (item 
2). Then aeeording to (ProgPar) and Proposition 2.7, ({r), lVI) "'.".')" 
({r), lVIh, a22]) and (R\ {r), lVI) '4 (R\ {r), lVI[a21]) and sinee eom
position of substitutions is associative and commutative by definition, 
a = a21 , (al' (22) (item 2). 

(f) ({r},lVI) '4 ({r},lVIh]) (item :3) , ({r},lVI)"..) ({r},lVI[a2]) (item :3). 
Composing al and a2 (by (ProgPar)) results in item :3. 

1. Immediate consequence of Lemma 2.10. 
0' I . . 0") 

2. Aeeording to Corollary 2.11 (R, lVI) -; (R , lVIh]) and (R, lVI) -') (R, lVI[a2]). 
It follows from (ProgPar) that (R, lVI) -"; (R, lVI[a]). 
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:3. It follows from Corollary 2.11 that (R, IvI).s, (R, IvI[a]). 

\Ve willllse the notation =: to denote syntaetic equivalence of two schedules. 
Two syntaetically equivalent schedules are (according to Theorem 2.15) always 
bisimilar. The smallest bisimlliation relation that relates all syntaetically equiv
alent schedules is denoted by id. 

Theorem 2.16 Congt''Ifcnce: Bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to all 
schedule operators. 

Pmof. To prove the theorem we should prove the following propositions: For 
all schedules 8, 8 1, t, and t' and arbitrary rules rand rl, if r ~ rl, t ~ t' and 
8~8Ithen: 

1. r n. s[t] "" r' n. s'[t'] 

2. ,'; ; t ~ 8
1 

; t' 

:3. sll t "" s' II t' 

4. 11:f,.8 ~ 11:C.:;;' 

1. If r ~ rl, t ~ t' and ,'; ~ 8
1
, we denote the minimum bisimlliation relation 

relating rand rl as Iir , t and t' as Ii 1, and ,'; and 8
1 as R2 , we eons trnct the 

new relation R ~ R, U R2 U {( (r n. s[t], IvI), (r' n. s'[t'], lVI)) I( (r, lVI), (r' , IvI)) E 

R,. /\ ((t, IvI), (t', lVI)) E R, /\ ((s, lVI), (s', lVI)) E Rd. Then: 

1. If (r n. s[t], IvI).s, (u, lVI'), then: 

• Either (r, IvI)I then aeeording to (RCI), we should have (t, IvI) 
.s, (u, IvI'). But sinee r "" r' and t "" t', (r', lVI)) and (t', IvI).s, (u', lVI') 
and ((u , IvI') , (u' , IvI')) is in R2 and henee, in It. It follows from 

(RCI) that (r' n. s' [t'], IvI).s, (u', IvI') and sinee ((u, IvI') , (u', IvI')) E 
Ii, it completes the proof of this ease . 

• Or ~(r, lVI)j, then aeeording to (RCO) we should also have: (s, IvI) 
-4 (u, All) since r ~ rl and ,'; ~ 81

, -.(r, AI) (an immediate eonse

quenee of Definition 2.15), (s', IvI).s, (u', IvI') and (u, IvI), (u', IvI')) E 

It. It follows from (RCO) that (r' n. 8'[t'], IvI).s, (u', IvI'). 

2. If (r' n. s' [t'], IvI).s, (u, lVI'), then following the same reasoning of the 
previous item (r n. s[t], IvI) .s, (u', IvI') and ((u, IvI), (u', IvI)) E It. 

:3. If (r n. s[t], IvI)) then aeeording to (RC2) or (RC3) we should have 
either ~(r, lVI)) and (s, lVI)j, or (r, IvI)) and (t, lVI)). But sinee r "" 
r', t "" t' and s "" s', either ~(r', IvI)) and (s', IvI)), or (r', IvI)) and 
(t', IvI)). So in both eases, we have (r' n. 8'[t']' IvI)) . 



4. Symmetric to item :3. 

2. As in the previous items, we eonstruet the relation R by R ~ R, U R2 U {( (s ; 
t, IvI), (s' ; t' , IvI)) I( (s, IvI), (s', IvI)) E R, /\ ((t, IvI), (t', IvI)) E Rd. Then: 

1. If (s ; t, IvI)..".; (u, IvI'). Then this transition is due to either of the following 
rules: 

(a) (SO): Then, (s, IvI)..".; (u', IvI') and u = u' ; t'. But sinee s "" s', 
(s' , IvI)..".; (u", IvI') and ((u', IvI') , (u", IvI')) E R,. It follows from 
(SO) that (s' ; t', IvI)..".; (u" ; t', IvI') and ((u' ; t, IvI') , (u" ; t', IvI')) E 
It. 

(b) (SI): Then, (s , IvI)) and (t, IvI)..".; (u , IvI'). Sinee s "" s' and t"" t', 
(s' , IvI)), and (t' , IvI) ..".; (u' , IvI') and ((u, IvI') , (u', IvI')) E R,. Then, 
it follows from (S 1) that (s' ; t', IvI)..".; (u', IvI') and ((u, IvI') , (u', IvI')) E 
It. 

2. If (8 ; t, Al).4 (u, Al'), then following the same reasoning as in previous 
item (s' ; t', IvI)..".; (u' , IvI') and ((u, IvI'), (u', IvI')) E It. 

:3. (s ; t, IvI)) if and only if (aeeording to (S2)) (s, IvI)) and (t, IvI)) and 
sinee t "" t' and s "" s' this holds if and only if (s', IvI)) and (t', IvI)); 
thus aeeording to (S2) (s'; t',IvI)). 

:3. Assume the relation R to be R ~ R, U R2 U {( (s II t, IvI), (s' II t', IvI)) 
1((s,IvI),(s',IvI)) E R, /\((t,IvI),(t',IvI)) E R 2 , for allmultisets IvI}, whereR, 
and R2 have their previous definition. The proof of bisimilarity is similar to 
that of 2. 
4. It trivially holds; since we only consider dosed terms (Le., 8 and 8 ' are bisim
ilar) introducing recursion does not influence bisimilarity. 

For the particular schedule 8 (similarly the program) , the multiset AI, and 
the substitution a, if there is no schedule 8' and multiset AI' such that (8 , AI) -4 
(8' , AI') is a valid transition, then we write (8, AI) ~. It follows trivially from 
the given semanti,,, that (Va; (s, IvI) ~ ) ? (s, IvI)). 

Corollary A.l For two arbitrary schedules 8 and 8 ' and multiset AI, if 8 ~ 8 ' 

then (s, IvI) ~ {=? (s', IvI) ~. 

Pmof. Straightforward consequence of the Definition 2.15. 

Proposition 2.11 Some biBimilat' BcheduleB: According to the given semantics, 
the following bisimilarities hold, for all schedules 8,81, 82, 83 and rule r: 
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1. skip; s ~ s 

2. s ; skip '0" s 

:3. s, ; (S2 ; S3) '0" (s, ; S2) ; S3 

4. skip ll s'O"s 

5. s, II S2 '0" S2 II S, 

6. (s, II S2) II S3 '0" s, II (S2 II S3) 

7. r n. skip[skip] '0" skip 

8. r n. r[skip] '0" r 

9. (r n. s, [S2]) ; S3 '0" r n. (s, ; S3)[S2 ; S3] 

10. If y is not present in s , Il:r.s '0" IlY.S[y/:r]. Where, s[y/:r] is the syntaetie 
substitution of recursion variable :c with y. 

Pmof. 

1. Fnr all NI and (J, assume the bisimulation relation R ~ id U {((skip; 
s, NI), (s, NI)), for all sehedules s and all multisets NI}. For the ill subset 
of Ii it is obvious that it is a bisimulation according to Theorem 2.15. (\Ve 
do not repeat reasoning of this part in the future.) For the rest , we have: 
(1) (skip; s, NI) '4 (t, NI') '* either (skip, NI) '4 (t , NI')(SO) or (s, NI) '4 
(t , NI') /\ (skip, NI)) (SI) but sinee, for all (J (skip, NI).';" it follows that 
(s, NI) '4 (t, NI') 
(2) (s , NI) '4 (t, NI') '* (s , NI) '4 (t, NI') /\ (skip , NI)) ,*(81) (skip; s, NI) 
'4 (t, NI') 

(:3) , (4) (s , NI)) {o} (skip , NI)) /\ (s , NI)) {o}(82) (skip ; s, NI)) 

2. Fnr all NI and (J , assume the bisimulation relation R ~ ·id U {( (s 
skip, NI) , (s , NI)) , for all sehedules s and all nmltisets NI}: 
(1) (s ; skip, NI) '4 (t , NI') '* either (s, NI) '4 (t, NI') (SO) or (s, NI)) and 
(skip, NI) '4 (t, NI') (SI), but simce for all (J, (skip, NI).';" it follows that 
(s, NI) '4 (t, NI') 
(2) (s, NI) '4 (t, NI') ,*(80) (s ; skip, NI) '4 (t ; skip, NI') and ((t; skip, NI'), 
(t, NI')) E It. 

(:3), (4) (s, NI)) {o} (skip, NI)) /\ (s, NI)) {o} (82) (s ; skip, NI)) 

:3. We define the relation R ~ ·id u {( (s ; (t ; u), NI), ((s ; t) ; u , NI)) , for all 
sehedules s , t , and u, and all multisets NI}: 
(1) if (s, ; (S2 ; S3), NI) '4 (t, NI'). Then this transition is aeeording to 
either of the following: 
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(a) (SO): Then, (8], NI) -"+ (t', NI') and t' ; (82 ; 83) =' t. Then aeeording 
to (SO) we have: (8] ; 82, NI) -"+ (t' ; 82, NI') and using (SO) again 
results in: ((8] ; 82) ; 83, NI) -"+ ((t' ; 82) ; 83, NI'). Also, aeeording to 
the definition of R , ((t'; (82; 83),NI') , ((t'; 82); 83,NI')) E It. 

(b) (SI): Then, (8], NI)) and (82 ; 83, NI) -"+ (t, NI'). The a transition 
of 82 ; 83 is due to either of the following rules: 

i. (SO): Then, (82, NI) -"+ (t', NI') where t' ; 83 =' t. Aeeording to 
(SI), (8] ; 82, NI) -"+ (t', NI') and by using (SO) we have ((8] ; 
82) ; 83, AI) -4 (t' ; 83, All) and since t' ; 83 ;:;;;: t then the two 
processes are in the identity subset of R. 

ii. (SI): Then, (8] , NI)), (82, NI)), and (83, NI) -"+ (t, NI'). Ae
eording to (S2), we have (8] ; 82, NI)). Using rule (SI) results 
in ((8] ; 82) ; 83, NI) -"+ (t, NI'). 

(2) if ((8] ; 82) ; 83 , NI) -"+ (t , NI'). Then this transition is aeeording to 
either of the following: 

(a) (SO): Then, (8] ; 82,NI)-"+(t',NI') and t'; 83 =' t. The transition of 
81 ; 82 is either due to: 

i. (SO): Then, (8], NI) -"+ (t", NI') where t" ; 82 =' t'. Aeeording 

to (SO), (81 ; (82 ; 83), NI) -"+ (t" ; (82 ; 83), NI') and due to 
the definition of R we have ((t" ; (82 ; 83), NI') , ((t" ; 82) ; 
83,NI')) E It. 

ii. (SI): Then (8],NI))and (82,NI)-"+ (t',NI'). Aeeordingto(SO), 
we have (82 ; 83, NI) -"+ (t' ; 83, NI') and aeeording to (SI) (8] ; 
(82 ; 83), AI) -4 (t' ; 83,1\1') , and since t' ; 83 ;:;;;: t, this ease is 
also complete. 

(b) (SI): Then (8] ; 82 , NI)) and (83 , NI) -"+ (t, NI'). It follows from 
(S2) that (8], NI)) and (82, NI)). Henee, aeeording to (SIl, we 
have (82 ; 83, NI) -"+ (t, NI') and again aeeording to (SIl, (8] ; (82 ; 
83), NI) -"+ (t, NI'). 

(:3), (4) ((8] ; 82) ; 83, NI)) {o?(S2) ((8] ; 82),11,:1)) /\ (83, NI)) {o?(S2) 

(8] , NI)) /\ (82, NI)) /\ (83, NI)) {o?(S2) ((82 ; 83), NI)) /\ (8], NI)) {o?(S2) 

(8] ; (82 ; 83), NI)). 

4. We define R as R ~ {( (8, NI), (8kip II 8, NI)), for all sehedules 8 and 
multisets NI}: 
(1) If (8kip 118, NI) -"+ (t, NI') , then this transition ean be due to 

(a) (PO): It eannot be the ease beeause for all a; (8kip, NI).';, 

(b) (PI): Then, we have (8 , NI) -"+ (8', NI') and t =' 8kip II s', and henee 
((8',NI'),(t,NI')) E It. 
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(c) (P2): It cannot be the case following the same reasoning as in item 
(a). 

(2) If (s, IvI)..".; (s', IvI') , then aeeording to (PI) (skip lis, IvI)..".; (skip II 
s', IvI'), and we have ((s', IvI') , (skip II s', IvI')) E It. 
(:3), (4) (s, IvI)) {o} (skip, IvI)) /\ (s, IvI)) {o}(P3) (skip lis, IvI)) 

5. We define the relation R as R ~ {( (s II t, IvI), (t II s, IvI)) , for all sehed
ules sand t and all multisets IvI}: 
(1) (s] II S2, IvI)..".; (t, IvI'); then this transition is due to one of the follow
ing rules: 

(a) (PO): (s], IvI)..".; (t', IvI') and t = t' Ils2; then aeeording to (PI) we 
have (S2 II s], IvI)..".; (S2 II t' , IvI') and aeeording to the definition of 
R, ((t' Ils2,IvI'),(s211 t',IvI')) E It. 

(b) (PI): (S2, IvI)..".; (t' , IvI) and t = s] II t' then aeeording to (PO) we 
have (S2 II s], IvI) ..".; (t' II s], IvI') and aeeording to the definition of 
R, (t' Ils],t' Ilsrl E It. 

(e) (P2): (s], IvI) .'4 (ti , IvI] ), (S2, IvI) ~ (t~ ,1"vh) , with IvI 1= a] CX1 a2 , 
a = a],a2, t = ti II t~ and IvI' = IvIh,a2]. Aeeording to (P2) 
and proposition 2.:3 with changing the order of hypothesis, we have 
(s2Ih, IvI) "':f' (t~llti, IvI[a2, ad). But, it follows from proposition 
2.5 that IvIh , a2] = IvI[a2, ad = IvI' and henee, ((s] Ils2, IvI') , (S2 II 
s], IvI')) E It. 

(2) Due to symmetry, the same reasoning holds for: (S2 II s], IvI)..".; (t, IvI') 
(:3),(4) (s] Ils2, IvI)) {o}(P3) (s], IvI)) /\ (S2, IvI)) {o}(P3) (S2 lis], IvI)) 

6. We define the relation R as R~ {((sll (t II u),IvI),((sll t) II u , IvI)) , for 
all sehedules s, t, and u and all multisets IvI}: 
(1) ((s] Ils2) Ils3,1"VI)..".; (t,IvI') then this transition is due to either of 
the following rules: 

(a) (PO): Then, (s] II S2, IvI)..".; (t', IvI') and t = t' II S3. This transition 
is according to one of the following rules: 

(PO): (s], IvI)..".; (t", IvI') where t' = t" II S2. From (PI), it fol
lows that (s] II (S2 Ils3), IvI)..".; (t" II (S2 Ils3), IvI') and aeeording to 
the definition of R , ((t" II (s21Is3),1"VI'), ((t" Ils2) Ils3, IvI')) E It. 

(PI): (S2, IvI) ..".; (t", IvI') , where t' = s] II t". From the applieation of 
(PO) and (PI) it follows that (S2 Ils3, IvI)..".; (t" Ils3, IvI') and then, 

(s] II (S2 II S3), IvI)..".; (s] II (t" II S3), IvI') and aeeording to the defi
nition of R, we have (((s] II (t" Ils3), IvI') , (s] II t") Ils3 , IvI')) E R. 
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(P2): (s] , NI):'4 (t], NI]), and (S2, NI) "-} (t2 , Nh), where NI 1= "] CX1 
"2, and" = "], "2, and t' '" t] II t2. Applying (PI) and then 
(P2) results in (s] II (S2 II S3), NI) -4 (t] II (t2 II S3), NI') and 
((t] II (t2 Ils3), NI'), ((t] II t2) Ils3, NI')) E It. 

(b) (PI) The reasoning follows the same line as in the previous item. 

(e) (P2) ((s] II S2), NI):'4 (t], NI]), and (S3, NI) "-} (t2, Nh), where NI 1= 
"] CX1 "2, " = "], "2, NI' = NIh, "2], and t' '" t] II t2. As in the 
previolls items, the transition of 171 can be done according to (PO), 
(PI), or (P2). We just investigate the ease of (P2) sineethe rest are 
similar to the previous items. Aeeording to (P2), (s], NI) "-} (t3, Nh) 
and (S2, NI) '4 (t" Nf,) , where "] = "3, "4, t] '" t3 II t" and NI 1= 
173 r><J 174. It follows from Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.9 that 1\11= 
"4 CX1 "2 and NI 1= "3 CX1 ("4 , "2) , and thus by applying (P2) twiee, we 

have (s] II (S2 Ils3), NI) "3.('4."') (t] II (t2 II t3), NI ["3 , ("4, "2)]), but 
" = "3, ("4, "2) and ((t] II (t2 II t3), NI'), ((t] II t2) II t3, NI')) E It. 

(2) The reasoning of this part is similar to the previolls item. 

(:3), (4): ((s] Ils2) Ils3 , NI))~ ((s] Ils2) , NI))A(s3,NI))~ (s] , NI))A 
(S2, NI)) A (S3, NI) ~ (s], NI)) A (S2 Ils3, NI)) ~ (s] II (S2 Ils3), NI)) 

7. Consider the bisimulation relation relating states (r n. skip[skip]' NI) and 
(skip, NI) for all rules rand multisets NI. 

(a) We daim that for no " and NI, (r n. skip[skip]' NI) ean perform a " 
transition. Suppose that it does and (r n. skip[skip]' NI) -4 (t, NI') , 
then this transition is due to (ReO) or (ReI). However, sinee for 
all" and NI; (skip, NI).'ic" neither of the eases are possible (thus, 
the implication in Definition 2.15 holds trivially). 

(b) Similarly, for all " and NI; (skip , NI).'ic,. 

(e) (skip, NI)) ~(RC2).(RC3) (r n. skip[skip]' NI)). 

8. We define R ~ ·id U {( (r n. r[skip]' NI), (r, NI)), for all rand NI} 

(a) (r n. r[skip]' NI) -4 (t, NI') , then following a reasoning similar to that 
of previolls item , this transition ean be only due to (ReO). Thus, 
(r, NI) -4 (t, NI'). 

(b) (r, NI) -4 (t, NI'), then aeeording to (ReO) (r n. r[skip]' NI) -4 (t, NI'). 

(e) (r n. r[skip]' NI)) ~(RC2)m·(RC3) (r, NI)) 

9. Consider the minimal bisimlliation relation containing identity and pairs 
of (((r n. SdS2]) ; S3, NI), (r n. (s] ; S3)[S] ; S3], NI)) , for all rules r , 
schedules 81, 82, and 83, and all mllitisets AI: 
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(a) ((r,. 8] [82]) ; 83, NI) -"; (t, NI'); then this transition is due to either 
of the following rules: 

i. (SO): (r,. 8] [82], NI) -"; (t', NI') and t 0= t' ; 83. This transition 
is due to either (RCO) or (RCI): 
(RCO): ~(r, NI)) and (8], NI) -"; (t', NI'). It follows from (SO) 
that (8] ; 83, NI) -"; (t' ; 83, NI') and thus aeeording to (RCO), 
(r,. (8] ; 83)[82 ; 83], NI) -"; (t, NI'). 
(RCI): (r, NI)) and (82, NI) -"; (t', NI'). It follows from (SO) 
that (82 ; 83, NI) -"; (t' ; 83, NI') and thus aeeording to (RCI), 
(r,. (8] ; 83)[82 ; 83], NI) -"; (t, NI'). 

ii. (SI): (r,. 8] [82], NI)) and (83, NI) -"; (t, NI'). The termination 
of the rule conditional can be due to either of the following rules: 
(RC2): ~((r , NI))]) and (8] , NI)). It follows from (SI) that 

(8] ; 83, NI) -"; (t, NI') and aeeording to (RCO) (r,. (8] ; 83)[82 ; 

83], NI) -"; (t, NI'). 
(RC3): (r, NI))] and (82, NI)). It follows from (SI) that (82 ; 

83, NI) -"; (t, NI') and aeeording to (RCI) (r ,. (8] ; 83)[82 ; 

83], NI) -"; (t, NI'). 

(b) (r,. (8] ; 83)[82 ; 83], NI) -"; (t, NI'). Then, this transition is due to 
one of the following rules: 

i. (RCO) ~((r, NI) ))] and (8] ; 83, NI) -"; (t, NI'). Then this tran
sition is due to either of the following rules: 
(SO): (8], NI) -"; (t', NI') and t = t' ; 83. Thus aeeording to 
(RCO), (r,. 8] [82], NI) -"; (t', NI') and aeeording to (SO), ((r,. 
8] [82]) ; 83, NI) -"; (t, NI'). 
(SI): (8], NI)) and (83, NI) -"; (t, NI'). It follows from (RCO) 
that (r ,. 8] [82], NI)) and using (SI) results in ((r ,. 8] [82]) ; 

83 , NI) -"; (t, NI'). 

ii. (RCI): Similar to the previous item. 

(e) ((r ,. 8] [82]) ; 83, NI)) {o,,(S2) (r ,. 8] [82], NI)) /\ (83, NI)) {o} 

(RC2) ,,·(RC3) ((r , NI))] /\ (82 , NI)))V ~( (r, NI)))/\ (8] , NI))))/\ (83, NI)) 
{o}(S2) ((r, NI))] /\ (82; 83, NI)..j) V (~((r, NI))]) /\ (8] ; 83, NI))) {o} 

(RC2) ,,·(RC3) (r ,. (8] ; 83)[82 ; 83], NI)) D 

10. Trivially follows from (RO) and (RI). 

Lemma A.2 Fnr an arbitrary rule ri., ri II/lX.ri ,. (ri II X) "" /lX.ri ,. (ri II 
X). 
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Proof. \Ve define the bisimulation relation Ii , as the smallest set containing 
'id together with pairs of ((r, Illlx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI), (Ilx'r,,. (r, II X), NI)): 
(1) (Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI) '4 (t, NI'), This transition ean only be due to (RO), 
and henee: (r,,. (r, Illlx'r, ,. (r, II X)) , NI) '4 (t, NI'), But this transition 
can only be due to (RCO) (since the second argument of the rule conditional 
is skip); aeeording to (ReO) this means that (r, II Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI) 

'4 (t, NI'), 
(2) (r, Illlx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI) '4 (t, NI') Then, this transition is aeeording to 
(PO), (PI), or (P2), In the first and the last ease, we have that (r" NI) has to 
make a transition, and henee ~(r" NI)";' If the transition is due to (PI), then 
(Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI) '4 (t", NI") and again sinee this transition ean only be 
due to (RO) and (ReO) ~(r" NI)";' So in all three eases ~(r" NI)";' 

Using the original transition of (r, Illlx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI) '4 (t , NI') and 
aeeording to (ReO), we have (r,,. (r, IIIIX,r, ,. (r, II X)), NI) '4 (t, NI') and 
henee, aeeording to (RO) (IIX,r, ,. (r, II X), NI) '4 (t, NI'), 

(:3) (Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI)) =?(Rl) (r, ,. (r, II Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X)), NI)) 
=?(RC2)m'(RC3) (r" NI))V (~(r" NI)) /\ (r, Illlx'r, ,. (r, II X) , NI)y) =?(P3) 

(r" NI))V (~(r" NI)) /\ ((r" NI)) /\ (Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X) , NI)))) =? (r" NI))V 
false =? (r" NI)) =?(P3) (using the initial assumption) (r, II IIX,r, ,. (r, II 
X), NI)";' 

(4) (r, Illlx'r,,. (r, II X), NI)) =?(P3) (Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI)) 
o 

Corollary A.3 For an arbitrary program Ii = {ro, ... , rnl, and a rule rj E Ii, 
((jlX,rO ,. (ro II X)) II ",) II (jlx'r" ,. (r" II X)) "" r, II ((jlX,rO ,. (ro II X)) II 
",) II (Ilx'r" ,. (r" II X)), 

Lemma A.4 For an arbitrary rule r; , arbitrary substitution a and arbitrary 
multisets NI and NI', If (Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI) '4 (t, NI'), then IIX,r, ,. (r, II 
X) "" t, 

Proof. Consider the bisimulation relation of Lemma A.2; we take its union with 
bisimulation relations of Proposition 2.17, dose it under symmetry, congruence 
and transitivity, and denote it by Ii. Now, we do not need to prove that Ii is 
a bisimulation relation (since it is a dosure of seven-il bisimulation relations), 
but we have to prove that, for all a transitions and multisets AI, (t, AI) and 
(Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI) fall in this relation, We do this using an indudion on 
the depth of a transition: 

L Indudion base: If (Ilx'r, ,. (r, II X), NI) '4 (t, NI') , with a proof of 
depth :3 (The minimum depth of the proof for this term is :3, because the 
recursion and rule conditional should first be resolved), then this transition 
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ean be only due to applieation of (RO), (RCO), and (PO) subsequently. 
Henee, (11X.r , n. (r, II X), IvI) -"-+ (skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI'); then 
t = skip II 11X.r, n. (r, II X). It follows from Proposition 2.17 that 
((t, IvI'), (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI')) E It. Sinee R is a bisimulation relation 
((t,IvI) , (11X.r , n. (r , II X) , IvI)) E R , for all IvI. 

2. Induetion step: Consider the transition (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) -"-+ (t , IvI') 
with a proof of depth n, then this transition should be according to (RO) 
and (RCO) and henee, (r, 1111X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) -"-+ (t, IvI'). Then, this 
transition ean be according to either of the following rules: 

(a) (PO): (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) -"-+ (skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI') and 
((skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI'), (11X.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI')) E It. 

(b) (PI): (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) -"-+ (t', IvI') and t = r, II t'. Thus, 
according to the induction hypothesis, t' ~ 11X.ri rt.. (rj II X) and 
sinee R is dosed under eongruenee ((r, II t', IvI') , (r, 1111X.r, n. (r, II 
X), IvI')) E It. But, aeeording to Lemma A.2, ((r, 1111X.r, n. (r, II 
X) , IvI'), (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI')) E R, henee sinee R is dosed under 
transitivity ((t, IvI') , (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI')) E It. 

(e) (P2) (r" IvI) '0; (skip, IvI,), (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) ~ (t2, Ivh), a = 
al, a2 and according to the induction hypothesis ((llX.rj (\.. (rj II 
X),IvI'), (t2,IvI')) E It. Thus, (11X.r, n. (r, II X),IvI)-"-+(skip II 
t2 , IvI') and ((11X.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI') , (skip II t2, IvI')) E It. 

Corollary A.5 Fnr an arbitrary program R = {ro, ... , r,,}, if (((jlX.ro n. (ro II 
X)) II ... ) II (11X.r" n. (r" II X)), IvI) -"-+ (t, IvI') , then t "" ((jlX.rO n. (ro II 
X)) II ... ) II (11X.r" n. (r" II X)). 

Lemma A.6 Fnr an arbitrary rule r" 11X.r, n. (r, II X) "" 11X.r, n. (r, II X) II 
11X.r, n. (r, II X). 

Pmof. Consider the bisimlliation relation of Lemma A.4 together with pairs of 
(11X.r, n. (r, II X) 1111X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) and (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI), dosed 
under congruence, symmetry and transitivity (denoted by Ii): 

1. (11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) -"-+ (t, IvI') =? (11X.r, n. (r, II X) II 11X.r, n. 
(r, II X), IvI) -"-+ (11X.r, n. (r, II X) II t, IvI'). Aeeording to Lemma A.4, 
((t , IvI'), (11X.r, n. (r , II X), IvI')) E It. Also aeeording to the definition 
of R, ((11X.r, n. (r, II X), IvI') , ((11X.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI') II (11X.r, n. 
(r, II X), IvI'))) E It. Sinee R is dosed under eongruenee ((11X.r, n. (r, II 
X) , IvI') , ((jlX.r, n. (r, II X)) II t, IvI')) E It. R is dosed under transitivity 
and henee ((t,IvI'), (11X.r, n. (r, II X) II t,IvI')) E It. 
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2. (IIX.r, n. (r, II X) II IIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) '4 (t , IvI') we prove that 
(IIX.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI) '4 (t', IvI') and ((t, IvI') , (t', IvI')) E R by an indue
tion on the depth of the proof for a transition. 
Induction base: The minimum depth of a a transition is when either of 
the parallel eomponents (IIX.r , n. (r, II X)) or both of them perform a 
single rule transition: 

(a) (PO): Then, this transition is due to (RO), (ReO), and (PO); then 

(r" IvI) '4 (skip, IvI'), t '" skip II (jlX.r, n. (r, II X) IIIIX.r, n. (r, II 
X)) and so, aeeording to (PO) (r, IIIIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) '4 (skip II 
IIX.r , n. (r, II X), IvI'). Thus, it follows from (ReO) and (RO) 
that (IIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) '4 (skip II IIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI'). 
Aeeording to the definition of R (jlX.r, n. (r, II X) , IIX.r, n. (r, II 
X) IIIIX.r, n. (r, II X)) E It. Sinee R is dosed under eongruenee 
(skip II IIX.r, n. (r, II X), skip II (IIX.r, n. (r , II X) IIIIX.r, n. (r, II 
X))) E R. 

(b) (PI): Similar to the previous item. 

(e) (P2): (r" IvI) "4 (skip, IvI,) , (r" IvI) "4 (skip , Ivh) , IvI 1= "" "2 and 
" = "" "2. Then, aeeording to (PO) and (ReO) (r, n. (r, II 
IIX.r, n. (r, II X)) , IvI) "4 (skip II IIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI,) and 
aeeording to (RO) (IIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) "4 (skip IIIIX.r, n. (r, II 
X), IvI,). Due to (P2)and (ReO) and (r , n. (r, IIIIX.r, n. (r, II 
X)) , IvI) "'c%' (skip II (skip II IIX.r, n. (r , II X), IvI'). Finally, ae
eording to (RO), (IIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI) '4 (skip II (skip IIIIX.r, n. 
(r, II X), IvI'). Sinee R eontains pairs of Proposition 2.17 and is 
dosed under transitivity and eongruenee ((skip II skip IIIIX.r, n. 
(r, II X), IvI'), ((skip IIIIX.r, n. (r, II X)) II (skip IIIIX.r, n. (r, II 
X)), IvI')) E R 

Indudion Step: The transition" ean be due to (PO), (PI), or (P2). 
Beeause of symmetry, we only eonsider the eases of (PO) and (P2): 

(a) (PO): Then (IIX.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI) '4 (t', IvI') and t '" t' IIIIX.r, n. 
(r, II X). This eompletes the ease if we show that ((t', IvI') , (t, Iv!')) E 
It. Aeeording to Lemma A.4, ((t', IvI') , (IIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI')) E It. 
Aeeording to the definition of R, ((IIX.r, n. (r, II X) IIIIX.r, n. (r , II 
X), IvI'), (IIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI')) E It. Sinee R is dosed under tran
sitivity and eongruenee, ((t' IIIIX.r, n. (r, II X), IvI') , (t', IvI')) E R. 
and henee ((IIX.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI') , (t' IIIIX.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI')) E 
R. 

(b) (PI): Similar to the previous item. 

(e) (P2): (IIX.r, n. (r , II X), IvI) "4 (t" IvI,) and (IIX.r , n. (r, II X), IvI) 
"4 (t2 , Ivh). Then eaeh of these transitions should be due to (RO) and 
(ReO) (r, IIIIX.r, n. (r, II X) , IvI) "4 (t"IvI,) and (r, IIIIX.r, n. 
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(r , II X), iVI) "-'i (t2, iVh). Eaeh ofthese transition ean be due to (PO), 
(PI), or (P2) leading to 9 different eases. Due to symmetry 6 eases 
can be differentiated as follows: 

i. (PO) and (PO) (the same ease as item (e) in the induetion base): 

(r"iVI)"4(skip,iVI,), (r"iVI)"-'i(skip,iVh), t, = t2 = (skip II 
11X.r, n. (r, II X)) II (skip II 11X.r, n. (r, II X)). Then, 
aeeording to (PO) and (ReO) (r, n. (r, II 11X.r, n. (r, II 
X)),iVI)"4 (skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II X),iVI,) and aeeording (RO) 

(11X.r, n. (r, II X),iVI) "4 (skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II X),iVI,). Due 
to (P2)and (ReO) and (r, n. (r, 1111X.r, n. (r, II X)), iVI) "'"f' 
(skip II (skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II X), iVI'). Finally, aeeording to 

(RO), (11X.r, n. (r, II X), iVI) "'"f' (skip II (skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II 
X), iVI') and ((skip II skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II X), iVI'), ((skip II 
11X.r, n. (r, II X)) II (skip 1111X.r, n. (r, II X)) , iVI')) E It. 

ii. (PO) and (PI): (r" iVI) "4 (skip, iVI,), (11X.r, n. (r, II X), iVI) "-'i 
(t~,IVh) , t = (skip II 11X.r, n. (r, II X)) II t2 and t2 = r, II 
t~. Due to (P2) and (ReO) (r, n. (r, II 11X.r, n. (r, II 
X)), iVI) u'"f' (skip II t~, iVI') and henee, (11X.r, n. (r, II X), iVI) 
-"+ (skip II t~, iVI'). Aeeording to Lemma A.2, ((t~, iVI') , (t2, iVI')) 
E It. It follows from Lemma A.4 that ((skip II t~,IVI') , (11X.r, n. 
(r, II X),)) E R. This it follows from Proposition 2.17 and 
eongruenee that ((skip II t~, iVI') , (t, iVI')) E It. 

iii. (PO) and (P2): Similar to item 1 and 2. 

iv. (PI) and (PI): (11X.r, n. (r, II X),iVI) "4 (ti,iVI,) , (11X.r, n. 

(r, II X) , iVI) "-'i (t~, iVh) , t, = r, II ti and t2 = r, II t~. It 
follows from applieation of (P2) that (11X.r, n. (r , II X) II 
11X.r, n. (r, II X), iVI) "'"f' (ti II t~, iVI') sinee the transition has 
a proof of depth n - 1, the induction hypothesis applies. This 
results in (11X.r, n. (r , II X) , iVI) -"+ (t' , iVI') where ((t' , iVI'), (t; II 
t~, iVI')) E R but aeeording to Lemmas A.2 and A.4 (and due to 
transitivity) , ((t; II t~ , iVI'),(t, II t2 , iVI')) E It. 

v. (PI) and (P2): Similar to item 4. 

vi. (P2) and (P2): (r" iVI) ~ (skip, iVIll), (11X.r, n. (r, II X), iVI) 
"'f (ti,iVI'2), (r"iVI) "31 (skip , iVh,), and (11X.r, n. (r , II X),iVI) 
""? (t~,IVI22), and t = (skip II til II (skip II t~). First, eomposing 
transitions "'2 and "22 results in (11X.r, n. (r, II X) 1111X.r, n. 

(r, II X), iVI) ""'4''' (t; II t~, iVI ["l2 , "22]) and sinee the new tran
sition has a proof depth less than n, the induction hypothesis ap
plies: (11X.r, n. (r, II X), iVI) ""'4''' (t", iVI["'2, "22]). Aeeording 
to induetion hypothesis, for all iVI", ((t", iVI") , (t; II t~ , iVI")) E 

R. It follows from Proposition 2.17 that ((t", iVI") , (t, iVI")) E It. 
By eomposing "ll and "2' and using (ReO) and (RO) to the 
above transition (similar to item 4) , we have (11X.r, n. (r, II 



X), NI) -"; (skip II (skip lit"), NI') and ((t , NI'), (skip II (skip II 
t"), NI')) E R. 

:3 , 4. (IIX.r, n. (r , II X), NI)) {".(P3) (IIX.r, n. (r , II X) , NI) II (IIX.r, n. (r, II 
X), NI)). 

Lemma A.7 Fnr an arbitrary rule r ,. , R = {r,) "" IIX.r, n. (r, II X). 

Pmof. We define the bisimulation relation (J relating pairs of (R, NI) and (s, NI) 
for all nmltisets NI and all sehedules s proved bisimlar to IIX.r, n. (r, II X) in 
the previolls lemmas. 
(1) Suppose that (R, NI) -"; (R, NI'). We prove that (IIX.r, n. (r, II X), NI)-"; 
(t, J.l,P) , and Ii ~ t by an induction on the depth of the proof for the a transition 
of R: 

1. Indudion base: For a (7 transition of depth 1, if (R, NI) -"; (R, NI'), then 
this transition can be only due to (ProgCornp), and hence, (r;, AI) -4] 
(r" NI'). Henee, aeeording to (RO), (ReO) and (PO), (IIX.r,. n. (r, II 
X), NI) -"; (t, NI). Aeeording to the Lemma A.4, tis bisimilar to IIX.r ,. n. 
(r, II X) and thus ((R,NI) , (t,1vI)) E (J. 

2. Indudion step: Consider the transition (R, NI) -"; (R, NI') with the proof 
of depth n. This transition ean be only due to (ProgPar) (n > 1). 
Henee, (R , NI) "..) (R, NI,), (R, NI) "-'i (R, Nh), and NI 1= (7, M (72. But 
aeeording to the indudion hypothesis (IIX.r,. n. (r, II X) , NI) "..) (t; , NI,) 

and (IIX.r,. n. (r, II X), NI) "-'i (t~, Nh). Thus, aeeording to (P2) and 
Lemma A.6 (IIX.r, n. (r,. II X), NI) -"; (t", NI') and t" is bisimilar to t; II 
t~. According to Lemma A.4, til and thus t~ II t~ is bisimilar to 11X.ri rt.. 

(r, II X) and thus ((R,NI'), (t; II t~,NI')) E (J. 

(2) (IIX.r ,. n. (r, II X), NI) -"; (t , NI') then (R, NI) -"; (R, NI'). This statement 
can be proved following a similar reasoning to that of the previolls item (by an 
induction on the a transition proof depth). 

(:3) (IIX.r,. n. (r, II X), NI)) =?(Rl) (r,. n. (r, II IIX.r, n. (r, II X)), NI)) 
=?(RC2)M·(RC3) (r"NI))V (~(r,. , NI)) /\ (r, IIIIX.r, n. (r, II X) , NI)..j) =?(P3) 

(r,., NI)) V (~(r,., NI)) /\ ((r,., NI)) /\ (IIX.r,. n. (r, II X), NI)))) =? (r" NI)) V 

false =? (r" NI)) =?(Co=p) (r" NI)), =?(ProgTer=) ({r,.), NI)). 

(4) ({r,.), NI)) =?(RC3) (r,. n. (r, IIIIX.r,. n. (r, II X)), NI)) =?(RO) 

(r,. II X), NI)). 
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Lemma A,S Fnr all programs R = {ro , "', r,,} and multisets NI, (NIGS(R) , NI)) 
if and only if (ro, NI)), "', and (r", NI)). 

Pmof. 

1. =?: Suppose that (NIGS(R), NI)), then aeeording to (P3), for all ri., 
(11X.ri r. (ri II X), NI)). Then aeeording to Lemma A.7, (ri' NI)). 

2. ¢c: Consider an arbitrary rule ri E R, (ri' NI)); It follows from (RC3) 
that (ri r. (ri 1111X.ri r. (ri II X)), NI)). Then, it follows from (RI) 
that (11X.ri r. (ri II X), NI)). By applying the same proeedure on other 
rules and using (P3), we have (NIGS(R), NI)). D 

Theorem 2,IS Most Gwer'al Schedule: Fnr an arbitrary GAMMA program 
R".,.] = {ro, ... ,r,,}, ((11X.ro r. (ro II X)) II ... ) II (11X.r" r. (r" II X)) '" R".,.]. 

Pmof. The bismilllation relation of this relation contains pairs relating (Rn+l' AI) 
and (t , NI) for all sehedules t tha t are proven bisimilar to NI GS(R" .,.]) (through 
Lemmas A.2, A.4 and A.6 ). \Ve prove the theorem by an induction on the size 
of the program (the number of rules): 

1. Indudion base: Fnr n = 0, we have 11X.ro r. (ro II X) = NIGS(Rrl '" R] 
according to Lemma A. 7. 

2. Indudion step: We prove that if for a program of size n, NIGS(R,,) '" R", 
then for a program of size n + 1, NIGS(R".,.rl = NIGS(R,,) 1111X.r" r. 
(r" II X) '" R".,.]: 

1. (NIGS(R".,.]), NI) -'" (t , NI'). Then, this transition is due to either of 
the following rules: 

i. (PO): (NIGS(R,,), NI) -'" (t', NI') and t 0= t' 1111X.r" r. (r" II 
X). Then, aeeording to the indudion step (R", NI) -'" (R", NI') 
and aeeording to Lemma 2.10 (R".,.] , NI) -'" (R".,.] , NI') on the 
other hand, it follows from Corollary A.5 that t' '" ((jlX.rO r. 
(ro II X)) II ... ) II (jlX.r" r. (r" II X)) and henee, ((R".,.] , NI'), 
(t, NI')) E q. 

ii. (PI): (11X.r" r. (r" II X) , NI)-'" (t',NI') and t 0= ((jlX.rO r. 
(ro II X)) II ... ) II (11X.r" r. (r" II X))R" II t'. Then, aeeording 
to Lemma A.7 ({r,,), NI) -'" ({r,,), NI'). By Lemma 2.12, we will 

have (R".,.] , NI) -'" (R".,.] , NI'). Aeeording to Lemma A.4, t' '" 
11X.r" r. (r" II X) and henee, ((R".,.],NI'), (t,NI')) E q. 

iii. (P2): (NIGS(R,,),NI) "4 (t],NI]) and (11X.r" r. (r" II X),NI) 
'4 (t2, Nh). Then, aeeording to the indudion step (R,,, NI) "4 
(R", NI]) and aeeording to Lemma A.7, ({r,,), NI) '4 ({r,,), Nh). 
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Applying Lemma 2.12, will result in (R".,." IvI) -4 (R"'f-] , IvI'). 
Again ((R".,." IvI') , (t, IvI')) E (J aeeording to Lemma A.4 and 
Corollary A.5. 

2. Suppose that (R".,." IvI) -4 (R".,." IvI'). Then aeeording to Lemma 
2.12 for the rule rn , one of the following eases hold: 

i. ({r,,), IvI) -4 ({r,,), IvI') , then (11X.r" r. (r" II X), IvI) -4 (t, IvI'), 
and aeeording to (PI) (((11X.ra r. (ra II X)) II ... ) II (jlX.r" r. 
(r" II X)) , IvI) -4 (((jlX.ra r. (ra II X)) II ... ) II t, IvI), and ae-
eording to Corollary A.5, ((jlX.ro r. (ra II X)) II ... ) II (jlX.r" r. 
(r" II X)) is bisimilar to ((jlX.ro r. (ra II X)) II ... ) II t. Henee, 
((R".,." IvI') , (((jlX.ra r. (ra II X)) II ... ) lit, IvI')) E (J. 

ii. ({r,,},IvI) "-I ({r,,},IvI,), (R",IvI)"J,(R",Ivh), IvI 1= '" CX1 "2, 

and a = 171,172. Then according to Lemma A.7, (llX.rn r... 

(r" II X) , IvI) "-I (t, , IvI,) and aeeording to the induetion hypoth
esis, IvIGS(R,,) "J, (t2, Ivh). Aeeording to (P2), (IvIGS(R,,) II 
11X.r" r. (r" II X), IvI) -4 (t, II t2, IvI'). It follows from Lemma 
A.5 and Corollary A.5 that ((R".,." IvI') , (t, II t2, IvI')) E (J. 

iii. (lin' Al).4 (Iill: AI') and according to the induction hypothesis, 
(IvIGS(R,,), IvI) -4 (t' , IvI'). It follows from (PO) that (IvIGS(R,,) II 
11X.r" r. (r" II X), IvI) -4 (t' 1111X.r" r. (r" II X) , IvI'). Aeeord
ing to A.5, we have t' 1111X.r" r. (r" II X) "" IvIGS(R".,.rl and 
thus ((R".,., , IvI'),(t' 1111X.r" r. (r" II X),IvI')) E (J. 

:3, 4. It follows from Lemma A.8 and (ProgTerm) that (IvIGS(R".,.,), IvI)) 
'* (R".,." IvI)). 

Lemma A.9 Fnr two arbitrary GAMMA programs R, and R2 sueh that R2 <;; 
R" and (R" IvI) -4 (R" IvI') , one of the following eases hold: 

1. (R, \ R2, IvI) -4 (R, \ R2, IvI') 

2. (R, \ R2, IvI) "-I (R, \ R2, IvI') , (R2, IvI) "J, (R2, IvI') , " = "" "2 and IvI 1= 
171 r><J 172 

Pmof. By an induction on size of R 2 : 

1. Induction base: For program R2 with a single rule the ease reduces to 
Lemma 2.12. 

2. Induction step: Consider a program R2 of size n + 1 with the form 
{ro, ... , rn}. For the subset {ro, ... , rn ... l} of R2 containing n rules, due 
to the induction hypothesis, one of the following eases holds: 
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(a) (H, \ {ra, ... , r" ... ,}, IvI) -"; (H, \ {ra, ... , r" ... ,}, IvI'). Now eonsider the 
rule rn , by applying Lemma 2.12 to the program Ii] \ {ro, ... , rn ... l}, 
one of the following eases should hold: 

i. ((H, \ {ra , ... , r" ... , }) \ {r,,}, IvI) -"; ((H, \ {ro, ... , r" .. , }) \ {r" }, IvI') , 
thus, (H, \ H2, IvI) -"; (H, \ H2, IvI'). 

ii. ((H, \ {ra, ... , r" ... r})\ {r,,}, IvI) '4 ((H, \ {ra, ... , r" .. ,})\ {r,,}, IvI,), 
({r,,},IvI) '4 ({r,,},Ivh), a = 17,,172 and IvI 1= 17,,172. It fol
lows from Corollary 2.11 that (H, \ H2, IvI) '4 (H, \ H2, IvI,) 
(H2, IvI) '4 (H2, Ivh). 

iii. ({ r" ), IvI) -"; ({ r,,), IvI'). It follows from Corollary 2.11 that (H2, IvI) 
-"; (H2, Iv!'). 

(b) (H, \{ra, ... , r" ... ,}, IvI) '4 (H, \ {ra, ... , r" ... ,}, IvI,) and ({ra , ... , r" ... ,), IvI) 
'4 ({ra, ... , r" ... ,), Ivh). Aeeording to Corollary 2.11, (H2, IvI) '4 (H2, Ivh). 
Similar to the previolls ease, by considering rule rn , applying Lemma 
2.12 on the al transition leads to the desired eases. 

(e) ({ra, ... , r" ... , ), IvI) -"; (H\ {ra, ... , r" .. d, IvI); aeeording to Lemma 2.10 
(H2, IvI) -"; (H2, IvI). 

Proposition 2.19 For two arbitrary GAIVIlVIA programs Iil and R2 and two 
arbitrary seheduleB 8 and t, if H, '" 8 and H2 '" t, then H, U H2 '" 8 II t. 
Pmof. 

1. (8 II t, IvI) -"; (8' II 1', IvI'); then, this transition is due to either of the 
following rules: 

(a) (PO): (8, IvI) -"; (8' , IvI') and t' = t, then simce 8 '" H" (H" IvI)-"; 
(H" IvI'). It follows from Corollary 2.11 that (H, U H2, IvI) -"; (H, U 
Ii2 , AI') and since,'; 3;: IiI, it should hold that 8

1 3;: Iil and since 
bisimilarity is congruence, 8

1 II t ~ Iil U R2 0 

(b) (PI): Similar to the previous item. 

(e) (P2): (8, IvI) '4 (8', IvI,), (t, IvI) '4 (t', Ivh), and IvI 1= a, M 172. Then, 

sinee 8 '" H, and t '" H2, (H" IvI) '4 (H" IvI,) , (H2 , IvI) '4 (H2, Ivh). 
It follows from Corollary 2.11 and (ProgPar) that (H, UH2 , IvI) -"; (H, U 
H2, IvI') , also sinee 8' '" H, and t' '" H2, it follows from 8 II t '" 
H, U H2 that 8' II t' '" H, U H2. 

2. (H, U H2, IvI) -"; (H, U H2, IvI') then eonsidering H2, aeeording to Lemma 
A.9, one of the following eases hold: 

(a) ((H, UH2 ) \It2 , IvI) -"; ((H, UH2 ) \It2 , IvI') then aeeording to Corollary 
2.11 (H" IvI) -"; (H" IvI') and sinee 8 '" H" (8, IvI) -"; (8', IvI') and 
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B' '" R,. It follows from (PI) that (B II t , IvI)..".; (B' II t, IvI'), and 
B' II t'" R, uR2 . 

(b) ((R, u R2) \ R2, IvI) '0, ((R, u R2) \ R2, IvI') , (R2, IvI) ':3, (R2, IvI') , a = 
al, a2 , and AI F al r><J a2· 

Then, due to Corollary 2.11 (R" IvI) '0, (R" IvI') and (R2, IvI) ':3, 
(R2, IvI'). Sinee B '" R, and t '" R2, (B, IvI) '0, (B', IvI') and (t, IvI) ':3, 
(t', IvI'). It follows from (P2) that (B II t , IvI)..".; (B' II t', IvI') and 
B' II t' '" R, uR2 . 

(e) (R2, IvI)..".; (R2, IvI') then similar to item 1, (B II t, IvI)..".; (B II t', IvI') 
and BII t' '" R, uR2 . 

:3, 4. (R, u R2, IvI)) ? '1r E R, U R2; (r, IvI)), ? '1r E R,; (r, IvI)), 1\ '1r E 

R2; (r , IvI)), ? (R" IvI)) 1\ (R2, IvI)) ? (B, IvI)) 1\ (t, IvI)) ? (B II 
t, IvI)). 
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Appendix B 

Proofs of Timed Properties 

In some eases, to prove properties of timed-schedules, we have to he sure that 
annotations in the schedule term are in line with the tasks in the corresponding 
mllitiset. So, we aSSllme that a state is valid if it has this property. Nevertheless , 
by starting from an empty mllitiset and a syntaetically valid schedule (which 
is obviously not annotated) , we will only reach states that are valid in the 
above sense because the only rules that change the task mllitiset , change the 
annotations to keep them valid, either. 
Lemma 4.8 For an arbitrary schedule 8, an arbitrary task set T, and a mllitiset 
lVI , if (8 , lVI, T) 2" (8' , lVI', T') and T is eonsistent with respeet to lVI , then T' is 
consistent with respect to All. 
Pmof. The proof is done by an induction on the depth of the proof for the X 
transition. For the proof of depth one, the t ransition can be done only due to 
the semantic rulf'B of basic computation (Figure 4.5), but all rules of this figure 
have only one or no task in the task multiset (the scheduled task in the multiset 
is consistent due to the Definition 2.14 (Enahling valuation)). 

The induction step proceeds by analyzing the structure of the schedule per
forming the transition. Suppose that (8, IvI, T) 2" (8', IvI', T') by a proof of depth 
n+1. 

If ,'; is a rule-conclitional, sequential, or recursive schedule, then the transition 
should be aeeording to the semantie rules (TRCO), (TRCl), (TSO), (TSl), 
or (TRO) (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7) , and the premises of these rules eontain a 
transition with the same multiset and task multisets. Since the transition in 
the premises has a proof of (at most) depth n , according to induction step the 
resulting tasks in TI (which remain the same in the dedlH:tion) aTe consistent 
with respect to AP, too. 

If s is a parallel sehedule, then the transition is due to (TPO)-(TP3). Rules 
(TPO) and (TPl) observe the eonsisteney eondition. Rules (TP2) and (TP3) 
do not result in the introduction of any new task. Hence, application of these 
rules cannot cause inconsistency (in case of task execution transitions, the case 
follows trivially from Lemma4.:3, and in case of time-change transitions, the cor
responding composed substitutions do not change at all). ~ 
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Using the ahove lemma, in all the of the following proofs we assume the 
task multisets to be consistent. As another simplification in our proofs of bisim
ulation, we rule out analyzing idling transitic)lls since for all schedules (and 
GA:f\!IlVIA programs) the same idling transitic)lls are applicahle. 

Theorem Congruence: Bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to all schedule 
operators. 

Proof. To prove the theorem we should prove the following propsoitions: For 
all dosed schedules 8, 8 1, t, and t' and an rules rand rl, if r ~t rl, t ~t t' and 
8 ~t 8

1 then: 

1. r ,. s [t] "'t r' ,. s' [t'] 

2. 8 ; t ~t 8
1 

; t' 

:3. sll t "'t s' II t' 

The proofs of the ahove propositions follow the same line as those of the 
un-timed one. There are only two changes necessary to make the proofs valid 
in timed settings: 

1. Changing the bisimulation relation and states to contain annotated sched
ules and task multisets and changing transition lahels to range over both 
time pass (scheduling) and computation. 

2. Analyzing the parallel composition transition to cover the new parallel 
time pass rule (TP2). 

For an example of these changes, see the next proposition. 

Proposition B.t Some timed bisimilar schedules: According to the seman
ties of the timed-coordination language, the following bisimilarities hold, for all 
schedules 8,81, 82, 83 and rule r: 

1. 8kip; 8 ~t 8 

2. 8 ; 8kip ~t 8 

:3. s] ; (S2 ; S3) "'t (s] ; S2) ; S3 

4. skip lis "'t s 

5. s] IIs2 "'t S2 lis] 
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7. r n. skip[skip] "'t skip 

8. r n. r[skip] "'t r 

9. (r n. s] [S2]) ; S3 "'t r n. (s] ; S3)[S2 ; S3] 

10. If y is not present in s , I"f.s "'t 11Y.S[y/:r]. 

Proof. Apart from the syntaetic changes in states and relation, the way to prove 
items 1, 2, :3, 7, 8, 9, and 10 remain the same as llntimed proofs of Proposition 
2.17 in Appendix A. Proofs of items 4, 5, and 6 change a bit. To sketch the 
changes, we give the proof for 5: 

We define the relation R as R~ {((sll t,lVI,T) , (t Ils , lVI,T))) Uid for all 
schedules,'; and t (possibly annotated with respect to T), mllitisets AI, and task 
mllitisets T: 
(1) (s] II S2, lVI , T) 4 (t, lVI' , T'); then this transition is due to one of the follow
ing rules: 

1. (TPO): (s],lVI,T])4 (t',lVI',T{). If T2 = T E3 T], then T = T] Bl T2, 
T' = T{ BlT2, and t '" t' II S2. Then, aeeording to (TPl), (S2 II s] , lVI, T2 Bl 
T,)4 (S2 II t',lVI',T2 Bl T{) and aeeording to the definition of R, ((t' II 
S2, lVI', T{ Bl T2), (S2 II t', lVI', T2 Bl T{)) E R. 

2. (TPl): Due to symmetry, similar to the previolls item. 

:3. (TP2): (s], lVI, T,) .':.-, (t;, lVI, T{), lVI' = lVI, (S2, lVI, T2).':.-, (t~,IVI, TD, T = 
T, BlT2, T' = T{ BlT~ and t '" t; II t~. Aeeording to (TP2), with ehanging 

the order of the hypotheseB, we have (s2Ih, lVI, T) .':.-, (t~llt;, lVI, T'), and 
((s] Ils2,lVI ,T'),(s21Is],lVI ,T')) E R. 

4. (TP3): (s],lVI,T,) "4 (t;,lVI],T{) (s2,lVI,T2)'!3,(t~,lVhT~), T=T, BlT2, 
T' = T{ Bl T~, t '" t; II t~, X = a],a2 and lVI' = lVIh,a2]. Ae
cording to (TP3), with changing the order of the hypothesis, we have 

(s21Is],lVI,T) "'"f' (t~llt;,lVI[a2,arl,T'). But, it follows from Lemma 2.5 
that lVIh , a2] = lVI[a2 ,arl = lVI' and henee, ((s] II s2,lVI',T'),(s2 II 
s] , lVI', T')) E R. 

(2) Due to symmetry, the same reasoning holds for (S2 II s], lVI, T) 4 (t, lVI', T'). 
(:3),(4) (s] II S2, lVI, T)) {o?(TP4) (s], lVI, T)) /\ (S2, lVI, T)) {o? (S2, lVI, T)) /\ 

~TP4' (s], lVI, T)) {o?( ) (S2 II s], lVI, T)) 0 

Lemma B.2 Fnr all transitions of the form ((11X.r n. (r II X)) II ((r[ao@to : 
I] II ... ) II r[an ~~t" : Il), lVI, T) 4 (t, lVI', T'), where T = [ao@to : I, ... , a,,@t n : I] 
and T' = [ab@tb : I, ... , a~,@t~, : I]; t "'t (11X.r n. (r II X)) II ((r[ab~~tb : I] II 
... ) II r[a~,@t~,: Il). 
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Proof. \Ve define bisimulation Ii as the union of the identity relation and the 
bisimulation relations in the previous lemma, dosed under congruence. (Note 
that we do not have to prove that this is a bisimulation relation.) The X tnHl
sition can be due to one of the following cases: 

1. (TPO): (11X.r,. (r II X) , NI,T,)2" (t' , NI' ,T{). But the only transi
tion that can be taken is scheduling a new task (the schedule term in the 
left-hand side does not have any annotated task to allow time pass or com
mitment). Thus, X = 0 and T{ = T, Bl[cr'~~O: I]. But then, the whole tran
sition is of the form: ((11X.r,. (r II X)) II ((r[cro~~to : I] II ... ) II r[cr"~~t,, : 
I]), NI, T) 2" (((J1X.r ,. (r II X)) II r[cr'@O : I]) II ((r[cro@to : I] II ... ) II 
r[cr,,@t,,:I]) , NI,TBl[cr'@O:I]) and ((((11X.r,. (r II X)) II r[cr'@O:I]) II 
((r[cro~~to : I] II ... ) II r[cr"~~t,, : I]), NI, T Bl [cr'~~O : Ill, ((11X.r ,. (r II 
X)) II (r[cr'~~O: I] II ((r[cro~~to: I] II ... ) II r[cr"~~t,, : I])),NI,TBl [cr'~~O: 
Ill) E It. Sinee R is a bisimulation relation, this eompletes the ease. 

2. (TPl): Then the transition can be due to a number of time pass transi
tiems or a number of task commitments. So, in general the transition will 
be of one of the following forms: 

(a) ((11X.r,. (r II X)) II ((r[cro~~to : I] II ... ) II r[cr"@t,, : I]), NI , T).!', 
((11X.r,. (r II X)) II ((r[cro~~to : I] II ... II (rh~~ti + t' : I] II ... )) II 
r[an :~~tn : I]), AI, TI) (several tasks might have increased their execu
tion time by t'), T' = [r[cro~~to : I], ... , rh~~ti. + t' : I], ... , cro@t" : I]. 
Henee, the lemma holds trivially (due to the identity part of R). 

(b) ((11X.r,. (r II X)) II ((r[cro~~to : I] II ... ) II r[cr"~~t,, : Il), NI, T).."; 
((11X.r,. (r II X)) II ((r[cro~~to : I] II ... II (skip II ... )) II r[cr"@t,, : 
I]), NI[crl, T'), and T' is the result of removing the eommitted tasks 
from T. The lemma again holds since t only has skip schedules 
instead of committed tasks that are ahsent in TI. 

:3. (TP2) , (TP3): Transition aeeording to these rules is not possible sinee 
the first sehedule (J1X.r ,. (r II X)) does not eontain any adive task set 
to perform a time pass or commitment. 

Lemma B.3 Fnr all T = [cro@to : I, ... , cr"~~t,, : I], 11X.r ,. (r II X) II 
((r[cro@to : I] II ... ) II r[cr"@t,, : I]) "'t (11X.r ,. (r II X) II (J1X.r ,. (r II 
X)) II ((r[cro@to : I] II ... ) II r[cr"~~t,, : I])). 
Pmof. (1) (11X.r ,. (r II X) II ((r[cro@to : I] II ... ) II r[cr"@t,, : Il), NI , T) 2" 
(t, All, T'). The transition can be due to one of the following rules: 

1. (TPO): Then the transition can be only scheduling a new task since 
there is no active task associated with the component on the left-hand 
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side of the outermost parallel cOmpOSitIOn. Hence the transition will 
be of the form: (11X.r n- (r II X) II ((r[ao@to : Il II ... ) II r[a"@t,, : 

Ill, 111, T) -"t ((jlX.r n- (r II X) II (r II ... II r)) II ((r[ao@to : Il II ... ) II 
r[an:~~tn: I]),Al,[a':~~O: I,ao:~~to: I, ... ,an:~~tn: Il). But then, the same 
transition ean be done by 11X.r n- (r II X) 1111X.r n- (r II X) by just 
unfolding one of the two parallel components. 

2. (TPl): Then the transition is due to time pass and commitment of the 
task set which is the same for both schedules and hence the transition 
ean be mimieked exaetly by (11X.r n- (r II X) II 11X.r n- (r II X)) II 
((r[ao@to : Ilil ... ) II r[a"~~t,, : Ill)· 

:3. (TP2), (TP3): No transition is possible due to these rules beeause the 
first part (jlX.r n- (r II X)) is not able to perform time pass or task 
commitment. 

(2) Similar to the previous item. 
(:3) , (4) (11X.r n- (r II X) II ((r[ao@to : Ilil ... ) II r[a"@t,, : Ill, IVI, T)..j",* T = 
[jl /\ (11X.r n- (r II X), IVI, [jl)..j "'* ((jlX.r n- (r II X) 1111X.r n- (r II X)) II 
((r[ao~~to: Illl···) II r[a,,@t,,:I]),IVI,T)..j. 
Note that separating the scheduling from time pass and commitment simplifies 
the proof significantly compared to the un-timed settings (Lemma A.6). 

Lemma B.4 For all AI and T = [ao:~~to : I, ... , an:~~tn : I], there is a bisimula
tionrelation Rsueh that (({r},IVI,T),(11X.rn- (r IIX) II ((r[ao@to:Illl···)11 
r[a,,@t,,:I]),IVI ,T)) E R. 

Pmof. \Ve assume the minimum bisimulation relation Ii containing the pairs 
of ({r},ll{T) and (t,IVI,T) for all sehedules related to (11X.r n- (r II X) II 
((r[ao~~to : Il II ... ) II r[a"@t,, : Ill , IVI, T) using identity and the bisimulation 
relations of Lemma B.:} and Proposition B.l, dosed under congruence. 
(1) ({r), IVI, T) ~ ({r), IVI', T'), for some multiset IVI and eonsistent task multi
set T. By an induction on the depth of the X transition: 

1. Induction base: Suppose that the X transition is of length one. If the 
transition is commitment of a task, then the transition can be only due 
to (ProgCornpO). Henee, (r, IVI, [a~~t : Il) -+, (r, IVI', [jl), a@t : I E T 
and X = a. Then aeeording to (TCoordCornp) (r[a@t : I], IVI, [a~~t : 
Ill..".; (skip, IVI', [jl). Without loss of generality, suppose that a = a". 
Then it follows from (TPl) that ((r[ao : to : Il II ... ) II r[a" : t" : 
I]'IVI,T)..".;((r[ao : to : Il II ... ) II skip,IVI',T') and due to (TPl), 
(11X.r n- (r II X) II ((r[ao : to : Ilil ... ) II r[a" : t" : Ill, 111, T)..".; (11X.r n
(r II X) II ((r[ao: to: Illl···) Ilskip) , IVI' ,T') and (({r},IVI',T') , (((r[ao: 
to: Illl···) II skip) 1111X.r n- (r II X),IVI',T')) E R. 
The rest of the proof (for the cases of time-pass and scheduling transition) 
for the induction base is similar to ahove. 



2. For the induction step, the transition is due to either of the following rules: 

(a) (ProgCornpO): See induetion base. 

(b) (ProgCornpl): ({r), lVI, T,) '4 ({r), lVIi, Ti) and ({r), lVI,T El T,) 
"..} ({r},lVI~,T~). Thus, aeeording to induetion step ((jlX.r n. (r II 
X)) II ((r[a1O: t1O: I] II ... ) II rhm: t'm: I]) , lVI,T,) '4 ((jlX.r n. 
(r II X)) II (r[aio : t;o : I] II ... ), lVIi, T{) and ((11X.r n. (r II X)) II 
((r[a20 : t20 : I] II ... ) II r[a2m. : t2m' : I]) , lVI, T2) "..} ((jlX.r n. (r II 
X)) II (r[a~o : t~o : I] II ... ), lVI~, T~). It follows from (TP3) that 
((jlX.r n. (r II X) 1111X.r n. (r II X)) II (((r[ao : to : I] II ... ) II r[a" : 
tn: I]),lVI,T) "'-"+" ((jlX.r n. (r II X) 1111X.r n. (r II X)) II ((r[ab : 
tb : I] II ... ),lVI',T'). However , aeeording to Lemma B.:3(jlX.r n. 
(r II X) 1111X.r n. (r II X)) II (((r[ao : to : I] II ... ) II r[a" : t" : 
I]) ""'t (jlX.r n. (r II X)) II (((r[ao : to : I] II ... ) II r[a" : t" : I]) 
and henee, ((jlX.r n. (r II X)) II ((r[ao : to : I] II ... ) II r[a" : 
t ,, : I]),lVI,T)"'-"+"(t,lVI',T') and ((t,lVI,T'),((11X.r n. (r II X) II 
11X.r n. (r II X)) II ((r[ab : tb : I] II ... )),lVI',T')) E It. It follows 
from Lemma B.a and the definition of Ii that the left-hand side of 
the transition is bisimilar to ({r), lVI, T') with respeet to It. 

(e) Cases (ProgTirneO) and (ProgSched) are similar to item 1 and 
that of (ProgTirnel) is similar to item (b). 

(2) (11X.r n. (r II X) II ((r[ao : to : I] II ... ) II r[an : t" : I]), lVI, T) ~ (t, lVI, T') 
Then the transition is due to one of the following rules: 

1. (TPO) Then (11X.r n. (r II X) , lVI, T,) ~ (t , lVI, T{). This transition ean 
be only due to scheduling of a new task and hence, TI = T 63 [ab:~~t~ : 

I], (r, lVI, [jl ) -"; (r[ab~~tb : I], lVI, [ab@tb : Ill. Aeeording to Lemma B.2 , 
t ""'t 11X.r n. (r II X) II (r[ab~~tb : I] II ... ), where T' = [ab~~tb : I, ... ]. 
It follows from (TCoordSched) that (r, lVI, [jl ) -'I, (r , lVI, [ab~~tb : Ill. 
Then, aeeording to (ProgCornp) ({r), lVI , T) -"; ({r), lVI, T'). 

2. (TPl) Similar to the proof of Lemma B.2. 

(:3), (4) (11X.r n. (r II X) II ((r[ao: to: I] II ... ) II r[an : t ,, : I]),lVI,T)) but this 
holds if and only if (with a reasoning similar to that of Lemmas 4.4 and A.7) 
T = [jl /\ (r, lVI, T)) and aeeording to (TCoordRnleTerrn) and (ProgTerrn) 
this holds if and only if ({ r ), lVI, T)I 0 

For brevity in presentation, we define the following schedule term: T 5 AI GS (rj, 

T) ~ (11X.r, n. (r, II X) II (r,[a,O~~tiO : I,.] II ... II r,[a,,,@t,,, : I,])). 

Corollary B.5 For an arbitrary rule r, {r} ""'t TSlVIGS(r, [jl ). 
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Corollary B.6 For all transitions ofthe form (TSiVIGS(ro, To) II ... II TSiVIGS 
(r",T,,),iVI,To Bl ... BlT,,)-'.;(t,iVI',T6 Bl ... BlT:J then t "'t TSiVIGS(ro,T6) II 
... 11 TSi\WS(r",T:,). 

Lemma B.7 Fnr a timed-GAMMA program R, (R, iVI, T) -'.; (R , iVI' , T') if and 
only if for all rules r E Ii, one of the following eases holds: 

1. (R \ {r), iVI, T) -'.; (R \ {r), iVI', T') 

2. (R\{r},iVI,T,)-'4 (R\{r},iVI"T{), ({r},iVI,T2) Q ({r},iVh,TD andT' = 
T{ EB T~. 

:3. ({r), iVI, T) -'.; ({r), iVI', T') 

Pmof. Similar to llntimed ease proof (Lemma 2.12), by an induction on the 
depth of the proof. 

Theorem 4.9 Fnr an arbitrary timed-GAMMA program R, R "'t ((j1X.ro ,. 
(ro II X)) II ... ) II (11Xr" ,. (r" II X)). 
Proof. \Ve construct a bisimlliation relation Ii containing pairs of the form 
((R,iVI,T),(II~<~~" (11Xr,,. (r, II X) II (r,[ajQ@tjQ: I,l ll .. ·) II r,[a,,,,@t,,,, 
I;D,Af,Tl'o 63 .. ~EETrJ, whereTI"; = [aiO:~~tiO: Ii , ... ,ain,:~~till': Ii]. 

By an induction on the size of timed-GAIVlf\!IA program: 

1. Induction base: For a program {r} with single rule r, it follows from 
Lemma BA. 

2. Induction step: 

1. If (R, iVI, T) -'.; (R, iVI' , T') then aeeording to Lemma B,7, and using 
either (PO), (P2) or (P3) will prove the hypothesis, 

2, (11",EfI (j1Xr,. (r II X) II (r,[sigrnajQ@tjQ : I..] II .. ,) II r,[a,,,,~~t,,,, : 

I,]), iVI, T". Bl , .. Bl T"J -'.; (t, iVI, T'): It follows from deeomposing the 
transition (aeeording to (PO), (PI), (P2) or (P3)) and applying 
the induction hypothesis. 

:3, 4, (R, iVI, T)V {=? T = QJ and for all r E R, (r, iVI, cp )V, {=? 

(11",EflI1Xr, ,. (r, II X) II (r,[sigrnajQ@tjQ : I..] II .. ,) II r,[a,,,, l~t,,,, : 
I,]), iVI, V) 
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